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.A" Special Jssue
Commemorating the
:R.e-opening oj the
Bayreuth 1estival
On July 29, f95f,
and the 75th
HHiversary oj
Students profit from
Bob Jones University.
Students have the advantages of the most modern equipment in
radio station WMUU as elsewhere in Bob Jones University.
BOI JONES UNIVERSITY G r e e n V I I e, Sou the a r 0 lin 0
~---------
THE OLD
AND THE NEW .
Bob Jones Universi~
stands without apology lor t~e
old-time religion
and t~e
absolute authority 01 the Bible.
It believes
in the standards 01 dec
and integrty
,n the Old Boo,
Bob J nes University hili
beau lui new campUl
ith up.to.dat~
uilding ond equipment.
It believes
in sane 0 n d reasonable
m dern methods
Ity
youn eople are
nesses to eternal and unchanging
truth and the
old-fashioned Gospel
in this modern age.
MUSIC, SPEECH, AND AiT
WITHOUT ADDITIONAL COST
ABOVE REGULAR ACADEMIC TUITiON
ACADEMY IN CONNECTION
• •
Symphony-less Detroit will have
its own orchestra next year, spon-
sored by a group of Detroit music-
lovers. (See" Dilemma in Detroit, II
ETUDE, April 1951) ... Corn-
poser Roy Harris and his pianist
wife lohono Harris will join the
faculty of Pennsylvania College for
Women next fall ... Ernst von
Dohnanyi, Hungarian composer,
will conduct an advanced seminar
this month at San Francisco's
Music and. Arts Institute.
Serge Koussevitzky will open
the Berkshire Festival on July 7
with an all·Bach program. The
July 14,program will be all-Haydn,
that of .July 21 all-Mozart ...
With Saul Caston conducting,
the fifth annual Red Rocks Festi-
val of the Denver Symphony will
open July 6 . . . This year's
Salzbu.rg Festival will be inaugu-
rated July 27 with a performance
of Mozart's "Idomeneo."
Dr. George Howerton, pro·
lessor of music history at North-
western University since 1931, will
become dean of the University's
School of Music on Sept. 1 . . .
Dr. Etltvin Franko Goldlnan
last month received the Lincoln
Award of Abraham Lincoln High
School "for his services to the
City of New York." ... Ballad-
singer Burllves has been named
head of the folk-music division of
the Music Research Foundation.
Otto Harbach was re-elected
president of the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Pub-
lishers al the latest ASCAP elec-
tions. The only change in the roster
of officers was election of Paul
Cunningham as secretary, suc-
ceeding George W. Meyer .. _
Misch" Misch"kofJ, NBC Sym-
phony concertmaster, and Mar-
guertte V. Hood of the Univer-
sity of Michigan, president of the
Music Educators National Con-
ference, will conduct workshop
courses at the University of Colo-
rado this summer.
Hunter College in New York
City last month presented first
American performances of two
one-act operas by European com-
posers, "Comedy on the Bridge,"
by Bohuslov Martinu, and
"Judgment Day" by Paul Berl.
In a single day last month,
Eugene Orm"ndy of the Phila-
delphia Orchestra received invita-
tions to conduct in four different
corners of the globe. Bids came
from the Nippon Philharmonic in
Tokyo, the Argentine Slate Orches-
tra in Buenos Aires, the Australian
Broadcasting Commission and a
group of impresarios planning a
tour of South America.
The House Ways and Means
Committee has approved the Mo-
rano Bill, H. R. 2524, exempting
grand' opera and non-profit sym·
phonic organizations from Federal
admissions taxes. This marks the
first favorable action taken by the
committee on removal of the war-
time admissions tax, which musi-
cal organizations maintain is caus-
ing financial hardship to and may
lead to suspension of many of the
nation's great cultural institutions.
The ~letropolit((n Opera Com-
pany, the New York Philhar.
monic-Symphony and other or-
ganizations have been seeking
removal of the tax for some time.
With IrTtI Petina in the role of
Rosalinda, and Adelaide Bishop
of the New York City Opera as
Adele, the S. Hurck-National Con-
certs and Artiste Corporation tour
of "Die Fledermaus" will open in
Hartford, Conn., Oct. 15. Another
touring "Fledermaus" presented
by the ilfetropolitctn 0/lera also
will be on the road next season.
COIUPETITIONS (For details, write to sponsors listed)
• Four-part a cappella anthem. Prize and closing date not announced.
Sponsor: Chapel Choir Conductors' Culld, c/o Ellis E. Snyder, Mees
Conservatory, Capital University, Columbus 9, Ohio.
• Rome Prize Fellowships, $.3,000 for one year's study in Rome of
classics and the fine arts. Closing date for 1952-53 scholarships, Jan. 1,
1952. American Academy, 101 Park Avenue, N. Y. C.
• Fulbright Scholarships for music study abroad, providing trans-
portation, tuition and maintenance Ior one year. Closing date for
1952-53 scholarships, Oct. 15, 1951. Institute of International Educa-
tion, 2 West 45th St., N. Y. C.
• Gershwin Memorial Contest, IS-minute orchestral work hy an Amer-
lean composer under 30. Prize, $1,000. Sponsor: B'nal B'rith Hillel
Foundation, 165 W. 46th St., N. Y. C.
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Music finds its way into every
life-somewhere, somehow music
will play its part in your child's
present and future. Wise parents
know it-are aware of the
lifetime satisfaction to be found
in a knowledge and appreciation
of music. So, in selecting your piano
-for a lifetime of musical enjoyment-follow
in the tradition of the famous musicians who endorse
and use the Baldwin exclusively.
THE BALDWIN PIANO COMPANY, CiNCINNATI 2. OHIO
Baldwin else builds the exquisite Acrosonic Spinet, Hamilton
Verticals and Grands, and Baldwin Electronic Organs
1
IIlU'(UIE
voo lIllY ANY
PlliNO
semi for j;his
HOW
TO
CHOOSE
THE
BEST
PIANO
• What ere the important hidden qual.
ities to look for?
• How can you make sure of musical
excellence, as welt as surface beauty?
• How can a person without I'\'lusical
training judge a piano's quality?
These arc just a few of the questions
ever-y thoughtful person wants to ask
,1~ef()rc{.:IJoMing a piano for the home.
l,y asking them, you will gel: more
piano value for your money, and as-
sllr~ncc that your choice will give you
lnsfiug musical satisfaction.
The booklet, "How to Choose the
Best Piano," answers 20 irnpottant.
questions people ask most often. They
nrc nncwers yon should knoll' before
making a final decision. Scud the
coupon for your free copy, today,
We will olso send, free, "Music in
Your <;:hild's Development." Even if
your child is too young to play, you
will find this advice by a child-care
expert helpful and interesting,
Famous for musical excellence since 1875
JESSE FRENCH & SONS
Dept.E_71, Elkhart, Indiana
Without obligation, send your free book.
lets as indicated:
o "How to Choose the Best Piano"
o ":r...rusie ill Yom Child's Development"
Nullle --C~ __
Strcet _
City Zone__ Stale~ _
o Please check here if )'ou are a teacher.
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Music Section
Sir: Since we have progressed
in music we find that the ETUDE
offers very little material for us
to work on although the articles
are very helpful. In the past haH
year only 15 percent of the piano
music has been beyond 4.th Crade
and only 3 percent beyond 5th
Grade. It would be a great aid to
the ETUDE to add some less
common compositions by the
great composers which are be-
yond the 5th Crade.
Richard and John Cciuiguglia
Auburn. N. Y.
Sir: It would be greatly appre-
ciated by many of your readers
i f in some of your issues you
would publish some tuneful num-.
bers in lower grades. The ma-
jority. I am safe to say, is in that
category and like catchy tunes,
but lately the music section is too
far above the average musician,
M. J. Schunuuui
Wildwood, IV. t.
Sir: Please accept my thanks
for the instrumental selections
'you have recently inserted in the
ETUDE. As a band director, I
appreciate the opportunity of
having these materials on refer-
euce.
Robert P. Herring
Corrubella, Fla.
Sir: I wish to inform you that
T will not be subscribing for the
ETUDE this year. I also think
that there is a lot of room for
improvement in the selectiolls
which are being published in that
book. I took it for many years
and liked it very much but now
I find it nothing to compare with
the ETUDE of years ago.
Mrs. Walter Rosinsky
Manitowoc, Wis.
Sir: The ETUDE is to be com-
mended on its change of pace.
A step forward for a better
ETUDE has been taken. Please
include more Bach and Grieg
selections,
B, G, Edge
Lawrenceville, Ga.
Sir: I think the new ETUDE
i~ splendid!
Madelon nr. Jackson
State College, Pa.
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"We Make a Game of Practicing"
Sir: For years I took the
ETUDE, then there came a time
when it did not seem to fill my
needs. I again subscribed a couple
of years ago, and find it, as others
have also said, much more inter-
esting at present. I have typed
"We Make a Game of Practicing,"
in the May issue. for my pupils'
parents.
I. Ross
La Crance, Ill,
Musical Challenge
Sir: I would like to challenge
someone to a friendly musical
duel (not duet) to playa stand-
ard selection on the following:
Flute
Clarinet
Saxophone
Trumpet
French horn
Slide trombone
Euphonium
Sousa phone
Vibraharp
Accordion
Marimba
Trap drums
If this person is able to play
an additional instrument. I'll con-
sider him or her the winner of
the duel, if he or she will come
to my studio and prove it.
l olui van de 117eghe
1217 Walnut St,
Kansas City, M.o,
Handel Minuet
Sir: May I state Illy apprecia·
tion fOl' the Handel Minuet in the
April ETUDE. My children play
the piano and I play the clarinet
for my own amazement. It is
hard to find good arrangements
to play with the children. and
we are enjoying this one very
much.
Harold G. Hagler
Santa Cruz. Calif·
"PaiDs Verdes"
Sir: It was a pleasant surprise
to find a delightful new composi·
tion in the April ETUDE bv Paul
Stoye-"Palos Verdes.l' i have
used his Little Recital Pieces for
many years and welcome this ad·
dition to the list of desirable
teaching material. The excellent
fingering is another asset.
Florence B. Boynton
Atlanta, Ga.
i'Z~) Its new,
it's a Wurlitzer,
you can play it!
New Wurlitzer home organ
with 1000 different tonal effects
So easy to play you can
teach yourself from this book .. _
Music of the masters, or music of the moment-play either,
play both on this new Wurlitzer Organ. Even if you've
never played an organ before, you'll find this onc easy to
"get on to." A new book shows you how to start right off
with simple tunes. Yom vVurlitzer Dealer has it now.
~
~~
Solo voices, . , (' ~\ \ ~T1'
blended harmonies, , . , ~_f
, . f II ' .. \41-majestic u organ, ..
Let your hands wander over
the keys-and listen! There's
the "oice of the clarinet, the
fife, the French horn, the pic_
colo. Now you hear the har-
mony of diapason and strings
-a multitude of tonal colors
that puts new fun in playing
and new joy in music.
Built in the tradition of the
"Mighty \\'llrlitzer," this neW
Wurlitzer Organ is complete-a
musical instrument the whole
family can enjoy. Two foil 61-
note keyboards for )'our fingers.
A 25_note pedal keyboard for
your feet. And fully equipped,
ready to plug in and play, it's
the lowest_priced standard two-
manual organ you can buy.r---~-------------'
I The Rudolph Wurlitzer Com pony II
W m I Dept. E, North Tonowonda, N. Y,URLI ZE RYes, I'd like to know more auouttheNew I. \VuriitzerOrgun and Easy Course 13ookltt. I
\!J(lrld',lorge,t Builder of Organs lind P'lIno. I Please send me full details. I
UnderOMG~lIt~= I Name I
Mail CO~IP01llor I Slreet ,
H"ee Litemture I City Zone __ Stale___ 1L _
3
r.
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" One of the world's jillest JjJilie
Bremen artist-type
pianos offer for the
studio or home the beauty
of artistic styling ..•the beauty of
rich, sparkling tone. Built to the
most exacting standards •.. the
Bremen spinet piano is a superior
musical instrument - your key
to a lifetime of musical enjoyment.
Write for free brochure.
W~EN ·WAGNER OIED in Ven-ice, he occupied with his
family the entresol of the Palaz-
zo Vendramini-Calergi, rented
from the Duke of Craaia at
61000 francs per annum. The
palace was a Renaissance edi-
fice built in 1481. A commemo-
rative plate was affixed to the
part of the palace where "'\'\:Ta<T·, 0
uer died. In 1943. 'when the
Nazis swarmed into Venice
after the surrender of Italy, one
',,",agner-minded commander
made a pious pilgrimage to the
Palazzo. He was shocked to dis-
cover that the plaque was not
visible from the Grand Canal to
the gondola-r idiug Germans and
other tourists. He summoned
Francesco Malipiero, the com-
poser, who was director of the
Venice Conservatory at the
time, and accused him of delib-
erately sabotaging ,,"!agner~s
memory. Patiently, l\1alipiero
explained to the German that
Wagner died in the inside
building~ and that it would be
incorrect to place tl1e commem-
orative tablet on the Grand
Canal. But the Nazis would not
listen to these scholarly reasons.
They ordered the authorities to
put the plaque up in full view
011 the Canal. There it remains
until this day.
Bre.men offen teachers a special discounr.
Wnte fornameof loca Ia~tho,·i::l:ed dealer.
lBrcmcn Piano Corporation
Department E
3047 W. Carroll Ave., Chicago 12
BOSTON
UNIVERSITY
ce; 0/m.:
Dean Warren S. Freeman
Courses in all branches of music
and music education. Preparatory,
undergraduate and graduate study.
Eminent faculty includes:
• Richard Burgin
• Arthur Fiedler
• FrClneis Findlay
• Heinrich GebhClrd
• Karl Geiringer
• RClland Hayes
• Ernest Hutcheson
• Carl Lamson
• Albert Spalding
• StradivClrius Quartet
• Jomes R. Houghton
• H. Augustine Smith
Music Edvcafian Worhhop_
Opera Workshop
-Piano Workshop
Yeor.round study available throllgh +Welve
week Slimmer program
iUusical industry and de-
~rotion reached its highest peak
III Kastner's "Chronologisch_
systematischer Waaner-kata_
1 " K 0og. . astner computed the
nUl;lber of bars in ten of Wag-
ner s operas, from "Rienzi" to
"Gotterdammerung," and found
the total to be 54,527,
•For information, catologue, i!lvstrated
folder, Write
DonClld L, Oliver, Director of Admissions THERE WAS a lot ~f mysteri-ous talk in the 1870's about
W~gner's autobiography, of
whIch he had only 18 copies
prmted, and kept all of them
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
Room 115-705 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston 15, Massachusetts
1,
under lock and key in his house
at Bayreuth. One of his devoted
admirers importuned \Vagncr
with repeated entreaties to let
him read the book. finally,
Wagner agreed. He brought
in an imposing-looking parcel
wrapped up in canvas, and said:
"I will lend the book to you,
but you must not open it for at
least a week." As a symbol of
binding agreement, '\~'agncr
placed seven seals on the par-
c~1. The visitor, delighted by
hIS success in obtaining the se-
cret book, solemnly promised
to abide by the conditions. On
the appointed day, he unsealed
the parcel. Inside, he found a
torn, dirtied and clog-eared pic.
cure-book, "Struwelpeter," the
German children's das5-ic." hich
belonged to Wagner's little son
Siegfried,
Narcisse Girard, cOl'le!uC'lor
and professor of the Paris Con-
s~rvatoire in the 1850~s, was
~Iven the SCore of Warrner's
'·Rienzi" Overture for a
O
per-
formance by the Cons~rv;)tory
orchestra. He declined it \dth
horror. "I am happy" I .1"h ' 1e S81(.
t at this is the music of the
futu.re; when this future comes.
I WIll no longer be here." .
•
,XBERT NIEMAN.\'. the Ger-
Ill.an dramatic tenor. who
sang SIegmund at the Bayreuth
performance of "Die W Ik·· ". ,... , a ~ure
lJl 18/6, complained to Wad . ~gner
unng .a. rehearsal that the
s.llloke Tlsmg from a coal fi
hght d . 1re,M ~ 1~1 preparation for the
- aglc FIre at the end of the
opera, suffocated him "Y
have to bear with it" :d TV!ou
ner: ' sm ~\ ag-
, you must understand that
the smoke is essential for I
stage effect." "If " ~leN. so, rephed
_lemann, "then make the fire
sJng~ and I wiU smoke."
On sa le at All mUJic 'IOlfl
Uy NICOLAS SLONIllISRY
The ·'NEW" SHEFn
RAPID COURSE in
MODERN PIANO PlAYIN~
• QUICKF.ST • EASIEST
• MOST MODERN
• MOST THOROUGH
Practical PianoCourse in
Popular Music ...
Standard Music , ..
and Semi-Classical Music
Authorities are agreed th
h' ur I .. EW" HEFTE
CO REi HEFTE'S best
work and the 'reateSt for.
ward rep in the nation,
wid rn vernenr to MOD.
ER IZE and IMPLIFY
pian instruction.
VOL ME 1-2-3
Each volume 1.25 in U.S.A,
""KITE FOR LITERATURE
.'
((II exciting theory
that may chan e
mllsi a1 thinking!
THE
THE ATIC
PROCESS
I J M SIC
b~-Rudolph Reti
Olin Downc!' ~}'t': "llhink lhi:
houk wiU take its place amonl
Ille olll~landil1!! "od,~ of the
I"'C:-cnl :lIld past in its field ... ~
~he fir~1 ('ompreltcns.h-e analJ·
~I$ of tile lhemlliit proress.
$ll0,\in~ 111111nlan, p-real,.orks.
helie\ cd to he buill 011 ~b3rply
~'onlra:-lin2 1Il(-"llIe~. :lrhie,-e Ull'
Ity Ihrou~h one lhemfllic kernel.
COIWiIH:iIlJtI illu~tr.lled br e.t·
lllnples from Pl.llc:-lrina 10 De-
hus::,) .
5,00 at all bookstores
As (I young man in Paris,
Liszt showed one of his early
piano compositions to Rossini,
who looked over the music and
remarked: "You have succeeded
better than Haydn with chaos."
The authenticity of this episode
is confirmed by Wagner in his
article on the death of Rossini,
published in the "Augsburger
Allgemeine Zeitung" of Decem-
her 6, 1363, in which he states
that he heard it from Liszt
himself.
•
TOWARDS THE END of his lifeWagner seriously contem-
plated settling in America. ln
June 1880, he spoke about his
intention to Dr. N. S. Jenkins.
an American dentist Jiving H1
Dresden. Dr. Jenkins wrote to
the American editor John S.
Dwight:
"Some time ago I received a
lelter from my friend Mr. 'Vag-
ncr of which I beg to enclose
you a translation. Upon passing
through Italy some weeks ago 1
stayed in Naples (where Mr.
Wagner is residing) and talked
over with him the subject upon
which he had written me.
"1 found that he was sincere-
ly desirous that his friends 111
America should be made ac-
quainted with his feelings re-
garding a possible emigration
to America and promised, so
soon as 1 had returned from a
j au mey to the East, to com-
municate with you.
"As I am not specially inter-
ested in music and am also by
reason of a long residence
abroad incapacitated from giv-
ing an opinion upon the subject
of :Mr. Wagner's letter, I felt
that 1 could only advise my
friend to consult the first mu-
sical authority in America and
therefore take the first oppor-
tunity ·of sending you the en·
closed translated copy. May I
beg you to kindly send a reply
to Mr. Wagner, Villa Augri~
Naples."
Dwight, who was a rabid an-
ti-Wagnerite, was embarrassed
by this request. "Being puzzled
what to say," he wrote to Jen-
kins, "I have waited to consult
various musical people on the
subject of Herr Wagner's letter,
feeling that I have received it
in confidence and could not
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publish it. I find that it affects
almost everyone who has read
it, even those most inclined to
'Vagnerism, as an extraordi-
nary and almost insane pro-
posal." Dwight then excused
himself from writing direct to
~Tagner and advised Jenkins to
approach Theodore Thomas,
the conductor who performed
some Wagner music in Amer-
ica. There the project came to
a stop.
I"cielent,ally, Dr. Jenkins
inspired Wagner to write an
amusing quatrain relating to
his dental care:
Ich sage niches vom Zahn der
Zeit:
Die Zeit des Zahnes naht her an,
Ist dann Herr Jenkins nicht
mehr weit,
Trotz' ich e1er Zeit und ihrem
Zahn.
It may be translated as fcl-
lows:
I would say nothing of the
Tooth of Time:
The Time 0-£ the Tooth draws
near.
If then Herr Jenkins is not far,
I'd challenge Time and its
Tooth.
•
A FRIEND once asked Rossiniwhy he was so antagonistic
to Meyerbeer. "You know, he
admires your 'Semiramide,'"
he added. "It is not our musi-
cal differences that separate us,"
replied Rossini, "but we cannot
get along together on account
of our differences of taste in
food. He detests macaroni, and
J can't stand sauerkraut."
The German composer Jo-
seph Dessauer published some
of his songs with Schle·singer,
the famous Paris publisher, and
received in payment a watch
instead of money. Some time
later they happened to meet.
"My dear Nlr. Schlesinger,"
said Dessauer, "your watch
doesn't go." "Is that so?" re-
torted the publisher. "Neither
do your songs."
An oreler from France was
received in a London music
store asking for "Saccharine
Futurity." Accordingly, a copy
of the song "Sweet By and By"
was shipped to the customer.
MUSIC and ARTS INSTITUTE 01 SAN FRANCISCO
conege .f MUSIC - DRAMA - OPERA
Ross McKee-Director
Summer Session-July 2-Aug. 25. 1951
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HI/lltlml/de Vio/ill*l/f 1/
III/t/olll/Dy esfl/lJ/isIJetlp,icel
~ No need to guess at violin value! Lend your
~ ear to the tone quality, lend your eye to the
workmanship ... and to the plainly marked
pr1ce tag on every instrument! Marc Laberte violins,
violas and cellos are built entirely by hand under the
·personal supervision of Marc Laberte and his son
Phillipe ... members of a family which has taken pride
in its workmanship for more, than a hundred years.
Every Marc Laberte instrument is made in the
Marc Laberte workshop in Mirecourt, France ... never
"farmed out" to·home industry. See your dealer today,
or write for illustrated Marc Laberte catalog.
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• Model 14 · ......... 148.50 Model 100 ............ 181.50 •
• Model IS ·............165.00 Model 400 . 291.50 •
• All are Strad copies except Model 3, which is a Vuillaume. •
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Hieher
tone,
fuller
"OIUlllC
made
possible
with
direct
blow
action
and extra
height (4){") 'which provides great-
er string length and sounding board
urcu.
• Superb musical quality
• Fine cabinet craftsmanship
• ElH..IuringcOllstruction
• Hefincll sl;yling
• Eusy Lomove
Choice or nalion'slealling f:l<.:hools.
Cor cxample:
Los Allgdc~ (COU/lI;y) 453
,sail Francisco 20
Cllicago 20
!lud mallY, UHIJlY Ol,hers
FREE Send for school own~
ership list contoining over
2000 names and descriptive
folders of Gulbransen school
pionos, bOfh Studio Uprights
and Grands,
GULBRANSEN
COMPANY
Dep'. E, 816 North Kedzie, Chicago 51
Get into the
BIG MONEY!
Now is the time for you to
share in hig suhscription
profits ! You can do this by
selling new and renewal sub-
scriptions for ETUDE, the
Music Magazine, as well as
other popular .lHlblications.
You will sell right now be·
cause people want to buy.
Whether you can spare a few
hours each day or give your
full time, you can still earn
big cOlluuissions.
All the supplies you need will
be furnished withont cost. So
don't delay, write today giv.
ing your name and.address to
ETUDE
343 Independence Square, Phila. 5, Pa.
By GEORGE GAS COYNE
Chopin; 1J Minor SOIWtu
Schumann r Carnuoai
Guiomar Novaes presents
two piano works. in rccordings
that are notable for their ele-
gance, delicacy and sustained
poetic quality. (Vox, one LP
disc.)
MutJic /0,. the Flu,te
Lovers of flute music will
revel ,ill thc fare provided by
William Kincaid, flute virtuoso,
for mallY years with the PhiJa~
delphia Orchestra. Vladimir
Sokoloff J~rovides excellclIl pia~
nistic support ill works by ~1ar~
cel,lo, I-Ilnelemith, Saint·Sac1l5,
Caplet, Debussy, and Dutil.leux.
(Columbia, one LP disc.)
Heclho"cn: Qlwrl,cl in A. Mi,ror.
0/1. 132. "
The Griller String Quartet
plays this Beethoven master-
work with a nobleness of spirit
that matches the splendid ill·
tegration of the ellsembJe. (LOll.
Jon, one LP disc.)
Hu}'-du: MitJtJfl !jill/CUre Cueciliac
Tbe Haydn Sociely does
a notable service in brilJ'-Tinu~ ~
out this work in all its impres·
sive magnitude. It is presented
by the Vienna Symphony and
Akademie Chorus, conducted
by Hans Glllesberger, with so·
loists RO~f Scbllleiger, Sieg·
Hnde \'\T agner, Herbert I-landt,
and Walter Berry. (Haydn So·
ciety, two LP discs.) ,
Grettl Operlll;c Arial'J
In a set of .three records
(RCA."ictor, Ihree LP discs),
FelTUCClO Tagliavini is heard
to advantage in a number of
arias ftom the following operas:
Massenet's "\Verther," the same
composer's ":Manon," "The
Pearl Fishers," "Andrea Chcni.
er," "Luisa Miller," and "Don
Pasquale."
BizCl: Ca,.men
One of the 1110st popular
of all operas is given a record.
iug in its. entirety that is satisa
factory in every way, The Paris
6l _
Opera-Cumique was called upo
by Columbia for this importa
assignment and has con
through with credit to all co
corned. Andre Cluytens co
ducted the performance whic
enlisted Solange Michel as Ca
JI1en~ Raoul Jobin as Don J os
Mjchel Delli as Escamillo, an
:Ylarlhe Angelici as Micaela
(Colulllbia, three LP discs.)
MOUU·l; CI.lIri"et Qfti,,'e',
Sidlley Forrest and th
Galill1ir Qu.:Htet have joinc
Iorces to present one of th
gems in all lI1usical compos
tion. The ensemble has auaine
an excellence of balance and th
recording is equally flOe, (Lyri
chord, one LP disc.)
TchaH...O\-sk~': Trio ;11 A /I1inor
Op. 30
~lcndclssohn; 1'r;o /\'0. 1, ;11. D
Jliuor. Op. 49
Ra\'cl: Trio in A Millor
Jasdw Heifetz, Gregor Pi
atigorskYI and Arlur Rubin
steill, hailed as the "million dol·
lar trio" have merged their ar-
tistry for a series of p'dorm.
ances th~t have resulted ill tl'uly
oUlstandllJg recordings. Here is
an example of 5ubordiJlation of
the individual' artist Ior the
sake of the great music pro-
d~ced that should be an inspir.
atlOn to all who hear these
records. The Tchaikovsky work
takes up olle disc, while the
:rvIendelssohn Trio and Ule Ra.
vel Opus are both in the other.
(RCA.Vidor, two LP discs.)
Biggs; WctJlm;"ster Su;,e
E, Power Biggs records
o~gall music of high grade in
IllS Own arrallgement of EnO'ush
organ music which he ~aU~ . s
estnJlllstcr Suite. For this he
uses the organ in Symphony
Hall, .Bos~on, The reverSe side
contaIns SIx numbers pI d
I aye ont ~e organ ~n St. Paul's Chapel
?f ColumbIa University. These
lIlClude Mozart's Ad . fGl agIO or
ass Harmonica and ,Mulet's
T.occata. (Columbia, one LP
d,sc.)
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BOOKSHELF
By THOMAS FAULKNER
lUm'y Gm',Iell1s SIOI'Y
AtJ Toill 10 Louts Bioncotli
The only thing that makes'
Mary Garden's autobiography
dull reading is that it is an un-
broken success story, The ups
and downs of fortune make
lively narrative, but Miss Car-
den began at the top and stayed
there. Except for her student
days in Paris, when she was be·
friended by the American singer
Sibyl Sanderson, Miss Garden
r1ev~r lacked wealth or fame.
Her chronicle ends by bei ng
hardly more than a catalogue
(If triumphant performances in
Paris, New York and Chicago,
Not that Miss Garden appears
to be boasting. Her story is lold
with as much modesty as the
nature of a priilla donna will
allow, and with astonishing can-
doI', She seems determined 10
tell all, in perverse confirmation
of the sermons and editorials of
denunciation that followed her
appearances in "Salome" and
"Thais." Yet Miss Garden~s
revelations are something less
than sensational. Miss Garden's
frankness at all points makeE'
it seem unlikely that she is hold-
ing anything back, but rather
that there is not very much to
tell. One is inclined' to believe
Miss Garden when she says her
career was the only thing in
life she found important. When
Miss Garden prepares to confess
about the men in her IHe, one
has the impression she finds it
a little difficult to recall their
na Illes and faces.
The book owes much of its
effectiveness to the work of
Louis Biancolli, music critic of
the New York World·Telegram
and Sun.
Simon & Sc!msler, $:::.75
A Recollection of M~\I'cella
Semhrich
Ry H. GOflt/rful Owe"
There is a curious fascina-
tion in memorabilia of dead-
and·gone prima donnas and
once·famous tenors which seem·
ingly has been felt by people
of all sorts. It is found in the
writings of such diverse per-
sonalities as Walt Whitman and
Bernard Shaw, Especially is this
the case when the artist's voice,
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like Sembrich's, still survives
on records.
Opera, lovers will find this an
interesting recollection, lavishly
illustrated with photographs and
faded opera programs.
Senibricli Memoriol Assn., $250
The Musical Experience
By Roger Sessiolls
Whenever an outstanding
composer stops writing musk
to write about music, what he
has to say is important for us.
Mr. Sessions discusses music
from three points of view-
those of composer, performer
and listener. Mr. Sessions' view
of compositionl based on his
own experience, is thoughtful
but not didactic. As for the per·
former, Mr. Sess'ions maintains
that his task is - not "simply
fidelity to the composer's text,"
since fidelity of this particular
kind is anything but simple.
And many listeners might bene·
fit from Mr. Session's views on
how to get the most out of lis·
tening to music.
Pn:nceton University Press, $2
Behind the Golfl CUI'lain
B" Mar)' Ellis Pellz
A story-in·pictures of the
Metropolita~ Opera Company
from its opening in 1883 to the
appointment of Rudolf Bing as
general manager. The story is
told authoritatively by Mrs.
Peltz, editor of "Opera News/'
the official publication of the
Metropolitan Opera Guild.
Farrar, StraItS, $2.50
Evel·,..-woman's DictiolHU'Y of
Music
Com piled by Eric. Blom
The demand for musical
dictionaries appears to be in·'
satiable, to judge by the fre·
quency with which new ones
appear. Since the value oI such
a work is directly proportionate
to the amount of material it
contains, the limited size of Mr.
Blom's book precludes it from
being comparable to Grove's
Dictionary or the Oscar Thomp·
son Cyclopedia of Music and
Musicians. Within its modest
dimensions, however, the book
is carefully and conscientiously
prepared.
David McKay Co., $3.50
MADE IN FRANCEOBOE
I, Ltiustr sted-No. 12 Oboe(plateaux keys).Outfit, $510 "r",~~I, , •! r/ Here are tone, tuning, a" action beyond anything
you've ever hoped to disco
in a double-reed instrumen
Try the Martin Freres 0
at your dealer's. or write for co
ptete Martin Freres ~catalog-shb
Bb clarinets, alto and bass clarin
oboe and English ho
Also available
No.14-
Ring Key Oboe.
Outfit, $299
No, 13-
English Horn.
Outfit, $750
~
." .
• <
·11
r' .~
Sole distributor~
Buegeleisen gJacobsonJnc.
5.7-9 UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK 3, N.
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CElEBRATED VIOLIN MAKER
These <:lassie violins are the master
('I'aftsmanship of Mr. \ .....Wilkanowski,
one of America's gre.l\test living luth-
ien" As a result of Mr. Wilkanowski's
lll\instakinll; artistry thl! violinbt has
available an instrument of long lasting
locauty and brilliant tonal qualities. Fot'
the professional violinist or the talented
stud"nt se"king a really fine instrument
there can be no finer choice than a
WILKANOWSKL You can actually have a Wilkanoswki
Violin in yaul· hands for examination
on 6 day TRIAL OFFER. Here's how
it works. We'll ship C,O.D. with priv_
ilege of 6 days' examination in your
home or studio. Your money stayS in
Express COmpany's office ready fo~'
prompt refund if you decide to return
the merchandise, Abwlutely no risk!
~o chance for disappointment! 100('(0
satisfaction or there's no sale.
TEACHERS Take Advantage Of Speci:t.l
Prices Am! Term9
A SUPERB VIOLIN
The Wilkanowski "Conservatory Model"
is a slender graceful model with well
arched body, producing a smooth, rich
tone. The sides, back, neck and scroll
are old curly maple of pronounced
flame; the top is fine old spruce of close
even grain. Fine ebony fingerboard.
rosewood tailpiece. with hand can'cd
cocobola pegs.
THE CASE - "Streamline" model with
stul'dy laminated veneel' body. covered
with simulated leather-in li7.l\rd grain,
Plush lining; silk bow ribbons: solid
on..ss hardwal'e. THE BOW is genuine
Pel'nambuco wood stick well balanced
with full lined ebony frog. ACCES-
SORIES include an extra set of tested
Arti.st_quality strings: mute; chin rest'
and E,string adjuster.
the Wilkanowskl
Conservatory Violin
S'o. 1213-\'101\n only $125
No, 1234-Compl"U Outfit $150
(Oth"r SIiPerb wllkanowSkl
MOd"ls to 5175)
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ARRANGEMENTS FOR P I A N 0
Superb collections of the great themes in music literature arronged for piano solo. Medium
grade. Excellent for recital _ entertainment - student activities - and music appreciation.
THEMES FROM THE
GREAT SYMPHONIES
*410-40229 ..
Contents
Beethoven
Funeral March from No.3
Allegro con Brio from No. 5
Andante con MOlo from No.5
Allegreuo from No.7
The Metrol/ome Irum No.8
Choral Tliesnc frum No. 9
Brahms
Finale Ircm No.1
Allegretto Irum No. 3
Andante Moderato Irum No.4
Dvorak
Largo frum "New World" Syni'lpllOny
Franck
Allegretto
Minor
frUll! SympllUny
Haydn
111enuetto frum Nu. 1
Minuet h:um "Military" Symphollv
Anda.nte frum "Surprise" SymlJh~ny
Mozart
Minuet frullI Symphuny ,ill E flat
llfilluet from SymphullY jn G Minur
Allegro Vivace from "Jupiler" Sym.
phony
Schubert
Andante cun Mutu hom No. 5
Fragment from the First Movement
and Slow Aifovcmcnt from "Unlin·
ished" Symphony, No.8
Schumann
ROmCtnUl Irom No. 4
Tschoikowsky
Andante from No.5
FirM Movement anJ Finale
"Symphonic 'Pathftiquc No.6
*SOLD ONLY IN U.S,A.
fwm
Piano Concertos
Soint-Scens
illy /-I eert at Th)' Sweet
Sumsun and Delilah
THEMES FROM THE
ORCHESTRAL REPERTOIRE
'410-40230 .75
Voice from
.75
Thomas
Knou.est ThOll the Land from MignonContents
Verdi
Ancil Chorus ami Misererc from II
Trovatore
Heavenly Aida and Triumphal Churus
and llfarch from Aida
Quartet lrom Higo.let tu
Bach Air from "Suire No.3 in D"
Debussy Prelude to the "Afternoon
01 a Faun"
Dukes "The Sorcerer's Apprentice"
Enesoo "Roumanian Rhapsody'
Grieg "III the Hall 01 the Mountain
\I King"
-Lis»t .. .. "Les Preludes"
Mendelssohn." ..Nocturne from "Mid-
summer Night's Dream"
Hiinsk y-Korsakow Two themes
horn "Scheherazade"
Saint-Saens "Dunse Mucubrc"
Sibelius ·'Finlandia"
Smetana. ..'·SOJlg of the IHoldau"
Tschaikuwsky Waltz frolll
"Serenade for St.rings"
Wagner
Bridal Churns I rUJIl Lchengtin
Pilgrim's Chorus and 1'0 lite Evening
Star Irom Tunnhauser
Prize SUllg fro III Die Meistersinger
THEMES FROM THE
GREAT PIANO CONCERTOS
410-40227 . . . . . . . . . .75
ContentsTHEMES FROM THE
GREAT OPERAS
'410-40226 .75
in D E-Hat major Beelh.,vclI
E minor CI'........... WPlll
A minor Crieg
E·f1at majur Liszt
D minor \IacDowell
D minor :\Iozan
C minor !{ !.............. .. ae llllanino[f
D minor Rubinslejn
A HlinoJ- Sehurnann
B·f.lat minur "[ I k.................. sc lai owsky
Conlents
Bizef
}{abul//.;ra atld Toreador's SUllg from
Carmcll
Donizetfi
Sexfelle from LtiGia tlj Lammennoor
Flotow
Like /l. Urealll from Martita
MORE THEMES FROM THE
GREAT CONCERTOS
*410-40228 .Gounod
Waltz hom Faust
.... .75
leoncavallo
Calliv's La!lt/.;ul frulli Pagliacci
G llHljUJ ........ Anuantc CUll mlllo
Deethoven
····· Adagio
Grieg
···· Romanza
C . :\{ozart
llllllor :\Ioderato
Rachmaninoff
····· .Andantc
n fl Rubinstein. at minor A I
···..... ll.IH !1;nte semplice
lschaikowsky
A Jl~inor.Mascagni
lllterme:,zo [rum CavalIeri a RusLicJna
Mozarf
Ai inuet frum Don Juan
D minor
D minor ...Offenbach
Barcarolle frum
llJann
Les Contes d'Hoff.
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Wieniall',ki
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FrOlll S) I,ill. IJi:.:if'illi. Valse lemf
Gliere
Fnllll Tile HI'tl
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PIIPI'\, U/lssian
Stravinsky
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Tschoikowsky
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The world-famous festival of Wagner
operas, which this month celebrates its 75th
anniversary, reopens with all
traditional pomp after a ten-year sile/tce
it imperative to restore the Festival
as soon as possible. Among other
things. Bayreuth was virtually the
sole German theatre capable of stag-
ing V\7agner's operas, since 1110Stof
Germany's large opera houses had
been destro)'ed in the war. (See
"What Is Happening to Music in Eu-
rope?" by H. W. Heinsheimel',
ETUDE, Jan. 1951).
In Berlin, General Lucius D. Clay
was sympathetic to the project. So
were High Commissioners McCloy of
,
By LADY MABEL DUNN
O:'oi THE 29TH of this month. trum-peters in medieval costumes
will blow a flourish, and the 75th sea-
son 'rill open at the unique theatre
which Richard 'iVagner created in
Ba,yreuth, Germany, expressly for
performances of his own operas.
Foul' years ago, prospects of re-
opening the Bayreuth Festival seemed
remote. Owing to the exigencies of
World War II, the Festival Playhouse
closed its doors in 1941. The end of
the war found 'Vagner's villa, "~ral1D-
fried." partl)' demolished by a direct
sheU hit. and the opera honse about
to be turned into a movie theatre for
occupation troops.
Bayreuth ,vas tainted, too, by its
prewar association with the Nazi
party. After 1933, Arturo Toscanini
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and other avowed anti-Fascists
wouldn't be seen in Bayreuth because
Hitler was. Del' Fuehrer was often'
·photographed with Frau ""Vinifred
'''agner, English~born widow of the
composees .son Siegfried. And 'Vag-
ner himself had anticipated by half a
century the anti-Semitism and ""lVlas-
. terRace" theory of the Nazis.
Remembering all these things, a
German de-Nazification court meted
out a stiff sentence (later modified)
to Frau 'Vinifred.
In addition, because of the general
money depreciation in Germany, the
Bayreuth administration was without
any financial means whatever for the
expensive task of reopening the Fes-
tival.
Nevertheless. Bayreuth officials felt
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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the United States, Kirkpatrick of Great Britain and Pon-
eet of France. The Society of the Friends of Bayreuth,
with members in 16 different countries, contributed
funds. Radio networks scrambled for exclusive broad-
casting rights, one of the principal bidders being the East
German Network in the Russian zone.
Tentative plans for a 1950 reopening on a limited scale
were announced, then cancelled. Wagner's descendants,
who exercise complete control over Bayreuth perform-
ances, felt it was better to offer the public a full-scale
Festival or none.
''''hen the 1951 opening was officially announced, re-
sponse was immediate and world-wide, with the United
States and France leading in number of advance reserva-
tions. Despite the addition of four performances to the
16 originally scheduled, the Festival has been completely
sold out since March. .
This year's program for Bayreuth will open with a
performance of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, under the
direction of Wilhelm Furtwangler. Performances will
continue through August 19th, and will- include "Par-
sifal" and the four "Ring" operas under the direction of
Hans Knappertsbusch, and "Die Meistersinger" and a
second "Ring" cycle under Herbert von Karajan.
This year's cast of singers is an international group,
with the role of Briinnhilde to be sung by Astrid Varnay
from this country, and with Flemish Arnold van Mill and
South American Fred Dalbei-g in principal male roles.
Rhine Maide~s in "Das Rheingold", who to the audience appear to be
swimming in the murky depths of the Rhine, adually are hoftqinqfrom
steel wires. A husky stagehand supplies the motive power from below.
The "Grail Bells" in "Parsifal" actually are iron discs, tuned to the
exact frequency specified by Wagner. Chalk marks are cues for player. Rudolf Ebersberg "Gnow living wh er·
W
rand Old Man" of the Festival, is the onlyIIIGD
o was 0g • "ner s co-worker. Desk, oil lamp were Wa9ner
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"Wagner Corner" in Bayreuth's Owl Inn is traditional gathering place
for Festival performers. Below, 01 smi1!'1trefurbishes Sietilfried's sword,
9rown rusty from its years af disuse while Festival was suspended.
Wieland Wagner, composer's g:randson, is well-known as painter and
set desi9ner. Actual dratjon, built from his model, will be 60 feet lontil_
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Before-and-after photos show how Villa Wahnfried, portly destroyed
by bombin9, was patched up after the war with small cash outlay.
11
1876
.... THE FIRST FESTIVAL
• IN MARCH, 1864, Richard Wagner was in the eyes of the
world a 51-year-old failure. Of his operas which survive today,
only "The Flying Dutchman," "Tanuhauser" and "Lohengrin"
had been performed. "I'annhauser" had been a spectacular
failure at its Paris premiere three years before. "Tristan and
Isolde" had been announced for Vienna, but had been with-
drawn as unstageable after 57 rehearsals. It had been refused
at Baden. Prague, Weimar and Carlsruhe.
To support himself, Wagner had organized a series of or-
chestral concerts, at which he conducted Beethoven's sym-
phonies and excerpts from "Die Meistersinger" and "The Ring
of the Nibelungen." At his Leipzig concert the hall was half
em ply. A series of concerts in Russia were better attended.
From his Russian tour 'Vaguer had earned more than $20,000,
which he soon squandered in furnishing a luxurious apartment
ill Yien ua. Negotiations for a return to his old conducting post
in Dresden had led to nothing; the management had acceded
to Wagner's demands for a life pension of 6,000 francs, an
apartment at the grand-ducal castle, a box at the Court theatre
and a ducal carriage to be at h is disposal. When to these
demands Wagner added the stipulation that "Tristan" must
be performed within a specified time, it was the last straw
and the management withdrew its offer.
Characteristically, it did 110t Occur to Wagner that these
demands were unreasonable; only that the Dresden manage-
mont was slow to appreciate the importance of himself and
his works. If Germany's theatres preferred Meyerbeer and
Rossini to Wagnerian opera, that did not prove that the operas
lacked merit, but that operatic tastes in Germany were sha 1-
low and superficial. If the. doors of German opera houses were
closed to him, he would build a theatre of his own where uouc
but his own works would be performed.
The year before, in an article publised in Vienna in April,
1863, Wagner had outlined the grandiose vision that was later
. to become the Bayreuth Festival. To make it a reality, he
explained, he needed money, This could be raised by contri-
butions from rich amateurs. 01' a wealthy German prince could
provide the necessary fund,
The latter plan. 'Wagner added, (Continued 011 Page (2)
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FELIX MOTTL
From all parts of Europe, the
greatest singers and conductors cnme
to Bayreuth to take part in
Tr/ agner's colossal opera. project
Souvenir program (rightl 1rom the opening festival
at Bayreuth shows, clockwise, the festival play-
house, a qlimpse of the orchestra pit, a convivial
Sunday evening qathering, the theatre restaurant,
the Master at a rehearsal, and the Villa Wahn1ried.
Conductor in center drawing is Hans Richter.
LILLI LEHMANN
laying of cornerstone 10r Bayreut~ was celebrated May
22, 1872, by performance 01 Beethoven's Ninth Symphony.
It took Wagner four years more to launch the F·estival.
Sketd: (below) by player in first Bayreuth orchestra
shows unusue! seating arrangement. Wagner h conduct·
ing. Franz Strauss, horn-player, father of Richard StrllIlSS,
is second from left, third row from bottom,
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Richard Wagner's life was a COn.
tinual object-lesson on how to lose Iriends
and alienate newspaper opinion
POSSl~LY the most irritating man
who ever lived, '~!agner early began making
enemies and kept it up all his life. He had a
genius for saying the wrong thjl~g. A~ter fi:~js~-
ina the libretto of "Die J\1:elstersmger, in
which the critic Eduard Hanslick is savagely
caricatured, "Tagner had the incredible t3.Ct-
lessness to read the poem to a group which
included Hansliek. Though inordinately
touchy where his own interests were con-
cerned, Wagner was compfetely indifferent to
those of anyone else. He was genuinely
shocked and astonished when be found 5 rne-
one unwilling to assist in his grandiose pro-
jects, at whatever cost of personal inoonven-
ience. 'Vaguer once wrote to a merchant
whom. he knew slightJy that he was hard-
pressed b,Y creditors, and therefore hod de-
cided to permit the merchant to settle on him
an annual income for life. Th e merchant sent
back a polite refusal, explaining that he was
not so rich as Wagner evidently supposed.
'Vaguer was furious, and denounced the man
for his "ingratitude." Such things did not
make for popularity, as these cartoons show.
"SieCJfried" WaCJner, havinCJ slain the draCJon,
Criticism. stands in triumph. surrounded by opera
royalties, an opprovinCJ Forest Bird with Cosi.
ma's face, and his captive opponent, Hanslic.k.
Richard Wagner as Seen by the Press
Four contemporary views of Wagner. At left. the human ear is too
small to comprehend the CJreatness of Wa9ner's music, so he re ..
shapes it to suit his needs. WaCJner's autocratic rehearsal manner
is satirized too. 51CJnreads: "Stop barkinCJ or you'lI'CJet slapped:"
Drum-beating cartoo ·d· I' .• n. 1"'1 ICU InCJWaCJner's love of self-C)lorlfico·
tlon. was called "The fi t b • ..
D . rs anCJ In the Bombardment of Boyrellth.rowing of a perf• ormance at Bayreuth was captioned: "Are the
audience applauding W . • . ..aCJner, 01" wringing their honds in despair?
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THE BURRELL COLLECTION
Rumors lor years circulated about this treas-
ure-tro oe 01 Wagnerian.ll. Now its publication ha.s shown
that the rumors were m.ore sensational than the contents
By JOHN N. BURK
OUB: knowledge of Richard 'Vagnel' would
be incomplete except for two devoted music-lovers. one
English, one American-the Honorable 1\11'5.Burrell, who
assembled the famous Burrell Collection of 'Vagneriann,
and Mrs. Mary Louise Curtis Bok (now 1\11'5_ Efrem Zim-
balist) who brought the Collection to America and now
has made possible its publication.
Mary Burrell was the wife of the Honora ble Wil-
loughby Burrell and the daughter of Sir John Banks,
K. c. n., a prominent physicist of Trinity College,
Dublin. While Wagner was still alive, she conceived an
enormous admiration for his work~ and a great interest
in the composer himself.
_Up to that time, everything that had been writ.ten
about Wagner was either libel or whitewash. On the one
hand there were the vicious attacks of the anti- \Yngner-
ites; on the other, emanating from the Villa Wnhnitied
under the watchful eye of Frau Cosima. n published
record of vVagner's life that was sometimes more cau-
tious than candid.
Mrs. BUlTeH had no use for the "scribblers," as she
called them, who merely touched up Wagner's a utobiog-
raphical writings to give them a fresh appearance. She
found they added nothing of importance to wha t \Y"gner
himself had told. This was true of Glasenapp's Life, writ-
ten in close collaboration with Bayreuth. The biography
by Houston Stewart Chamberlain was obviouslv a care-
ful family document by a man engaged to marrv 'Yagner's
daughter Eva. Prager's TVagner as I ]{1le'W Him had
been exposed by Chamberlain as unreliable.
Least of all did Mrs. Burrell trnst the collections of
letters that came forth with the sanction of "'agner's
widow. Throughout her life 1\1rs. Bunell remained ready
to believe the worst of Frau Cosima.
Having a British passion for the truth at nil costs,
J\iIrs. Bunell undertook to ~et the record stl'night. She
determined to comb the Continent for material nnd \vl'ite
the biography that would tell all.
She was qualified for this task by enormous tenacity,
" Fl'om L£1'n;lls OF RICHARD WAGNER (Tm; BURllM,L COU.ECTION).
Efliled by John K, BUI'k. Reprinted by permission of the Macmillan
Co. Hnd !\Ir. Burk. Copyright, ]950, by lhe Macmillan Co.
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a plentiful supply of money and a strong faith in Wagner
ancI his works. She was rewarded-and no doubt aston-
ished-by what she found.
It might have been supposed that after Wagner had
made every effort to recapture the letters he had written,
and after Frau Cosima had scoured Europe for me-
mentoes of her famous husband, little would have re-
mained for an English lady-historian to pick up. But
there were many who distrusted Cosima. Or who for
one reason or another had kept their Wagner relics to
themselves. Others. like Elsa Uhlig. daughter of the
violinist 'I'heodor Uhlig. with whom Wagner conducted
a voluminous correspondence, had returned original let-
let-s to Bayreuth but had carefully made copies for
themselves.
lVII'S.Burrell spent with an open hand. and the "vend-
ors," as she called them. came flocking. She traveled
freely, followed up clues. interviewed every imaginable
friend or relative of Wagner's. or their descendants, and
carried away her evidence, whenever possible, in written
and certified form.
MRS. BURRELL'Smost sensational discovery
was made in Basel, Switzerland. There. between 1870 and
1875, an Italian printer named Bonfantini had set in
type, under Wagner's supervision. the first three volumes
of the autobiography, 111.y Life. Bonfantini. as ordered,
had printed 18 copies which 'iVagner entrl;Jstcd under
vow of secrecy. to his intimate circle, and later called
back or destroyed.
In 1892 1\1rs. Bunell found Bonfantini's widow. and
discovered that the printer, sensing something unusual
in his mysterious assignment, had secretly struck off an
extra copy for himself. 1\Irs. Burrell soon carne to terms
with the widow, and held in her hand, in unbound sheets
as it had come from the press, one of the longest and
most revealing autobiographies ever written. It describcd
episodes until then unknown or only hinted at, and
made what had so for been wTitten about Wagner little
more than gropings in the dark.
Though Mrs. Burrell could .not publish any pal-t
of her stolen book, it was bound to inform her narmtive
in a hundred indirect wnj's. The (Continued on Paye 49)
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1813-The future composer was horn May 22 in a four-story house in Leipzig fr;ght/.
His father, a police clerk, dIed six months later. The hoy was christened "Wilhelm
Richard," as shown on certificate of haptism at left, dated at Leipzig on August 16, JBJ3.
The turbulent life of
Richard Wagner
l8l0-At J 7, precocious Wogner had made pfo~o fl.
duction of Beethoven 9th Symphony. In fllis leHerie
offers it to publisher, B. Schott's Sons, who dec/iud.
Vain, selfish and egotistic, Wagnernever·
theless burned with a divine inspiration
that trans formed the mnsic of his tillie,and
still influences m.nsic today
Tlll-Theodor Weinlig, Wog;er's only eom-
position teacher, dismissed his pupil offer six
months, saying he could tGlce him no further.
1834-38-At 21, WGgner becGme conductor 0'
Magdehurg OperG, later married Wilhelmina
tM/flnal Planer. member of tire company. They
l
16
moved to Riga, Latvia, where Wagner C~l;
dueled Iris "Columbus" and "Ihle 'ri'fOlIG
Overtures IIelf'. Tlreir house j" Ri9a is lIbo~t'l
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1842-ItRienzi." performed at Dresden on October 20, 1842, was Wag-
ner's first important stage success. After leaving Riga, he had starved
for a year in I'ar;s. In 1843. Wagner became conductor at Dresden.
184S-At Dresden, Wagner hegan slcetching "Siegfried's Death," later
expanded into four-opera "Ring of the Nibelung" cycle. "Tannhauser,"
"Lohengrin," "Die Meistersinger" also were sketched or 'finished there.
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l845-First performance of "Tannhauser,"
Sunday, October '9. 1845. Newspapers 'ound
it tedious. ob;ecfed fa its unhappy ending.
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1849-Wagner sided with Dresden revolution-
ists, was forced to flee Dresden. Handbill
warned all police to wateh for Wagner.
1857-1" SwIss exile, Wagner was befriended
by Otto Wesendonck. fell in love with Wesen-
donek's wife Mathilde, composed "Tristan,"
17
e,,-_.....~- , ...~ -~"'"
1861-Four years before the first performance 01 "Trisfan," Wag~e,..quofed the o!e,nillfJ ~ar$o'I~!
Prelude ;n this autograph. If is inscribed fo Alfred Joetl, a pIanISt who specIalized III Wagner,
1857-A rare photograph of Franz Liszt and Hans von
Biilow, Wagner's early champions. Von 8iilow losf his
wile fa Wagner. but remained a staunch Wagnerife.
r
1863-For this photo, fa ken in
Russia during conducting four
there, Wagner had hair curled.
The years between Wagner's flight from
Dresden after the revolution of 1849 and his rescue
by King Ludwig II of Bavaria were stormy ones
for Wagner. He was perpetually in debt, harassed
by creditors, unable to secure performances of his
operas. Minna, enraged by the Wesenclonck affair
and Wagner's increasing fondness for Cosima von
Bulow, left him. Only a few friends like Liszt stood
by Wagner, helped him with aid and encouragement.
Yet, in the midst of the uproar, Wagner somehow
managed to turn out one great work after another
-"Tristan," "Die Meistersinger" and the four
operas of.his "Ring" cycle.
L 18
1864-8y now Wagner had fallen out of
love with Mathilde Wesendonclr:. in love
with Cosima, daughter of Liszf and wife
01 von Biilow. Alter Minna'$ decJf~, Co·
sima's divorce. they were married, lived
at Villa Trieb.schen, on Lake heme,
1872~After years af exile. Wagner found a hom:a in his .sumptuous villa at JG')'reuf~.I~
gratitude he named it "Wah I " d" h" 'n 'Ie. W ICIt meens, opproximO'te'y, "freedom 'rom ,ore, I
,-------------------------
Wagner surrounded by his colleagues. Seated are Rockel, Wagner, Gille
and Muller. Standing. Uh'. PolII. Rosti, Gasperini, von Bulow, Jensen,
Draeseke, A. Ritter. Domrosch lfather of Wolfer DamroschJ, Porges
and Moszonyi. Photo was made in Dresden before 1849 revolution.
Two family portraits: Wagner with his son Siegfried. about 1875, and
frau Or. Cosima Wagner in later years as head of Bayreuth Festivals.
King Ludwig II of Bavaria, who befriended Wagner,
is caricatured as composite Wagnerian charO'eter, in
Tannhauser costume aboard Lohengrin's swan boat.
Wagner's death mask, made shortly alter his death
on Feb. 13, J883. CO'st of hand was made during life.
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Revolution
the Orchestra Pit•In
Wagner threw overboard the classic Mozart-Haydn-Beethoven
orchestra, and modern instrumentation still shows his influence.
By WILLIAM D. REVELLI
WHEN WE ARE SEATED in the con-
cert hall and listen to the limitless variety
of instrumental color and effects achieved
by the great orchestras, we seldom give
consideration to the source which is most
directly responsible for these achievements
-namely, the composer.
As our modern orchestras and bands
reach tremendous sonorous heights and
bring forth with dynamic force, crashing'
chords followed by lucid, transparent pas-
sages, we are filled with inspiration and
gratitude; yet, rarely do we consider the
merits of the genius whose creative talents
bring us such joys and pleasure. It is doubt-
ful if we can ever fully realize how grateful
we should be to those great masters who,
from past ages to the present day, have
devoted their lives to the creation of mu-
sical scores which will endure as long as
human beings continue to exist.
In the field of composition, one of the
most influential and important tools em-
ployed by the composer is that of instru-
mentation-the one element by which the
composer brings to life his innermost mu-
sical thoughts; the one medium of musical
expression through which composers have
been enabled to project their creative
thoughts to the world, and without which
they would be as helpless as a painter de-
prived of his colors and brush.
Instrumentation is the composer's voice,
his instrument, and it is upon this instru-
ment that he depends for the projection of
his musical ideas and the fulfillment of
his musical dreams.
Among the masters whose influence and
contribution to the field of instrumenta-
tion remain unexcelled, is that unrivaled
music-dramatist, Richard Wagner.
Perhaps no single composer has done
more for the development of instrumenta-
tion, nor contributed more to the progress
of orchestration, than this great master,
who was forever in search of new instru-
mental color and effects. Certainly no com-
poser before nor since did as much experi-
menting with instrumentation and original
scoring devices. Richard Wagner, through
his consummate mastery of instrumental
techniques and uncanny vision for color
and scoring, brought to the orchestra a
new and revolutionary "sound".
WHILE Weber and Meyerbeer ini-
tiated the trail and explored the orchestra,
particularly in the field of opera, it re-
mained for Wagner to exploit the instru-
mentation to its complete resources.
In the half century preceding the ar-
rival of Wagner upon the instrumental
scene, all performers, as well as most com-
posers, were concerned chiefly with the
mastery of their technical proficiency; as a
result, the creating of many sonatas, con-
certi, and solos of various design, Con-
sumed most of their time and effort. Due
to such misplaced emphasis, performers,
composers, and audiences were absorbed
beyond reason with the dazzling technical
possibilities of the instruments, and it was
Wagner who first initiated the courage and
demanded the direct application of this
orchestral virtuosity to his music dramas.
The opera orchestra, which in the years
preceding Wagner was more or less con-
fined to that, of an accompanying medium,
under Wagner's influence became a rich
weighty, sonorous, colorful and eloquen~
instrument.
His harmonic structure, and skill in
scoring for strings, woodwinds and brasses ,
had never before been equalled; his daring
experimentations with instrumentation,such
as dividing the strings into many separate
parts, writing for full choirs of brasses
and woodwinds, wa a most radical deper-
ture from the scores of hi predecessors,
and brought forth in addition to the many
beautiful instrumental effects, storms of
protest from his colleague and orchestral
musicians alike.
Ttwas at this time that Wagner stated:
"Cod denied we German the voicesof
the Italians, but granted us the power of
expression through the medium of instru-
mental music."
Among the many innovations of instru-
mentation created by Wagner was his inau-
guration of the multiple division of parts
within single instrumental choirs; another
"first" was his extension of range, perticu-
larly on the strings, woodwinds and the
basso voices of the brass family. We find
excellent examples of this in the "Hing"
series, where his score calls for a range
of more than seven octaves. Fifteen parts
are scored for woodwinds alone. Added to
this is the brass choir, for which he scored
seventeen parts, making a total of thirty-
two tones in the harmony. Add to this his
technique of dividing the strings in like
multiple divisions and we find a result
that produces enormous sonority, depth of
color, and a completely new instrumental
effect.
YET, ill spite of the attractive fea-
tures of this technique of scoring, and the
decided advantages of this new instrumen·
tation, Wagner was nevertheless experi
encing much difficulty with his ensemble
players. Due to the ever-increasing de-
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mands which his scores made upon the
members of the orchestra, Wagner fre-
quently found himself being severely criti-
cized, and open warfare was quite com-
mon among the master and his musicians.
Always the innovator and explorer of
orchestral color and effects, Wagner never
hesitated to score whatever his great crea-
tive talents could conceive. With him; the
first objective was the general effect of the
complete musical picture; at no time was he
grossly concerned with complexity of the
technical or musical problem at hand.
Many of the musicians of the great Bay-
reuth Festival in 1876 threatened to with-
draw from the orchestra because of the
tremendous demands which the works that
Wagner was producing made upon them.
Wilhelmj, the concertmaster of the or-
chestra, and one of Germany's foremost
violinists, sat up several nights working on
passages that seemed impossible to per-
form, and finally complained to Wagner
that they could not be played-to which
the never-compromising master replied,
HWhat you really meant to say was that
yon are unable to play my music!"
ONE of the composttrons to which
Wilhelm j referred was the "Magic Fire
Music," which occurs at the close of "Die
Walkiire," where the strings are required
to perform unheard of figures which are
suggestive of the "flickering of the flames."
While such scoring added materially to
the discomfort and frequently to the em-
barrassment of many orchestral musicians,
it nevertheless produced a new and chal-
lenging instrumentation which was destined
to win the acclaim of musicians, composers,
and audiences everywhere.
It was at this time that Wagner made
his many contributions to the instrumenta-
tion of the orchestra. Dissatisfied with the
instrumentation and the technical restric-
tions of the instruments, as well as the
limitations of range and color of the or-
chestra, he proceeded to develop a new
technique of scoring and, with the interest
and cooperation of Germany's foremost
string and wind instrumentalists, he did
much to improve the instrumentation of
the orchestra, and the quality and uses of
the winds.
It was at this period that Wagner intro-
duced several new brasses in his score of
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"The Ring." Among the most effective addi-
tions of his instrumentation was the "bass-
trumpet," which is in the range of the tenor
trombone; a double-bass trombone, which
is an octave below the tenor trombone,
built in the same shape and size as the
tenor trombone, thus allowing the slide
positions of hoth instruments to agree.
Another instrument which was intro-
duced at Bayreuth was the Wagner tuba.
These tubas were built in Bcff at (tenor) and
in F(bass), and were capable of providing
a more somber, solemn and less explosive
tone than the other tubas of the day.
DUE to the excellent results of
these experiments, many highly gifted mu-
sicians and inventors applied themselves
with considerable effort and success to the
solution of surmounting the difficulties
which had beset wind instrumentalists for
centuries, especially problems of wind in-
struments which were improved to such
extent that the full chromatic scale became
possible.
This acoustical and technical problem
was realized through the development of the
valve horn j also by increasing the number
of keys upon the various woodwinds; plus
many improvements in the mechanisms,
which were made by such musicians as
Boehm, Heckel, Sax and others.
Encouraged by these improvements,
Wagner continued ot expand his instrumen-
tation and to score for an augmented or-
chestra which, in turn, created additional
color and increased sonorities.
While the strings conti nued to remain
the nucleus of the orchestra, composers
everywhere were becoming influenced by
Wagner's instrumentation and began to
employ the colorful tones of the wind in-
struments, and soon looked upon them as
being indispensable to the securing of or-
chestral color. Clarinets, oboes: bassoons,
bass clarinets, contra bassoons, trumpets,
trombones, French horns and tubas, all
came to be recognized as never before.
The Aute, which up to ,,"lagner's time was
possessed of a very soft, almost inaudible
quality: was made more brilliant by chang-
ing it from a conical to a cylindrical bore.
The French horn was given important
soli and due to' the development of valves,
hecame a vital necessity to all choirs of
the orchestra.
The bass clarinet, with its soft expres-
sive tone, was provided many solos and
gave new interest to this beautfiul voice.
The trumpet, trombone and tuba were
granted a new lease on life; no longer were
they used strictly as percussive or chordal
voices, but rather in choirs for increasing
the tone-color, richness and beauty.
I tl the strings, tremolos, trills, arpeggios,
col legno, and other new instrumental ef-
fects, which heretofore had been restricted
to solo performance, had now become a
part of the score of the Wagner orchestra.
Following are a few examples from the
scores of this great "painter" which prove
his incomparable technique in the art of
instru mentation.
Tristan and bQIJe, Act I
iUodera.to
Yd.
-r : '!"!I~~~""
Violas div. wilh Ib ••~~n~ I" II
mf I."" 1-.:1 I I I~I
Horo F..:..---F,------
V./;!.
Here we see Wagner's use of the strings.
The violas are divisi and have been rein-
forced by the bassoons. We also note that
the double basses, as they sustain the B-Rat,
are clarified and strengthened by the fourth
horn. This is typical of Wagner's mastery
of tone color and balance.
T'innhauser, Act Ii
Allegretto Oboe~~l'~-'·world to me is --===.L > Ch~g:d __.~
pi , ! , p"
lcffi 'I
Here we have an example of Wagner's
exquisite taste in the use of the oboe. Any-
one who has (Continued on Page 50)
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THE EVERETTPIANO CO'S beautiful new~spinet model wlticlt. though small.
incorpo'rates the "dyna-tensio'n" principle, formerly used only in larger models.
A preview of latest 1951 models in many
fields. Most tvill make their formal debut at the
National Association of Music Manu-
facturers convention in Chicago this month •.
By JAl\IES BROWNSON
AMONG the newly designed pianos presented by Wurlit.zer is this one fin.
ished in white plastic fabric with case trim of solid blond mahogany.
III:
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What's New in
Musical
Instruments
LE BASIC design of the piano as a wooden
box containing strings under tension, struck by felt ham-
mers, was worked out by Bartolommeo Cristofori in 1720,
but ingenious piano-makers have been introducing new re-
finements ever since.
Everett Piano Co., for example, this season presents for
the first time in its small spinet models the Everett "dyne-
tension" scale. This method of construction uses girder-like
metal levers to brace the soundboard of the instrument, in
order to make it possible to use longer, heavier strings, under
greater tension. Everett earlier has u ed the "dyne-tension"
principle in its larger models.
The Gulbransen Company has come up with an intriguing
question: "Are legs necessary for an upright?" As far as
Gulbransen is concerned, the answer is no, since in any
vertically-strung piano practically aU the weight is confined
to the area between the sides. On Gulbran en's new "Princess"
model, therefore, the keyboard is merely an extended shelf
with no visible means of support,
Gulbransen's innovation was anticipated years ago in,
of all places, yacht-building circles. The seagoing yawl
"Odyssey," which was launched just before World War II,
had a piano aboard which was essentially a built-in fixture.
The purpose of doing away with legs and toe-blocks here
was to have one less item projecting into the bilges for hard-
pressed sailors to stumble over in heavy weather. Similarly,
dwellers in apartments and small houses will probably find
Gulbransen's legless "Princess" a space-saving design.
Another new model which will make its first public ap-
pearance at the NAMM Convention in Chicano is Wurlitzer's
"new Model 2150, the work of William A. Zaiser, chief of
Wurlitzer's designing staff.
Model 2150 is an innovation in that its case is finished
in white plastic fabric rather than the traditional casing of
mahogany or walnut. Trim parts of the case are of solid
blond mahogany. The plastic case can be cleaned with a
damp cloth and Is higbly resistant to heat and spilled liquids.
The new Model 2150, the scale of which was drawn hy
Ralph Sperry and Roy Newstedt contains all Wurlitzer',
exclusive technical features, such' (Continued on Page 56)
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ZENITHCo&ra-Mgtic Vgrigble Speed Record
Changer which plgys any speed from 10 to
8S r.p.m. Takes any stgndard size record.
BUESCHER Band Instrument Company's new
"400" series trombone, the result of three
yegrs' work bV engineers of this company_
TONEX, a new two·in·one mute, product of
H. 6 A. Selmer. Inc. A strgjght mute for bril-
liant tone, detgchable cup for e muted tone.
BUEGELEISEN & JACOBSEN are importing
this La Monte "300" clarinet. made in France.
of ebonite; other models of grengdilla wood.
THE WEBSTER EtECTRIC COMPANY'S new
model 109 recorder. Made in gn gttractive
case, it is compact, lightweight, portable.
ETUDE-JULY 1951
STUDENT'Spractice violin, newly designed by
Cltelseg Fraser. Eliminates some features of
the regular model. Has a flat top and bgck.
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Musicians
for the choir
The choir couldn't read, couldn't count,
didn't know a half-note from a dotted thirty-second
• • • until an enterprising choirmaster came along.
By WILLIAM HAMILTON
WEN I first went to the First
Methodist Church I couldn't believe my
ears. Surely 15 people who had been sing-
ing in a church choir Sunday after Sunday
for 20 years knew more about what they
were doing than this group demonstrated.
This choir had practiced nearly a thousand
times and yet in order to learn an anthem
it was necessary to take each part and bang _
it out on the piano over and over again.
Anthems which they had learned by the
rote method last year had to be taught over
again because they had forgotten every-
thing but the melody and the words.
Tbe choir library was filled with hun-
dreds of different anthems. Actually, choir
members would have been as well off with-
out the music-a copy of the words would
have been sufficient. One choir singer said
that she knew everytime the notes went up
she was supposed to go up and when the
notes went down she went down. "Wide
open notes-especially the ones without the
little stems-were held much longer than
the black face ones."
For years the director of this choir had
taught the singers to imitate him in tone,
in rhythm, and in time. When the choir
sang an anthem with contrapuntal figures
he brought them in at the right spot by a
"wave of the hand." One choir member
summed it up like this: "It's easy to know
when to come in-just watch the other
parts and when they sing a certain word
you know it's time for you to start."
From this one might conclude that it
was an unusual choir, a poor church, and
tliat little else could have been done. On
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the contrary, it was a fairly rich church
and the choir members had good hack-
grounds. Six of them were college gradu-
ates. Two members could play the piano,
but made no connection between that and
singing in the choir.
The Music Committee was satisfied with
the choir-thoroughly grateful that they
donated their time and "led" the singing
so regularly. The choir had to sing an
anthem each Sunday morning and the com-
mittee believed it unfair to the congregation
and to the choir members to stop singing
"specials" until they learned the basic ele-
ments of music.
Therefore, I had to convince the choir
members that they could enjoy their work
much more if they knew what they were do-
ing and would take a special class for three
months on another night in the week. In
the long run I knew it would mean much
less work for me on rehearsal night and
that we would accomplish much more after
the three months were over. I knew too
that getting them to attend a special class
longer' than three months would be impos-
sible. The real problem was to layout the
course of study so that the elements of music
could be taught in this time, in the hope
that enough interest would be kindled to
make choristers study on their own initia-
tive.
It is amazing how much fun each mem-
ber-and I-have had during these classes.
The first night we spent one hour identify-
ing notes-for both the bass and treble
clefs. The hymn book was used as the text
and each member of the choir identified
each note in such hymns as "A Mighty For.
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tress," "0 God Our Help," and "Onward
Christian Soldiers." In an hour's time they
began to recognize scale-wise progressions
and jumps of thirds and fourths.
Learning rhythm and time was a little
more difficult, but much more fun. The
mathematical basis of time was explained,
and choir members divided groups of notes
into measures at the blackboard. A spirit
of teamwork was established from the be-
ginning and the "students" (as they now
called themselves) enjoyed watching their
fellow students work out the measures at
the board. After they had divided the notes
into measures each student was required to
clap the time and to teach it to other mem-
bers of the class.
The assignment for the first week was
to "pat time" to everything they heard on
the radio or played on the phonograph.
The second week I taught them how to
beat time in 3/4 and 4/4. As the group
would sing various hymns one member
would "lead" the group by beating the
time. In 15 minutes this was the most time-
conscious group I've ever cen.
To instill a sense of rhythm we sang
various hymns to the heartbeats of memo
bers of the choir. One member of the choir
would take the pulse of another member
and that was the established tempo for the
hymn. Later in the evening we approached
the more joyful hymns with a "faster-than-
heart-beat" rhythm and the funeral hymns
with a "slower-than-heart-beat" rhythm.
The second night we went to anthems.
First, we got the notes and then clapped
out the rhythm and time elements of each
section of the anthem. No accompaniment
was used; choir members tried sight-read.
ing the music. Later in the evening we di-
vided the group into quartets. For each
quartet singing there was a monitoring
quartet who corrected the errors in notes,
time and rhytlun. To make it more inter-
esting the sopranos monitored the basses,
the altos the tenors, the tenors the so-
pranos, and the basses the altos. By this
method they not only learned their own
parts but the other parts as well.
The third and fourth weeks were spent
in complete review of the first two [assons.
Additional hymns and more difficult an'
thems were studied. Since the sopranos
were the poorest of the "musicians" we in-
verted parts-sopranos sang alto, tenor,
and on occasions bass notes. At the end
of the fourth night the sopranos had got·
ten to the point (Continued on Page 61)
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VIOLINIST'S FORfJU
Keep Those Violins Tuned!
No violinist-especially no
beginner-s-emi achieve accurate intonation
on an. out-oj-tune instrument.
By HYMAN
JERRY'S violin wasn't a musical in-
strument. It was an instrument of torture.
Torture to Jerry, his parents, his neigh.
bors. And, once a week, to his teacher.
Once a week his teacher tuned the vio-
lin. Jerry went home. And in less time
than you could imagine, the gut A-string
went flat, the D was down, and Jerry was
lost.
After a year of lessons, Jerry came to
me. There wasn't much use teaching
Jerry until we mapped out a plan to keep
his violin tuned. The plan worked. I offer
it here to help other violin teachers:
1. We replaced the old strings with a
set of all-metal strings-an extra set which
had been used on my own violin.
2. We checked on Jerry's piano and
found it far from what it should be. We
had it tuned to concert pitch.
3. We took care of the pegs of the vio-
lin with soap and chalk so they turned eas-
ily bnt did not slip.
4. WOeshowed how turning the pegs and
adjusting the metal tuners on the tailpiece
changed the pitch of the open strings.
5. We worked out a system of tuning
the A-string with the A of the D Minor
chord, D-F-A, on Jerry's piano.
6. We discovered the secret of tuning
in violin fifths.
These steps were not simultaneous, of
course. While Jerry was learning by doing,
I made it my business to check the tuning
of his instrument once a day during his
scheduled practice hour. After three such
trips, I had one of my advanced students
take over this tuning chore. Within three
weeks, Jerry was master of his own des-
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tiny, able to do his own tuning with confi-
dence. His ~iolin became, quite suddenly, a
musical instrument.
If enough violins stay out of tune long
enough, no one will ever want to study, to
teach, or even to listen to violins. Jerry
was not an isolated fiddler. Literally thou-
sands of violin players are convinced that
tuning a violin is difficult, mysterious and
technically awe-inspiring. It is therefore
well worth our while to look more closely
at tuning techniques. It is time we did
something to eliminate the menace of the
untuned violin.
I have found it best for the teacher to
establish the sound of a tuned violin first
of all. Obviously, the teacher's violin must
be kept at concert pitch. Our first proj ect
involves listening to the open A·string. The
teacher should play this absolntely open,
mezzo forte, and with approximately four
beats to the bow. Two such bowings, up
and down, should set the sound of A-440.
The student should then take up his vio-
lin, and play his open A string. Usually,
it is flat. The teacher shonld play his A
again; one beat to the bow. He should
stop; the pupil should again play his A.
By this time, the pupil is convinced that
there is a difference. It is now necessary
to establish what I call the step-ladder of
pitch relationships. The pupil should know
which A is higher. If a piano is available,
it is a good idea to sound the A and then
run one's fingers up and down the key-
board, just to show how higher tones are
UP-to the right, and lower ones are
DOWN-to the left. It is a good idea to
explain that the peg, when turned, tightens
or loosens the string. It is this tightening
or loosening of the string which changes
the pitch. Tightening moves the pitch UP;
loosening moves the pitch DOWN. Turning
the peg away from you tightens: UP; turn-
ing the peg toward yon loosens: DOWN.
The teacher should now drop his violin
for a moment and ask the pupil to bow two
counts up and down on the open A-string.
Then, slowly, the teacher should turn the
peg of the A-string while the how is in
motion. This will show the pupil that the
pitch really changes: turning away from
the pupil, clock- wise, UP; turning toward
the pupil, counter-clockwise, DOWN. The
teacher should tighten the A to something
resembling A-440.
If there is an A-string tuner on the tail-
piece, the teacher should explain that tight-
ening or loosening the string is first done
by moving the peg. After the tuning is
approximated by turning the peg, more ex-
act tuning can be obtained by turning the
metal tuner on the tailpiece. A right turn,
clockwise, tightens the string: pitch UP;
a left turn, counterclockwise, loosens the
string: pitch DOWN.
It is a good idea to mention that it is
best to tune a little higher, and then loosen
the string. It is also worth mentioning that
all strings have to set: have to stretch for
a while until they get "set" for the pitch.
That is why professional violin-players al-
ways have an extra set of used strings-
which have already stretched, and which
can be used for replacement purposes with-
out losing pitch.
-This tuning operation, turning the
peg up and down, should be repeated by the
pupil. Usnally, it is difficult to hold the
violin, keep the bow in motion and turn
the peg at the same time. The teacher may
hold the violin for the first few attempts;
the pupil may use a support for the violin.
It soon becomes, like all simultaneous op-
erations in violin playing mechanical and
automatic.
I find it best to grip the peg firmly,
curling my first and second finger around
it, and holding the thumb on the opposite
side of the neck, directly in line with the
peg. This braced position permits fast
tuning, and a reasonable amount of support
for the violin while it is being tuned. How-
ever, violinists have many pet tuning
techniques. I do (Continued on Page 51)
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Adventures
of a piano teacher
A staccato indication can tell you many
things, but it says nothing about how long you should
hold the note. Let it talk about tone quality
IAM CONTINUALLY astonished by
the widespread lack of understanding con-
cerning the playing of staccato on the piano.
Teachers and students err in thinking of it
in terms of tone duration. Whether it is to
be played very short and completely sepa-
rated from its neighbor tones, or produced
with the effect of a longer, "pizzicato" stac-
cato, or whether the composer desires only
a percussive "ping" on it, with the damper
pedal connecting it to the next note, depends
entirely on the style and context of the
piece. Staccato must be thought of as qzwl.
ity, not as quantity.
Take a look at the basses of your Chopin
Nocturnes in E·Flat Major, F Minor, or C
Minor-all of which Chopin has marked
staccato. Try playing these basses with each
note cut off from the note following, and
see if you think Chopin meant short, dry
staccato here. Of course not! He is indio
cating a kind of quiet, percussive "walking"
staccato, contrasting in tone quality to the
smooth, ultra legato line of the right hand.
Would Mozart play the opening measure
of the slow movement of his G Major So-
nata with dry, detached staccato? (The
original editions indicate staccato.) Hardly.
That exquisite and pellucid line of matched
pearl-drops would shimmer in the soft
light of the damper pedal as he played it.
The slow themes of Mozart's compositions
contain dozens of such staccato-with-pedal
effects. The compositions of Beethoven
abound in "long" staccato, "pizzicato" and
"walking" staccato.
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By GUY MAIER
Since these are indicated only by the
usual staccato sign, an experienced reader
or artist is required to "interpret" them.
A staccato indication can mean just about
anything. You'll be safe if you think of it
qualitatively, not gll,antitatively.
CLASS FOR TEACHERS
AN UNUSUAL report has just come from
..Ll.. Newport News, Virginia, from Lamar
Stanley, Director of Instruction in the pub-
lic schools there. Mr. Stanley is not a musi·
cian, and has never played the pi.ano be-
fore. But he writes;
"Newport News has just concluded an
unexpected experiment in teacher training.
The exciting adventure happened this way.
Last fall a group of teachers approached
Mrs. Louise Garrow, who teaches piano
classes in the elementary schools, and asked
her if she could teach a beginning class in
piano for teachers. Mrs. Garrow said she
would be delighted. So they began to meet
every Thursday afternoon down in the base-
ment here from 3 ;30 on. The class usually
broke up finally when the teacher had to
go home. There we sat with our little paste·
board keyboards before us just like fourth
graders and practically as innocent of mu-
sical ability and knowledge.
"Mrs. Garrow had to take hold of our
fingers and put them on the right key just
like she does for the little folks. She ex·
plained to us the difference between a whole
note, a half note, and a quarter note.
We counted time In unison: '1-2·3·restj
1-2-rest-4' .
"We had a fine teacher, too. Pupils al-
ways love a nice teacher, and this class was
no exception. When we finally achieved
mastery of 'Jingle Bells' with one finger,
that is one finger at a time, she said it was
beautiful. We thought it was, too. She could
so easily have discouraged us. She could
have sat down beside us and could have
said, 'I don't think you really have any
ability for this class. Perhaps you had bet-
tel' find something else to do.' No, she said
we were wonderful!
"Here was a group of teachers who had
decided they wanted to learn something, at
least enough to play the imple tunes they
teach their children to sing. We had a good
time. We had it after a day's work, but
nobody seemed tired, and we left each ses-
sian with regret.
"We didn't get too far becau e we really
didn't put in much time, but everybody
wants to go on and learn more. I think ev-
ery one of us has listened to :.'oIl'S.Garrow
and thought to ourselve , '1 wish T could
ever hope to play like that.' J wonder if the
meaning of 'Except ye become a little chilo
dren, ye cannot enter the Kingdom of
Heaven' applies to our enlrance into this
class without any as umption of previous
knowledge and experience .
"I begin now to see that a chord doesn't
just happen. It is as mathematical as the
multiplication table. From the beginning,
its sequence and its conclusion are inevi·
table. Every key of the keyboard can be
the starting point of something fascinating,
exacting, harl11onious. It is one thing to say,
'Oh, I just love piano music, and quite an-
other to follow the musician from phrase
to phrase, to recognize a theme and to an'
ticipate the climax. I marvel at the skillof
these musicians. I know now what they
have done.
HThe smooth, flowing toucb; fingersthat
find their own way about the keys; mastery
of expression in the world of ound. If you
should lose your sight, how would you in·
terpret the world? By sound! Look about
you at these children who are already skill·
ful in this art. Reminds me of that story
about the teacher who, exasperated, said
to a boy, 'Oh Sam, can1t you solve a simple
equation ?'
"'N' 'd S0, sal am, 'Can you
piano?' "
play the
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An excellent study in the playing of wide leaps from bass to treble. The big chords on the upper treble staff are essen·
tially accompaniment, and should be subordinated to the melodic line appearing on the center staff. Grade 3:
Moderato (J,ss)
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Valse
from "SUITE, Op. 15"
Young players will enjoy this simplified version of the charming waltz which Arensky wrote for his rwo vptanc Suite,Op.15
This is an excellent study piece for the development of legato playing and a singing tone. Grade 3.
No. 110-231li3
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Rigaudon
From "Almira"
'Handel's "Almira," one of the Italian 0p'eras. which made him the wealthiest composer of his day, is completely forgotten in
our own time. Several charming excerpts from the score survive, however, including this charming Rigaudon It should be played
cri~~ly and evenly, and all the 'voices should sound clearly. An excellent study for independence of the fingers. Grade 3,
G. F. HANDEL
.An. by Leopold]. Bee.,
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Gertrude'S Dream
Waltz
This rather obscure Beethoven work is a useful study in the p l ayi ng of arpeggiated passages and left-hand chords. Grade 3.
No. 110-16134
Andante con grazia (J\, 1'i",) L. van BEETHOVEN
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.No.2555 Dance .Caprice d G' g's music Embellishmentsshouldbeplay_
A charming work flavored with the ch ar act.eriat ic nat io naLi diom that perva es r i e o.
ed cleanly and evenly. A valuable study in melody-playing. Grade 3. EDVARD GRIEG, Op. 28, No.3.
a tempo
~~• .~:> • IVivace.~1 ::> 24 t 5 !
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No. 110-19446 Neapolitan Dance- Song
Tschaikowsky's trip to Italy influenced many of the pieces he wrote thereafter _ One result was, the brilliant lICapriccio
It a l ien" for orchestra; another was this delightful Neapolitan Dan ce-Bo ng . It is a valuable. exercise in the playing of rapid
passages and alternating staccato and legato touches. Grade 31/2.
Comodo (J: 10S)
( ..P. TSCHAIKOWSKY, Op. 39, No. 18,p graeioso
1 •
5
. ..,...,..
5 • • sempre staccato5
1. II 2.• I• lr• 2 4 •
:> . . :>
• I
25 '
~5 2 1 • 2
5 .2•
5 I .,2
• :>
Piu mosso ,
432143213 43214.321 4: 3 2 1
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2
3 35
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No. 110·26858 .Walt,z
From "The'Merry Widow"
A tune that" is'lo've'd all over the world, the "Merry Widow" Waltz is a useful study in melody playing and In the c h a r ac t e r .
isfi c rhythm.of the Viennes-e waHz ~ When you he~;·wali;es~pJay-e(fb·y·a-rear vrennese orchestral-nO_UCe the cha~/actenstlc'Lltft"
on the sec_on? beat of..!ach m~~_suret and ~ry to produce the_~ame effect _in you.:.-.playing. Grade 3.. " \_
"
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No 110-02924 Prelude
F. CHOPIN, Op. 28, No. {Largo (J: ~6~6) _
~~spress. ~
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Z 3 5 -4 a
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No.110-02968 'Val se tin..A:Minor,
Allegro moderato (oJ: 132)
EDVARD GRIEG,Op.)2, ..No:'Z
>-~ -- ::>- >-• . . . .
t p in fempo'rubafo
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sure.legato .• Note_"Cell.the difference:1
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No. 110-40150 Valse Melodique
Left Hand AloneGrade 3.
ELLA KETTERER
Allegro (J, 132)
mf 2 I 2 P 2 2
s 2 I 4 3 4s
1 "
2-1
s 33, 2 I • ,55
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Meno mosso
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No, 110-40150
Grade 3,
Valse Melodique
Right Hand Alone
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No, 110-40149 Sweetly Sings the Brooklet
Grade 2 1/~4
ELLA KETTERER
Moderato (J, 120) 2 5 LH . ' L.H25
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RomanceNo. 131-41018
Robert Louis Stevenson
Delicately, yet firmly U, 152) a tenipo"iT
CLIFFORD SHA\I'
>- • fell. I will make you brooch. esa te111 a
and toys for your de. light
f
bird. song at rnorn . ing and star. shine at night. I will make a pal-ace fit for you and me,
8-":
tell. "if a tempo
green days in forvest s and blue days at sea~
( ..I and toys for your de .light
l~veiled~~~'/~"1f~~~~
I will make you brooch _es Of
~
poco rif.
a tempo
bird - song at morn.il1g and
rit.
you shall keepyour room,Wherewhite flows the riv_er and b •right blows the broom; Y
l~~~~~~~:~:~~~~-~",---,~~.~F~~~~~'~~~~~~)'~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~¥~O~U~S~l~,a~I~1 w~a~S~h~y~o~ur~~li~_e n~a~nd~rit.tenderly
Also a.vailable Low VMce in E No.131-41019
~
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tu a. enipo-.
hod'· y white - •keep your In rain _fall at morn- ing and dew-falf at nigh!. I will make my ki tcb - en, and
u ~~ ;
a tempo r>.~ 19- t .... .
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U a tem-po - .
It -.r - • ..this shall he for mu.sic when no one else is near, The fine song for sing. ing, the rare - song to hear! That
a a. tempo r--c-,
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Hu-nvnuwid Reg'ietra tiow
@ (10) 20 5634 212
IA~I (10) 00 7766 310
Jesus Shall Reign
DUKE STREET
(john Hatton)
Lento e maestoso --:::-:--:- H ALEXANDER MATTHEWS
fI u »>: _ ... -:::::;;;.,J I _ --
PEDAL
16'8'~:t >:>
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-----I I'"
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fGt. 8' Reed?'~-.. -- ----
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From "Twelve Choral Preludes on Familiar Hymn Tunes" by H.A. Matthews. ..,
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'J~ ~Madriga,l"e
Andantino" quasi allegretto
A, SIMONETTI•o ••o.
VIOLIN
con sordinoY~l ~
~. .' • ~
II' Jl -~. c: ~ ,..--:-; ~."-'" .' .. ----.. --
,
@ peon semplicita . - A •••••••. '- -
~Jl <::>- <:>- . - . ,
~ ~ ~ ~-.~..~ ..~.~.~' ~~ ~~ ...~ ..~mr P
z z: <: <: - ?:J I ~ ~ -
PIANO
• 1t
l(n poco cedendo
=-
------ .~------V -(j)- 1 --Q ~ --- I
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'-'-' '-'-'
cresco psul A
CODA
{jr ••• Il Jl ~' "'" 1/";9 .. - -
4! - dim, pp III corda f.\
~ a ~j" ~
4! ~~
•.f· ......7'=-" '-'-' senza rail. t:'\.
?:J ~ ?1 z: U : .. 1 .. 1 <:
P
D. S. al Coda
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The Carousel Ride
SECONDO
Waltz-happy and gay (J" 56) MOLLY DONALDSON
a tempo
.
;---------
L. H.
'Pit
R.H. f R.~.H~.=1==
t 5,
- . '
~
t~2
t~r' ~f' ___ f'
.'nll
f~'t 2
a tempo
f ~==l:===
I 2~ f~5 ~ :=:
From·"Piano· Partners" by· Molly"'Donaldson.
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The Carousel Ride
PRIMO
Waltz happy and gay (J
MOLLY DONALDSON
- ., 56 :~,., --- -<; .... n', t _ ... bk. ~ #~e
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3__________
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ChinatownNo. 110-23425
Grade 2 1/2. Allegretto moderato (J, 108)
"if5.5.!is ~2,
JAMES' H. ROGERS
Last time to Coda
52' 521-$-• !') 2 12
non legato
semprepp
. . . .
3,2~' •.•. ,
3
mf (both hands)
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··
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3
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D. S. al Codap subiio
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5 3
3 1 2 •1 2 5 2
fvivOi 4
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p subiio poco rall
:> >.
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T
5
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No. 130·41070 On A Hayride
Grade 2.
Briskly; in ajolly manner (d, abocj 1\6)
~ 5
EVERETT STEVENS5
1
3
I
I
f
,
5 2
2
t
5
3'· 2 3
,
··
2- '1; 2'- 1,
5'
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t t 3 • , t ~
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t ~ 1 -4!
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,
R.H
No. 130·41071
Grade 1. A Little Prelude
:M:oderato MARGARET WIGHAM
" 51""
R. H__________ ~ 2 41 , I 4,~,
'- f. I r i I" '*-:;J. -. ( -:;J.. r. 12f !L.Il , L.H.\ .
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• 22 4. 3 5 5
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No.,110·40146 Dancing Puppets
Grade 2 1/2•
Allegretto (J,SO)
5
WILLIAM SCHER
jJ,~ 3~,~ . 1 , " 3 .. ..---. • I ( 3 __ • 1..---.• 3 ,· .· .
t. u::l , ~ . ~ . i-= , ....
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THE BURRELL COLLECTION
(Continued from Page 15)
book also gave her a fresh set of
clues, which she lost no time in
pursuing.
What Mrs. Burrell finally brought
tOl1ether was indeed remarkable.
Tl~ecompleted Burrell Collection in.
eluded 840 separate items. Most
were letters, written during every
period of Wagner's life.
\Vith the material for an immense
biography assembled, Mrs. Bun-ell
found herself unable to complete
it. Violent attacks of neuralgia pre-
ventedher from reading or holding
a pen. In 1898, when the manuscript
which had heen her life-work had
reached Wagner's 21st year, she
died.
Mrs. Burrell's lIeirs at once pub-
lishedher manuscript, in a presenta-
tion edition so large as to format
that the pages must be turned at
arm's length. The Collection lay for
vears untouched and unseen. At
length, in 1929, the Collection was
examinedand catalogued, with each
item described.
Through the years that the Collec-
tion remained a closed secret, mys-
teries, legends and gossip gathered
~.bout it. Mrs. Burrell made it plain
In her book that she believed Cosima
had manipulated the Wagner docu-
ments to suit her ends. The anony-
mous compilers of the catalogue
roundly backed this point of view.
It has been taken for granted that
the "suppressed" Autobiography in
particular would contain sensational
disclosures. If the compilers had
taken the trouble to compare the
suppressed copy in the Burrell Col-
lection with the published Autohiog-
raphy, they would have found that
the amount of "doctoring" in the
published version was negligible.
The munuscri pt [or the privately
printed Aly Life does not .begin with
the words, "I am the son of Ludwig
Geyer!" as Nietzsche once claimed,
thereby causing much trouble.
(Geyer was the actor-poet who
married Wagner's mother in the
early stages of her widowhood, less
than a year after the composer's
birth) .
This comparison of the suppressed
version with the published Autobiog-
raphy the more thorough going Mrs.
Burrell would of course have made
if she had lived to see the latter
published in 1911. In 1898, however,
her suspicions were based Ia rgely
on bewilderment. When she opened
the bootlegged copy of My Liie, she
beheld her idol, her gleaming cru-
sader for a glorious art, a very
different sort of person at close
.iew. She was unable to accept the
words as his. She decided Wagner
was' not responsible [or the "miser-
able book," and that he "consented
under pressure to the book being put
together." It is obvious now, of
course, that the Arch-Egotist needed
no pressure to talk to the world
upon so absorbing a topic as him-
self, nor would he have subjected
himself to petticoat control on so
important a subject.
The lJUhlicat;oJl. of the catalogue
of the Burrell Collection stirred up
a considerable broil. The death of
Cosima Wagner in 1930 induced two
literary adventurers by the names
of Hum and Root to capitalize on
floating suspicions with a post-
mortem attack on her, together with
any baseless defamation of Wagner
which happened to occur to them. I
would not bring up the subject of
a-Look long since nullified, except
that the writers referred to the Bur-
rell Collection as the source of al-
niost all their charges. It -is now
plain that they could have seen
little more than the outside of the
Collection, having succeeded in ob-
taining no more than three letters,
which they quoted in part. Otherwise
the Catalogue, and nothing else,
was their springboard, ami they ap-
plied their leaping imaginations. t.o
the already irresponsible statements
in its preface.
Hum and Root had the effrontery
to call their book The Truth about
Wagner, and indeed their effrontery
resulted in reducing much of the
anti-Cosima agitation to absurdity.
In 1931 the Burrell Collection be-
came purchasable, and so came to
the attention of Mrs. Zimbalist. That
a zealous lady had used her privilege
of wealth to uncover buried truths
and contribute to the enlightenment
of the musical world appealed to
her. She considered it her good
fortune to be able to bring about
the continuation of the interrupted
project. In donating the Collect.ion
to the Curtis Institute of Music, she
combines with her endeavors in be-
half of musical education another
in behalf of recorded history.
THE END
CONSERVATORY.TRAINED MUSICIANS COMMAND BETTER INCOMES
T.hehighesttype of Musical Training by Extension Methods, as devel.oped and perf~eted ~y the Univer.
sity Extension Conservatory, is not an experiment. not a moke-shlft. but h~s proven Its. value and
soundnessin the coreers of thousands of musicians and teachers who owe theIr success entirely to the
personolized and painstaking coaching of this great Conservatory. Partial listing of courses below:
!~!~!~_~~~~_9pp~!!~~~Y_~~~!~_~~~e~~_!~~~Y!
ONIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY, Dept. A-729
28 East Jackson Blvd .. Chicago 4. Illinois
Please send me catalog, sample lessons and full informa-
tion regarding course I have marked with an X below.
o Piano. Teacher's Normal Course 0 Voice
o Piano, Student's Course 0 Choral Conducting
o Public School Mus.-Beginner's 0 Clarinet
o Public School Mus.-Supervisor's 0 Dance Band Arranging
o Advanced Composition 0 Violin
o Ear Training & Sight Singing 0 Guitar
o History ood Analysis of Music 0 Mandolin
o Harmony 0 Saxophone
o Cornet-Trumpet 0 DoubleCounterpoint
o Professional Cornet-Trumpet 0 Banjo
Name.................................... Age .
Street No _ .
City. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. State .
Are you teaching now? If so, how many pupils have
you? Do you hold a 'Teacher's Certificate? .
Have you studied Harmony? Would you lik'e to earn
the Degree of Bachelor of Music? .
CHORAL CONDUCTING:-Brand new course
intludes all the modern techniques-even radio
broadcasting.
HARMONY:-Written by two of the finest
theorists in the country. Simple, yet thorough
in every way. From basic. fundamentals right
through to Counterpoint and Orchestration.
NORMAL PIANO:-Especially designed for
leochers or future teachers. Treats and solves
everyproblem of the progressive teacher.
~RRANGING:_All the tricks of modern arrang-
~,n9 dr~wn from the experiences of the biggest
nome orrangers in the country •
EA,~ TRAINING:-Designed to give you the
ability, to read at sight, to transpose and to.
Ironscflbe. Invaluable training for vocal or in·
strumentol work.
HISTORY:-A modern course including all types
of music from ancient origins to 20th Century.
Interesting-with emphasis on the analysis of
music-not a dull collection of facts.
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC:-Fits you for actual
work in the school room. Our model lessons de-
velop originality and give you an eKcellent guide
for teaching others.
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
28 EAST JACKSON BLVD. (DEPT. A-729) CHICAGO 4. ILL.
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are some of the
most interesting first grade teaching
pieces' you could find after a long,
long search. While some of them
hove been fovorites for many yec ts.
today their populority is greater than
ever.
In spite of spiraling costs, Century
Edition still sells for 20c a copy.
FIRST GRADE PIANO SOLOS
3:i22 Booln Boom. March, C. Scarmolin
"29911 Jingle Jack. F. . .. Hopl'ins
~3~59 when My Birthday Comes, C .. Hicht,·,
"3155 Oarting In and Out. Polka. C .. Armour
36BI r.1ari~ Alltoinette's Music BOll. C
CiO\'~nnl
"35117 Advice to DoHy, G .. Arnold
~'31101 Call1aill'S March. The, C .,., l1onkim;
31\06 SuqH'ise Symuttuny, Thtme. C
H:lyoln-l':rkl];lT'oI1
"3~S2 Indian Boy, Em. . .... 1U~htcr
"3076 Little Btu~ Ey~s, Waitt, F .. Cr~rnw"l.1
3-i05 Forty Foatllomti Deep, F.. Armour
"36110 Tommy's Mardi. C .. Ttolll<lns
3755 Paraclllltisl. Tile (Ohremattc}, F
Steiner
3-i11 From County Derry. G. .anuour
.3(;93 Sea Spray. C .. Hnlfc
"34411 Woodland Orchestra, C .Iean
31116 C~tlo SOlig. G. .~lontgoIllN.\
"3164 Mr. Tllirtl Takcti a Walk, C Hi"hter
3!lGlJ. Mozart for the Young Pianist. ,ErI<lmnll
3H7 00110 the Donkey, C_I_2 nrorinc
3n3S Four by Eigllt .... J'ccl('r~on·Kmg
31170 Let's Play Tag. C ... Folde;;
37:i6 Ping Pong. F >:t~illur
3866 hkillg a Walk. C. ]o""ld,·s
31107 Yo Yo. C. .lam(,3
~'I'''eB( 1,"N('" 11''''0 I"Mri. for ~'llflillfl. if ilairud
For a Great Value See
THE CENTURY
MUSICAL DICTIONARY
It is ONLY 20&
Our groded-and-c1assified or our
complete catalog listing over 4000
numbers is free at your dealer or on
request from us.
Century Edition is 2,Oc a Copy
CENTURY MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.
45 West 63rd St., New York 23, N. Y,
,H20 MINUTES
A DAY
ITALIAN
SPANISH
GERMAN
WITH
LlIIGUAPHOIiE
The World's Standard con~f~f~~~onal
Another langllage is inver/liable
to musicians.
In your own home you can learn any of 29
LANGUAGES by the i"tern~tio,,,,lly "erell/cd
LINGUAPHONE COf,lVERSATrDNAL
:'IIETHOD ... quickly. easily, cnrrectly. Made
lJy noted language teachers; endorsed by
lIlusieians. educators; used in schools. colleges
alHl by over a mittion Itome-study students.
Send lor interesting FREE book.
AlltlrO~ed for VETERANS' Training
LlNGUAPHONE INSTITUTE
3907 Roekefeller Plaza, N. Y. 20. N. Y.
Scud me the FREE LinguaplIOne book. I
want to learn.
Name
Address
City
••... Ianguage
To be well-informed obout
MUSIC
Don't miss an issue of
1lfI1UII '"IJ I'J th~ mUSlC magazine
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REVOLUTION IN THE O.RCHESTRA PIT
(Continued /1'0111- Page 20)
heard this mnuature motive, as it
appears in the second act of Tann-
hauser, will attest to its beauty and
effectiveness of instrumentation.
Siegfried
l~>::;;~...
In the Prelude to "Siegfried,"
\Vagner again proves his genius lor
expressing all moods and emotions
when he depicts the sl~; plotting of
the dwarf Mime by means of the
Bassoons. which arc accompanied
only by a long. very suudued roJl of
tlte tympani. LeO's t<.deilled orchestra-
tors would have been certain of us-
ing more instruments ot' a less effec-
t ive combination.
C;;ltcnl:;oUllerung
til",,·
Cl~'.
~" ~ 1-p""'co B~.~a,. ......------:::
Lp~=:::110<"_ -
~~ ~ ~
In this example we have \Vagncr
at his best in scoring for the B-f1at
soprano clarinet, and the B-nat bass
clarinel. Note that the middle regjs-
leI' of Ihe soprano clarinet. is used
without obscuring tbe phrase line.
while the bass clarinet answers in
this beautiful lyric duo. Note that
WalTner used the key in which both
instruments are employed to best
advant.age.
r"nnliu.uticr
'" "';'
harp I h"uru
\\'(lad wind,;
Wngners use o l the French horn
was among the most effective llf all
composers. Here ' .....e have an exam-
ple of Wagner's LIse of the ~topped
horn. This device was abo applied 10
other instrument",. Wagner elliployed
a Slopped trumpet in tlte third act
of "Die Mei~tersiltger-' to ilt\itate
the sma'll trumpet,,: of 10) makers.
it was Jor this eHect Ihat he il\~isled
on the use of ::{ pear-~haped Ulute
,...hich was inserted jn tht: bell uf
the trumpet, and wa", the furerunner
of Ollr pre::;ent day metal and fibre
mutes.
These are but. a few (If tile tech.
niques which \Vagner emplo~ed. nncl
which prove hi;; masttl') uf instru·
mentntion and ()rclte~tr::!tion.
Filltlllj', in view of Ihe~e facts.
\Vagner's inAuence upon inslrumen.
tation would :-::eem III include are·
markable talent for orche~lral. dra·
matico and vocHl color: a ,i\ id imag-
inat.ion and concept of orcheSlra-
tion: a horn experimenter (If in~lt'u-
mentation; an ullu:,ual interes:t in
the development of new in~lrull1enl::-
and curiosity for impro,ement of the
old; and an uncompromi,-jng atti-
tude in regard to the technical pro·
ficiency of orchestnd musicians.
To this great master, the orches-
tra of today owes a debt of gral itude.
as do thousands of conductor,.::. hun-
dreds of thousands of muc::ican~_ and
millions of music lovers the world
over. THE END
FIVE·FINGER POSITION
WHEN MY YOUNG SON was about six months old and justlearning to sit up steadily, he enjoyed sitting on my lap to watch
me play the piano, and sometimes he would join me in an impromptu
duet. But any extended reach toward the left or right on my part
~ener~lly r~sulted in his losing ~l~Sbalance. I finally found that play-
lllg pIeces 1Il the five-finger poslllOn made it possible for me to kee
my arms close to him. In this way he felt perfectly secure and ha P
d" I· h ." ) ppy,an p aymg t e plano came to le one of his favorite diversions.
-Patricia Wilson
~there
are many rea.
sons for selecting Century Edition as
your standby. Ask to see these piano
classics at your dealer and you will
discover diversity, good taste, cap.
able editing, wide scope, excellent
printing and the low, low price of 20c
a copy-all good reasons for moking
Century Edition YOUR edition.
PIANO CLASSICS
402 Sonata No. I. G.3.. 1I.ll'~0
1179 HUllgarian Rhapsody No.2, C=m.7 1.1'7.1
2094 S~otch Poem, OP. 31, No. I, Fm_5
~lacDo1ll'rll
376 RondO Canrri~~ioso, OP. t4, (·S
.\!cllMI"ohn
403 Sonata No. I. C·3 .~Iulan
3332 Fantasia in Om .• 3 . ~l~alr
33110 Trumpet Pie~e and Air, 0·3 ... tureen
3354 Valse in A, OP. 10. No.2, ·4
Itachmllllll(llT
2251 lmllromptu. Op. 142. No.2, Ab.4
>;rltub'm
2164 Moment Musieal, OP. 9~, I'll. 3. Fm.2
2304 Wltim. (Grllle"l. 00. 12, Ha. 4. Db_~
Schum_lUI
3559 Waltl, Seren.de ler Slrln,t, G·5
Tlcllllko .....kJ
3910 Bagatello. Oil, 33, N•• 6. 0-3 ItN-lllOl.o
3999 lnt~rmuzo, OP. 117, NI. I. Eb·4 lIrall/ll'
3899 Pr.luda and fu.ue in Cm,.5 J.!i. }llrh
4000 Six Uttl, Prolurlll J. $. J:arh
3901 Tllr .. Eturln. fill, Ab. Db, -4 . ('htor,in
3789 Sonatilla In G, ·4 " C. I'. E. lI.. h
3836 Mazurkl in Em, Op. 41, Na. 2, ·4.ClXI(Iln
3839 Mazurke in Fill, ·4. .. IMIIl'1
3843 Polonai., In Ab. 0". 53, ,5,6 ('~In
3894 Th, E.vpttan Girl, GIlI.4·5 Rumu
1186 Moontl,hl Sonata, C=IlI·6 ltftllXl\ra
2448 WaUzII, Op. 39, Nil. 1,2, I, 15. ·5·6
Hrlhm'
3356 Sell'no. Dp. 32, Bblll_7 .fllO\lln
3471) Norwe.lan Oanee Nt. 2. 00. 35. A-~
(Oric:
Centu ry Edition is 20c • Copy
Our graded-ond·elassified or OUI
complete eotolog listing over 4000
numbers is free at your deoler or an
request {rom us.
CENTURY MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.
45 West 63rd St'l New York 23, N, y,
Why Pay More?
LONG PLAYING RECORDS
(3) b R.P.M.I
30 % off
factory New! Eyery Record Guofonloed!
For FREE Compl,te Catalogue
and Price list ..... rite to:
RECORD HAVEN STGRES (Depl. Ell
320 W. <48tll St .. New V....k I!. N.Y.
1/ ill N.LO. I:l:ril .. r Mi"' ..... II'"':
1125 6tll Ave._1 143 6111 A«.-1211 ,t~All.
WM. S. HAYNES COMPANY
Flutes af Disti"dioll
STERLING SILVER_GOLD_PLATINUM
Catolog Oil reqrett
108 MauaC'husetu .\'i'ftI~. ~tGll n, )Ia.!''-.
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KEEP THOSE VIOLINS TUNED
(Continued [rom: Page 25)
uot wish to standardize all the pos-
sible ways of getting a firm grip on
~he peg and bracing against the
neck.Sometimes, it is even possible
to ignore the bracing and trust the
"iolin to its shoulder-bone-chin sup-
port. In any event, the manner of
gripping the peg will change from
time to time, and, of course, each
peg presents its own problems,
which must he solved differently.
The exact manner of grasping the
peg is not important. A firm grip is
all that is required,
To lose iii. feer 01 utl/iug, the
pupil should spend a good bit of
timeon the open Acstring. Once the
openA is established, then it should
bechecked with the A of the teach-
ds violin.This is a good time for a
I-erybrief word about beat· notes, Be-
causethe technicalities are far above
the head of most pupils, the expla-
nation should be made in terms of
"uncomfortable sounding tones,"
when the strings are actually in
unison.
Not only are heat notes, as such,
unintelligible to students of the ,vio-
lin,but many teachers lose their way
trying to explain them. It is much
hetterto use simple terms. Similarly,
theoreticdiscussions of the harmonic
series, nodes of vibration, and the
physicsof sound should be reversed
forspecialties in those matters. For
the practical job at hand, the pupil
shouldknow that the strings o( the
l,joHnare tuned in fifths, and these
are the sounds: with the teacher
demonstrating.
The teacher should lead the way:
an open A.string, an open D-string,
Thenthe A and D together. Friendly
tones;sound as if they are near rela-
tives,The teacher can move bis D up
aud down, while playing the two
open strings. This will give the pu·
pil an idea of an out-of·tune D. and
howitsounds unfriendly when played
together with the A. The teacher
shouldspend much more time play-
ingtbe A and D in tune, to establish
thesounds.
By this time the pupil should be
able to tune A. He !lihould play the
A and then the D moviner the peer
'J{ the D.string ~nti1 it
O
become~
lr!endly and so'unds well together
with tlte A·string, This should be
checked very carefully by the
teacIler.
Once the D is established the D·
C combination is learned. Ti1e same
SyStemis used for the A-E combin-
ation.The E-string is always tuned
ap~roximately by the peg, then pre-
clslon·tuned by the metal tuner on
tbe tailpiece.
It is always a (Tood idea-and es.
peciallyfor the :eary violin teacher
-to depend entirely on metal or
metal·covered strings. I remember,
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when I was a beginner, I went
through two dozen gut E'str'ings in
one hot day. They didn't hold pitch
weren't true in fifths, and broke
often. I have never permitted any of
my students to go through similar
gut E-string agonies.
For study IJurpOSes, even if it
means more wear and tear on bow
hair, let's stick to metal and metal-
covered strings, The silver G, the
aluminum A and D the steel E-
they are mandatory.' I always damp
the steel E and the aluminum A,
where they rest on the bridge, with
a bit of leather, silk, gut or whatever
is available. On my own violin I use
a tiny fragment of sheepskin under
the A and E-strings.
Meral and metal-covel'ed strings,
whatever they lack in tone-and I
don't believe they lack any thing-
hold pitch, stay in tune much better
than gut. For beginners and for most
other viol in players as well, they are
essential. I recommend them without
reservation.
There are ways to check tuning,
the octave harmonics, the first-posi-
tion harmonics, the simple octave
relationships in the first position.
The pupil can learn these as time
goes on. But hasically, the pupil
must learn the sound of clear. open
strings, and must learn to tune until
all four strings are a friendly family.
The determination of a correct A
is difficult. Tuning forks (A·44.0)
are accurate for a long time. You
strike the fork sharply near the end
of one of the tilles of the fork. If
you just hold it, the sound fades
quickly. If you place it so that its
handle touches the bridge of the
violin, you will get a fair tone. The
tuniuer fork will have to he struck
repea~edlY, and you will have to tune
your A quickly before the A is es-
tablished.
Of cource, an audio generator set
at 440, and fed through a high-fidel-
ity amplifier and loudspeaker sys-
tem would be quite a help. But, un-
fortunately, it is far out of the reach
of the average fiddler. Some day, per-
baps, radio time signals will be given
at A-440 to help fiddlers tune up.
I have rarely used reed tuners,
those pitch pipes which approximate
correct pitch. If nothing else is avail·
able, I suppose one has to use them.
They should be used ONLY {or the
A; and then only after their A has
been checked with an A known to
be accurate.
1/ a piuuo is U'lmilable, it must be
tuned to correct pitch A-44.0. Too
many of our piano tuners are willing
to tune a piano that has been beaten
down in pitch-and leave it even a
half-tone flat. It takes several tun·
ings to bring a piano out of its under
concert- pitch stage of deterioration.
A piano should be kept at concert
pitch.
The D Minor chord, D-F-A should
be used to tune only the A string.
The other strings, once the A string
is tuned, should be tuned a Ia vio-
lin-in the special system which is
characteristic of violins. Tuning the
other strings cannot be done by
playing the piano D or G, orwhat-
ever it may be. A violin must be
tuned on the violin. The violin fifth
cannot be duplicated or even approx-
imated by piano, reed-tuning pitch.
pipes or any other devices. You sim--
ply have to learn to tune.
Violins ,/0 "ot stll)" in (lUte. Even
metal and metal-covered strings
change pitch from time to time. Hu-
midity, temperature, use-these Iac-
tors cannot be ignored. Tuning up is
part of the art of playing violin.
Practice with an out-of-tune violin
is worse than no practice at all. The
repetition of enol'S, the perpetua-
tion of mistakes, the extermination
of the sense of pitch-discrimination
-these lead only to disaster. No vio-
linist-and especially no beginner
--can do a job of clean, accurate in-
tonation with an out-of-tune violin.
The violin teacher has to take the
responsibility for teaching the skill
that is basic to violin playing: how
to keep the violin in tune. It's a-job.
But unless it is done properly, en-
thusiastically, and willingly, even' the
best teaching can have 'little effect.
Let's keep those violins tuned,
THE ENiJ
My Father-in-Law Buys a Flute
\V HEN MY father·in-
law decided to take up flute as a
hobby he was as usual thorough in
making investigations before com-
pleting a purchase. He inquired ex·
tensively of all manner of people as
to what kind of Hute to buy. And of
course each warned him against one
kind or another.
After compiling these various ad·
vices, he wrote at I ast to severa 1
music dealers in New York. His let-
ter, obviously that of a person well
informed in matters concerning
flute, brought warm response. The
dealers replied that, in view of the
many specifications he had set forth,
it might be best (or him to come in
and experiment with their variou"'-
instruments. But my father·in-law
wrote again and said that since he
was a very btl::;)' man as president of
a small factory, he preferred that
they send him t\W or three flutes
and he would return the ones he
did not want.
Then one afternoon a representa-
tive from one of the dealers stopped
at the factory to see him. He ha·t/
brought along several flute .; from
which my father-in-law migilt c1ioo:::.e,
And he was dumb-founded when he
realized that my father' in-law, who
had required so much in a flLlte, was
unable to playa note,
But a second shock w'ave struck
him when my father-in-law pur-
chased a $200 instrument.
I think that dealer would be as·
tonished to hear my father.in·law
jJlay the flute now. At the age of
85, after only two years of study, he
plays well. Swedish folk songs are
his specialty, and of course he
doesn't attempt anything extremely
difficult, but his success and the
pleasure he gains from playing have
inspired my husband to study flute
too. -Alberta M. Collins
Westfield. Mass.
•
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AMERII:AN
EOl\ISERVATDRY
of l\tIU S I I:
CHICAGO 65th SEASON
Founded in 1886 by John .J. Hattstaedt, today The American Con-
servatory of Music is considered outstanding- among institutions
for music education in chis country.
THE FACULTY-One hundr-ed and thirty artist teachers, many of
national and international reputation, including pianists: Rudolph
Reuter, Edward Collins, Kurt Wanieck, Hans Heniot, Bruno Glade
and others ; Voice: Theodore Harrison, Charles LaBerge, Frunces
Grund, Bane Hill, B. Fred Wise; Violin: John Weieher, Scott
Willits, Stella Robert.s ; Organ: Frank Van Dusen, Edward Ei een-
schenk ; Theory: Leo Sowerby, John Palmer, Jeanne Boyd, r;'win
Fischer; School Mu.sie: Robert Davis, Ann Trimingham.
Accredited COllrse~ are offered in Piano,
Vucu!, Violin, O"gan, Orehestr~l :Inrl
Blind Instruments, Public School Mu~ic,
Musical Theol·Y.
Degrees-O:lchclor of lVlusic, Bachelol' of
Music Edllcntiull, Master of Music and
Mnslel' of Music Education are confelTe\1
by authol'ity of the State of IJ1i,nois and
recognized a~ a gUlll'Untee of accomplish.
ment.
Stn<lents' Self Help-The management
makes every elldea vor to assist needy
~tlldents to find part·iime employment.
Many find work as teachers, accompan-
ists 01' part-time positions worldng for
commercinl houses, etc.
Prvfessional and Teaching EngagllmCl\ls
-(;raduH.tes of the Conservatory have
been much in demand as teuchers and
abo in concert. opera. radio, orchestra,
lyceum and choil' wOI'k. The News Bul-
letin containing: a list of nOout 300 ::;HC-
cessful graduates holding responsible po-
sitions ill Universities. Colleges, Con-
servatorics. and Public Schools will be
sent upon l·e'1uest.
Tuition i~ l'easonable in keeping with the
times and may be paid in cmlVenient in_
stallment.s. Complcte 1Jal'ticlll;1l·~ p:iven in
catalog which will be mailed on l'eqllest.
Boarding-Informl1tioll reg,"',ling accom-
modations can he fOllnd in the catalog.
1ft» rgan lflluestfons
AnswereiJ by FREDERICK PHILLIPS
• Tf1 hot is vour opinion on pedaling
Of/. organ wisliout shoes-in stocking
[cet ? Having played lite organ for
//lore than 25 years, I was nanplused
10 learn Ihat several young girls
1.Vf're kicking olf their shoes to pedal
-probably because currenr shoe
srvtes (Ire not adapted to work on
fh-e. pedals. -M rs, C. U. Ohio
W(! (Ire old·f(/sltioll#!ll enough 10
helieve that even "young" girls. on
reaching lhe age of m3turily-or old
enough to play lhe organ---;-shol.lld
wear shoes. even if only to cuter 10
lhe dictates of propriely. Further-
mnre, the right kind of slwes would
cerLainl~' be a heJp III pedaling,
rather than a hindrance. H the young
ladies mUSI. wear the extremely high,
pin-point heels so much in vogue
nnw, Ihe answer is 10 lJ::::ea more
practical shoe wi!.h a moderale heel
for organ work. In addition., whiJe
we do not pose as medical authori-
ties. we doubl j [ doctor:::: or fOlll
experts wfluld endorse the "shoeJess"
idea in playing lhe organ pedals.
• Could -yon recomm.end to m.e one
or more good lexts which deal com.-
plelf>ly or in part with Ihe develop·
ment of orgaT/. literature anc! ils
dependence upon the delJe!opmenl of
the organ? -R.E.P., Ohio
W p suggest. "Organ :~'vflIsic" by
Williams, covering the rise and prog-
ress of organ music in various coun·
tries. This is published in Encrland
and may be a little difficult ~o 'ob:
tain. hut a copy may possibly be on
file in "our local librar". "Oro-an
in Fran~e" by Goorlrich.- lreals
o
of
the mechanical construclion. tonal
characterisl'ics. literature. and reO"is-
tration o[ French organs as c~m.
pared with American instruments.
"Organ \Vorks of Bach'· b" Crace
covers ver~' Ihoroughly the ~omposi:
tions of this master. "French OrO"an
:Music." 3,1.soby Crace. will .be h:lp.
ful. and "Organ Playing. its Tech-
nique ancl Expression" by Hull.
would probably be of inlerest as
well as "Complete Organist'" by
Grace. Most oj these could probablv
be examined at your local library.
• (1) Following (lrc the specifica-
tions of (t tIVO manual orgaT/. t" arn
learning 10 play: SOuO-Bass Flute
16', Flute 8', Wald Flote 4'. Piccolo
2', Viola. d'Orch. 8', Gambetta 4'.
Tnlmp('f 8', Orch. Bells 8'. ACCOlll.
PANIMENT - Bass 16', Concert
Fltae 8', Flute 4', Piccolo 2', 1st
IHember of the Nctional Assodal.ion 0/ Schoo/.<; of ,\/llsic
For free catalog address John R. Hattstaedt, President
579 Kimball Hall, C/,;eago 4-, III.
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PIANISTS
Improve your playing
by Broadwell Technique
Learn how the Broadwell Principles of MenIal-Muscular Coordination and
the Keyboard Patterns Method 10 gain proper keyboard habits can greatly
improve your Accurocy, Technique, Memorizing, Sightreading and Playing.
REDUCE PRACTICE EFFORT-IO TO 1
YOUl' piano pl'actice call be scientifically ;:;pplied to eliminate \'''a~te Efl'ol't :lnd Time.
Lea"n how Olle Pl'llctice j'epetition can 00 the wOl'k of ten: how mcmorizing and sighi-
~·e.adillg al'e l"edllced to logical pradice principles. The B"oao1well S.vstem makes memOl··
lZlng automatic. lI1.akes 8ight-reaciing (l natural. I'apid an,1 accurnte process.
GAIN IMMEDIATE RESULTS
yaluc 0.£ the B1"Oadw~1 Methods.applied to your own pl:wing is appl'eciated not only
ltl the lm1H'oved qtwltty of playmg, but ~dso the 8/JCfX[ with which improvements in
technique. accuracy, sightreading and memOI'izing, et.c. oecome noticed. Improved mas-
tery of skUI::; such as trills, arpeggios, 1'1Ins, octave passagcs chord skips is unmis-
Lakably evident after the first te!l days. "• ADOPTED BY FAMOUS TEACHER·PIANISTS
The Broadwell :Methods are used by famous Concert Pianists. Professionai Pianists,
rcpu.table Tel1chers, Students and Organists the wodd·ovel·. These methods may be
llllphed by the student who has had but 6 months of IJl"eviolis piano instnlction aE
well. as by advanced ~tude~ts .. The methods are as valuable to the plllyer of popular
1l1USlCas to the clasS;lcal PJalllSt. The BnJadwell Methods hfl.\'e been slIccessfully used
OVCl" the years by thousands of pianists.
BROADWEll PIANO TECHNIQUE
Mail Coupon-No obligation for
FREE BOOK - "TECH N1QUE"
BROADWELL STUDIO'S, DEPT. 5-G
Covina, California
Gentlemen:
Send me your F.'~~EBoo~ "Technique" showing how I may quickly improve my Technique,
Accuracy. MemoriZing, Sightreading and Playing. I understand there is no obligation.
NAME
ADDRESS.
CITY. ...... STATE.
Not sent to persons under 17
Violin 8'. Violin 4', Trumpet 8'
Chimes 8'. PEDAL-Sub Bass 16,'
Bass Flute 8', Cello 8', Trumpel8':
Chimes 8'. Also Tremulunt, I atl;
a bit con/used, as I thought Ihal
in a IwO manual organ the Ilpper
rnan uni was the Swell and the lower
t lie Creal. I" the Stainer book I
am using it says IhOl "Solo" is ;USI
as it s I/(fme im pties-r-used for solo
stops. So I would like to know if
on Ihis organ it would be jllSI thai,
or i/ it could be the Swell Orgall,
a.nd lite "ACComp(/fl;mcflt" the Creut
Or~(I/1? (2) PI('ase adllise as to Ihe
cOlllbi"miollS of $lOps for /Iulfches,
ordillory Itymn Ii/a)'il//!, (//1(1congrega.
tional s;lIgiJlj!,.
-Miss T.G., CaLifornia
(.1.) It is rttthpr evident that
your Ilt'p:an W<l~ originally designed
<l:::: a tlleHlre org:lIll. rather than for
church u~e. though since the decline
of Iheatl'c lirgHn usc. Illany of these
jnstrlll1lcnts; huve been taken over by
church('~-~omt'times with change~
and somclimes .las is." You will
notice Ihal both Ihe "Solo" and
"Accompaniment" manuals hare
practically the 5ame slops as far
as pitch and tonal qualily are con·
cerned. lhml~h the names differ
rather slightly. Probably Ihe same
pipe~ 3re u::.ed for both manualE
under a "duplexing" plan.
For practical purposes it is jU5t
as well to think of the upper manual
as the "Swell" and the lower onc
as the '·Creat"· regardless of ho\\-
the\' are aCluaJh' named. You could
use· the SlOpS o'f either manual for
solo pllqlOses (accQrding to their
suitability). and on the other manual
selecl 5tO)S which would form a
suilable accompaniment or balance.
The "Solo Organ" mentioned by
Stainer has reference to the fourth
manual on lJ regular church organ.
which is desi!wed to carrY stop~
especially suit:J)le for solo p~lrpose5.
The ordinary layout of the manuals
on a regular church organ would
be Great. Swell. Choir. Solo.
(2.) Proper registraLion is 50
largely a malleI' or choice and judg·
ment lhat we dislike to set down
arbitrary rules. For marches you
wiJl need a fair amount of volume
(not necessarily loud). but combined
with a proper balance of brilliance
(4 or 2 foot stops). For quietef
hymn playing the sIring SlOPS\fill
be useful. ·and for accompanying
the congregation in hymns of the
praise type. both strings. flute and
trumpet could be used effeclirelr·
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'\i'olin lftluestions
By HAROLD BERKLEY
A CELLO PEG
H. B., Kansas. The address of the
Metropolitau Music Co. is 222
FourthAvenue, New York, N. Y.
(2) I am net acquainted with the
Il'peof cello peg yo~ refer t~, but
{expecthe Metropolitan ~1us,JC Co.
couldadvise you about. It. If I~ot
thenIwouldsuggest that you Wl'll.c
to RembertWnrlitzer. 120 West 42nd
Street,also in New York City.
RlLlABLE APPRAISAL
Miss V. E. D., Ne/(} Jersey, As
I'O~ liveso near to New York City,
isuggestthat )'Oll take ),our violin
forappraisal either to Shropshire &
Frey,119West 57th St., or 1.0 Rem-
bertWurlitzer, 120 West 42nd St.,
bothin the City. From eiLher firm,
fora smallfee. you would gel a com-
lllelelyreliahIe appra isa 1.
AGENUINE STAINER ~
Mrs. M. P. R., West Virginia.
I cannot tell you anything about
.fourviolin except lhat, if it is
labeled"Jacob Stainer 1620," as
yousay, it cannot possibly be gen-
uine.Stainer was born in 1621.
Thereare countless violins labeled
"Stainer"tllat were made by inferior
copyistsand are not worlh 100,
Howmuch your violin could be
\forth,no one could say without ex-
aminingthe instrument.
THE RUBUS LABEL
IF. D. S., Texas. There was a
Russianmaker by the name of Rubus
whowas Jjving abollt one hundred
yearsago, bUI no violins known to
b.eof llis work have been seen by
NewYork's leading expert. How-
el'er,there are a few violins around
bearingthe Rubus label that are
u.odoubledlyof German ~lake. Pos-
SiblyRubus imported them and in·
~ertedhis own labels. These violins
arefreaks,in that they have no ed tTes
and have ribs that are rounded In-
steadof flat. They have no market
I:aluein this country at the present
lime.
BOWINGINSTRUCTIONS
Iltiss M. 0., Ontario. There is
n~ ook that I know of \\"hich tells
~ en to Use the upper half of the
kn:w~;ddwhe~ the lower. Thjs is a
geWhlCh comes from experi-
encet'dbra,me y good teaching. It
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would be irupossihle to lay down
rules, for so much depends' on the
style of the music being played.
Some books of studies occasionally
use the abbreviations U.H. and L.H.
for Upper Half and Lower Half. A
few books now use the more modern
signs U/2 and L/2.
HALF·SIZE VIOLIN
Sr. AI. C. 1'., Oklahoma. (1) You
should Jook up the October 1947
issue of ETUDE for hints on teach-
ing Ihe vibrato. In it you wm find
llll article of mine which should
be helpful to yOll, (2) There is no
"average age" when a child is ready
for a half-size or three-quarter-size
dolin. Some well-grown children of
ten or eleven can use a full·size in-
strument, whiJe other:- IUust still use
a half-size vioHn.
CANNOT BE GENUINE
Mrs. A. K. M., Iowa. Jacobus
Stainer died in 1683, so your vio-
lin-with a label dated 1710-
cannot be genuine. What its value
might be, no one could say without
examining it_
MORE ARM FOR VIBRATO
E. N., New York. If you can obtain
a copy of the October 1947 issue
of ETUDE, you will find in it an
article which should help you great-
ly with your vibrato problems_ The
ideal vibrato is a combination of
wrist and arm movements. Very prob-
ably you have not heen using enough
arm. A good exercise for "developing
speed of vibrato js the following:
take a study in notes of even length
-such as the first of Kayser or
the second of KJ'entzer-ancl play
it with a pronounced bow accent on
every note, sustaining the notes for
abollt one second and trying to
make an intense vibrato on each of
them. The nervous energy necessary
for the accent seems to commull"icate
itself to the left hand also.
TEACH HIM TO READ
Mrs. E. P. 1., I~isconsin. Your
ll.year-old pupa IS not a real
problem; he is just a lad who l~as
been allowed to learn by ear m~
stead of from the notes. Be patient
and teach him his notes from the
very beginning, corre]~ti~g them
with his finger~ on the vlOlm.
",_1? 'I '1 INTER~A~';~~~;~A~'~~~ ~~~~;a~~~dO ;ATlON
Hotel St~~I~~.~e~I~~~LCi~~NJVU~~~16~~7.18 19
Eminent American Music Educators to appear on the COnyen'lion':
four day Teacher Training Coune Program include Dr. LeRoy B.
Campbell, June Weybright, Lawrence SchauffJer, Dr. Bertha Foster,
Robert Whitford, Charles Haubie/. Dorothy Adorns Miller, Harrison 1. Meserole, Jacob Eisen-
berg. Levina McClure, Herman J. Rosenthal, Eunice M. Kiley ond Harland Bradford.
Lectures to be heard are: The New Movement in Music Education; Correct Keyboard
Technics; The Mystery of the Diminished' Seventh Chord; Interpretation at. the Keyboard;
Hints on Sightreoding; The Subconscious Mind ,in Velocity Playing; How to Teach Two
Against Three, Three Against Four and Other Unusual Combinations; Reading at the Read-
ing Readiness Period; Security at the' Keyboard; Music Made Fascinating with the Miller
New Way Music Table;. Ie cchlnq of Ear Training l:hrough the Coordination of the Eye, Ear
and Hand; leading the Student to Higher Music: Edccctlcn in the College and University;
The Path of Music. Playing by Ear ond How to Teach It; Pjano Technic-Myth or Science;
Contests for Piano Students; The Qualities of 0 Good Music Teacher; Hints on Teaching
Popular Music; The History of the Piono; Pedal Technics and Harmonic Improvising and How
to Teach It.
The fee for this elaborote Teacher Training Course for I.P.T.A. members is onty $10.00tor
the entire four days. Students and performers. as well as teachers, may attend the course.
You may tak.e out an I.P.T.A. Teacher or on Associate membership (which includes sludents
and performers, ond teachers who teach instruments other than the piano) and register for
the Teocher Training Course ot the Convention Registr.ation Desk.. Teacher or Associate
membership in I.P.T.A. is $2.00. There is a $20.00lee lor non-members wishing to tak.e the
course. I.P.T.A. 1951 Teacher Training Certificates wiJI be issued to 011 I.P.LA. Teacher
members affending the course.
Students in the Annual l.P.T.A, Notional Piano Playing E~aminations, which will be held
during the Convention, will be adjudic.ated by the noted pianist and music. educator,
Lawrenc::e Sch'ouffler of' New York Stote Teachers College, Fredonia, N. 'Yo Entronc::e tee
for eac::h student is $2.00. Certificates and 15 lovely trophies will be awarded.
Convention social functions include: Grand Boll. Annual Artist Concert, Ann'uot Luncheon
and Banquet, 1950 Trophy Winners Concert, I.P.T.A. Men's Get·together, and the Annual
Artist-Student Concert. Outings include on I.P.T.A. C(uise aroond the island of Monhattan
and a rrip to the Top of the Empire State Building.
For the elaborate Convention folder ON TO NEW YORK that describes the Convention
in greot detoil, write: '
ROBERT WHITFORD, Founder·President
18 North Perry SqUClre, Erie, lfIe""Cl.
8 little piano books
(WITH ANNOTATIONS IN ENGLISH)
NOTEBOOK for ANNA MAGDALENA BACH
LITTLE PIANO BOOK for W. F. BACH
LITTLE BACH BOOK (J. S. BACH)
G.F. HANDEL-LITTLE PIANO BOOK
J.K.F. FISCHER NOTEBOOK
NOTEBOOK FOR WOLFGANG (Motor!)
THE YOUNG MOZART
each 60 cents SIMPLE SHORT PIECES (1750)
Send for descriptive brochure!
ASSOCIATED MUSIC PUBLISHERS, INC.
25 West 45th Street New York 19. N. Y.
(or your local dealer)
Bachelor of Music Degree, Master of Music Degree, Artist Diploma
BERYL RUBINSTEIN. Mus. D., Director 3411Euclid Ave., Cleveland, O.
Cbarter Member of the National Association of Schools of Music
NEW INVENTION
30 E. Admns St,-Chicago 3, Ill.
Specialists in Violins, Bows. Repairs, etc.
ESTABLISHED IN t874. WRITE FOR CATAT,OG
Publishers of "VIOLINS and VIOLlNtSTS"
$2.50 per year-Spec.imen Copy 35¢.
Helps you read notes, play violin
without a teacher. We rent violin,
case, bow. "Try before you buy.11
Finney Violin Keyboard System
E. 2537 N. Be,nard St., Chicago 47, III.
IJOHN MaRKERT & CO.141 WEST 15TH ST., NEW YORK II, N. Y.VIOLINS OLD & NEWExpert Repairing. Send for Catalog A SELECTED LIST OF GRADED TEACH-ING 1'llATERJAL FOR THE PIANO compiled& copyrighted by George MacNabb. Includes:"How to Select Teaching Material": 1100listings from Pre-BegInners through GradeVI (college entrance) With subdivisions Into
Studies, Collections. PIeces, Scale & Arpeggio
Forms. etc. Attractively bound. Pre-Paid
$2.10. Order rrom GEORGE i\IacNABB.
El>stman School of Music, University of
Rochester, Rochester 4, New York.
- 'llme pianos in30days
No musical knowledge needed. Planv tuners In great
demand. LOWcost tr"lnlng by eXp"rts. Rev:>lutl:>nary
r~;~I.r~0:~~~~nm'ilc~~1s g;~:e~rr;tepl'a~aenr:>ilo~:~;ie~~
Instruction manualS. Indudlng spll,et tuning. Fun
irninlnf!:' In planv repair_and how t.o 11n" up work
for BIG earnlnl>:S. S"nd today (or free ll\.eraturc.
CAPITOL CITY TUNING SCHOOL
Oellt. 740, 129 E. '.li~hi~an Ave., Lansing 16, Mich.
Consctentlous ules ~ervlr.etor your ~hort storiu.
artIcles,b001l:8 and plays. Send loday rot FREE
clrculu "Your Road To IVriting BKCCtlSC."
DANlEL 8. MEAD LITERARY AGENCY
Dept. 1\, 419 Fourth Ave., New York 16
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Bugles, Ancient and Modern
By Stanley Wood
THE FOURTH OF JULY will
soon be here and many of you
will hear bugles, perhaps in patri-
otic celebrations, parades, Scout
Jamborees, etc. In appearance a
bugle looks very much like the
Ex.!
~i l Ie reo Ie •
trumpet of a symphony orchestra.
If you are a Scout you may know
how to play one.
Gi\Ting signals by means of
blowing on bugles has come down
to us from the time 'Of Moses or
earlier-yes, even then signals
Ex.2
41 r
were given on trumpets. Moses
was told (Numbers x:2) "to
make two trumpets of beaten sil-
ver to call together the multitude
when the camp is to be removed.
. . " If the sound of the trumpet
be longer and 'with interruptions,
they that are on the East side shall
first go forward. . . . And after
this manner shall the rest do when
the trumpet shall sound for a
ma!ch." (Does this make the age
of Moses seem modern, or does it
make our bugle seem ancient?)
Ex.3
~~l~'?~ll~~mlD~I~
~ etc.
Mess Call (Ex. 2) is, no doubt,
obeyed speedily, and need not be
ii ~.).pI II I ~r l t
A Hike in. the Woods
By Esther Walrath Lash
etc.
(All the missing words in this
story are used in music. The leader
may read the story aloud, the play-
ers writing down the missing
words, giving them their numbers.
The player having the longest list
of correct words is the winner.)
Mary and John took a hike
through the woods. John carried
a cane, or 1 and Mary
took her 2 book. She
said "Don't hurry. Let's take our
3 " They heard a bird
and took a quiet 4 . nearer
the sound. Through an open 5
in the treetop they saw
a warbler. His 6 was in
perfect 7 "That would
make a lovely 8 .....for piano
solo," said Mary. Then she caught
her foot in the 9 of a
fallen tree. "A 10 . in my
stocking!" she exclaimed. John
said, "That is only of 11 .
importance, but to 12
your foot is of 13 im-
por-tance." So they sat on a 14
...... rock by the stream. Sud.
denly both cried in 15 .
"Fish!" John ran for his h~~k
and 16 and cast out.
"17 .... everything!", Mary
warned. "I think you have a bi~
18 on your hook. Joh~
laughed, "Urn, Mr. Fish, it's 19
for you to be hungry
but 20 that you got
caught. Mary remarked, HI admire
your fishing" 21 ; no one
could 22 it. John said.
"Let's build a fire. 1'1123. .
the fish with my 24
knife." "And I'll cook it to a 25
.. ," Mary replied. [ohn
said, "I'm hungry. too. Being out
in this clear 26 is like
a spring 27 .... " When the\
reached home Mary took out he~
28 saying, "Let's 29
our hike soon." John
smiled, "O.K. with an 30
on soon l"
A"swers on "ex'. [J(lge
Who Knows the Answers?
(Keel) score. One IHuH/red is perlecc)
Washington said to have
played? (15 points)
8, 1£ a measure in three-lour
meter contains one dotted
quarter-note, how man)' six·
teenth-notes will be required
to fill the measure? (5 poinl')
9, What is the first name of Puc·
cin i, the composer of the opera
"Madame Butterfly?" (15
points)
10, From what country do weget
the melody of tbe "Star Span·
gled Banner?" (10 points)
Allswers 0" "ex" page
All bugle calls can be played
on the piano, using only the tones
of the major triad, C-E-G, usually
repeating the G in the lower oc-
tave, G-C-E-G. Some of ·our bugle Please listen, though I seem to grump;
signals are very well known and Sometimes you make my lid a dump
melodicly interesting. Reveille For schoolbooks, papers, parcels, keys.
(Ex. 1) is gay, probably to make ;at~i!~I~~?:s~l:i:n'~SY;rai~U~a~t :~~se?
lazy-bones waken with enthusiasm. It's MUSIC that belongs to ME! Dl..5.4 '.0.W."_b.V_N_;C_k_;_s_,o_m_evlog 131, N.C .. ,be Wi::e:~::;:L: 19j1
as melodic as some others. As-
sembly (Ex. 3) and Church (Ex.
4,) have regular dignified tunes,
while Taps (Ex. 5) is the most
beautiful of them all.
It requires skill and practice to
become a good bugler and, as the
Ex.S
~In(f'PII PII Or I
etc.
etc.
calls are so similar, a good mem-
ory is also required. It would be
a tragedy if the bugler blew the
signal to go forward when the
orders were to halt, and it is vital
for the men to remember what
each s·ignal means when they
hear it.
'I"IIE PIANO SPEAKS
By Elsie DILl/eml Yale
Please list to your PIANO'S plea.
Don't Pllt a lot of things on me!
A pjcture frame. a fancy vase?
Yes, ornaments must have a plac~,
But it js plain as plain can be
They really don't belong to ME!
Please listen as I make my plea!
Those photographs you like to see?
Now, won't you. please, the custom drop
Of setting them upon my top?
I think it's plain as plain can be
That pictures don't belong to ME!
1, Which composer was horn
first: Wagner, Tschaikowsky,
Liszt or Verdi? (IS points)
2, What is the interval called
from B-f1at to C-sharp? (10
points)
3, In which opera do two chil-
dren become lost in the woods?
(10 points)
4, What is a clavichord (5 points)
5, What is the nationality of the
pianist, Jose hurbi? (10
points)
6, From what
with this
points)
7, What instrument was George
is the theme gi ven
quiz taken? (10
Juuior Etude Contest
Junior Etude will aw~rd three attractive prizes each month for
the neatest and best stories or es~ays and for answers to puzzles.
Contestis open to all boys and girls under eighteen years of age.
ClassA-1S to 18; Class 8-12 to 15; Class C-uuder 12.
Namesof prize winners will appear on this page in a future issue
of the ETUDE. The thirty next best contributors will receive
honorablemention.
Put your name, age and class in which you enter on upper left
cornerof your paper and. put your address 011 upper right corner of
yourpaper. Write on one side of paper only. Do not use typewriters
and do not have anyone copy your work for you.
Essaymust contain not over one hundred and fifty words and must be
"cei"d by JUNIOR ETUDE, BRYN MAWR. PENNSYLVANIA. on or
beforethe first of August. Choose your own essay topic.
Asthere was no contest in March there is no report this month.
SHERWOOD MUSH: Sl:HOOL
Distinguished since 1895 for the teaming of professional
musicians. Member of the National Association of Schools
of Music. Faculty of renowned American and European
artists. Degree, diploma, and certificate courses in piano,
voice, violin, organ, 'cello, wind instruments, Public School
music, composition. In the heart of cultural Chicago. Liv-
ing acccm mod a ti.ons at moderate cost.
* FALL SEMESTER BEGINS SEPTEMBER 10
For free cnrulog, write Arthur Wilelm.an. Musical Director.
1014 SO. MII:HIGAN AVENUE' I:HII:AGO J • ILLINOIS
Letter Box
Sendreplies 10 Leiters on this \loge
ill care 01 [uuior Elude, unci the,
sillbe (orwlll'l!cd10 the wr-iters,
Dear !lIu;or Etude:
•Iama boywho attends Senior High
School.Wefeelover here we must be in
teuchwiththe people of other countries
cltheworldand that music can help to
bringpeaceto the world. It is one of
myambitionsto receive leucrs from
Juniormusiciansof America and other
Inglish-speakingcountries.
Kij'QshiOchiishi (Age 17J, Japan.
• I amstudyingpiano, organ, clarinet,
\iolinandvoiceand intend to major in
I·oice.1 havedone SOOlC radio work. I
sculdliketohear from other musicians.
Patricia Ann Deller (Age 17),
Pennsylvania:
*
Answers to Quiz
I. U;:zt(J811): 2. augmelllcd second:
~ HanselandGretel, by HUlllperdinck:
4, a smallkeyboard instrument in lise
during Bach'stimc, one of Ihe ancestors
ofthepiano;5, Spani;::h; 6. ··The Ride
o(theWalkiire,"from Wagner's opera,
··DieWalkiire";7. flute; 8, six; 9, Gia·
como;10,England.
Juniors of
Cocoli,
Canal Zone
Mrs. Blair Edw,'n
I' 'erry,Joan Forbes
PatriCiaSwafford'
BeverlyCrawford'
~a\]ySanton, Mrs:
~aHord, Barbara
~IICh, Joyce Her.
nng, Ralph Pope
Billy Snyder, Bev~
edy Ann Pope,
JoyceBoatwright.
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• r have been playing piano for over
-even years and have begun the study
of pipe organ. I also play trombone in
the high school band. I plan to further
my musical education in college or
university. T would like to hear from
other music love-rs.
Ray Turner (Age /6), Florida
• I play piano and organ and of the
two I like organ the best. r also have
An old instrument called a zither. It is
very soothing to listen to and one does
not have to be able to read music in
order 10 play it. I would like to hear
(rom boys about my age.
Leonard Sheldon (Age 21),
J11a ssach useus
*
Answer-s 10 If ike in ~roods
1, staff; 2, note; 3, time; 4, step;
5, space; 6, trill; 7, rhythm (or
tune); 8, composition; 9, root;
10, run; 11, minor; 12: rest; 13,
major; 14, flat; 15, unison; 16,
line; 17, hold; 18, bass; 19, natu-
ral; 20, accidental; 21, technic;
22, beat; 23, scale; 24, sharp; 25,
turn; 26, air; 27, tonic; 23, key;
29, repeat; 30: accent.
ST. LOUIS INSTITUTE of MUSIC
JOHN PHILIP BLAKE, Jr., President
Bachelor of Music Degree in 24 Fields
Moster of Music Degree in 23 Fields
Prepcrctory School Courses
Institutional Member Nationol Associotion of Schools of Music
7801 Bonhomme Avenue St. Louis 5, Missouri
ROOSEVELT COLLEGE of CHICAGO
Applied and Theoretical Music, Composition, Muai-
cologv, and Music Education. Bachelor of Music all'd
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WHAT'S NEW IN MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
(Continued from Page 22)
as patented, augmented soundboard,
and grand-piano type pin block
which permits the use of a pen-
tagonally-shaped sound hoard, thus
providing 10 percent additional
souudboard area.
The definitive answer to prevail-
ing confusion in the recording in-
dustry over recordings which revolve
at 33Ys, 45 and 78 1". p. m. is a gadget
such as Zenith's new "Cobra-Marie"
record changer. Instead of being
permanently fixed at one of the three
standard speeds, the "Cobra-Marie"
can be adjusted to any speed be-
tween 10 and 85 r. p. m. This fea-
ture is handy for. those who enjoy
playing "duets" with recordings and
find their piano and record player
don't agree as to pitch.
It also takes care of such prob·
lems as the ten collectors' items
which Caruso recorded in his Milan
hotel room in 1902 at the odd speed
of 74 r. p. m., and which are accord-
ingly one whole tone sharp when
played on a standard machine.
The Buescher Band Instrument
Company, after three years' inten-
sive work by engineers and techni-
cians, will unveil its new "400"
Series trombone at the Chicago
show.
An outstanding feature of the new
instrument is that its slide needs no
breaking-in time. Pistons are drawn
from a single piece of nickel-silver
tubing, surfaced by a newly-devel-
oped nickel which is exceptionally
resistant to stain and corrosion. The
outer slide, drawn from a single
piece of brass tubing, is precisely
made by machinery especially de-
signed for the delicate job.
An exclusive feature is the rubber
bumper which protects the crook at
the end of the slide in case of ac-
cidental dropping.
A new two-in-one mute is being
presented by the H. & A. Selmer
Company this month. The conical
mute, when used alone, produces a
brilliant, penetrating tone. By add-
ing the detachable cup, the player
can secure a softer, muted tone. The
combination mute, made of alumi-
num, is available fat' both trumpet
and cornet.
News for clarinet players is that
the LaMonte ~~300" clarinet, made
_in France, is available in this coun-
try through Buegeleisen & Jacobsen.
The LaMonte "300" is made of ebo-
nite; other models are of grenadilla
wood with ebonite bell and barrel,
and of grenadilla wood throughout.
Buegeleisen & Jacobsen also are
importing, in collaboration with the
Fred Gretsch Co., the French-made
Paquet metronome.
Tape recorders have proved their
value in school and studio. Thanks
to their ease and sjmplicity of opera-
tion, it is possible to record a musi~
cal performance, play it back and
analyze its good and bad points in
detail.
The Webster Electric Company's
new Model 109 recorder, ~'{ith a tape
speed of 3%" per second, makes
two one-hour recordings on a 7" I-eel
of tape. It is l.ightweight, compact
and designed to be easily carried.
Webster also announces improve-
I
I
GULBRANSENCOMPANY'S new "Princess" model offers an innovation
in that it is built without the usual sturdy legs of the standard piano.
ments in its standard model tape
recorders. which give uniform fre-
quency response from 25 to 8,000
cycles, with only a slight drop up
to 9,000 cycles. Such a frequency
response, incidentally, is comparable
to that of most record players.
Good violins deserve good care,
and in their new "Streamlined" vio-
lin cases the Lifton Company have
provided for almost every contin-
gency short of the instrument's being
run over by a taxi. Cases are larni-
tensile strength of 160 tons. Thev
are imported by the Chicago firm o·r
Kenneth Warren and Son, U. S. dis.
trfbutors for the famed Messrs. Hill
of London.
A new model "Connsonata'' elee.
tronic organ will be launched this
month by C. G. Conn. The new model
features two full 6l-note manuals.
an Ig-nore pedal board, an expre,
sion pedal and built-in speakers.
Chelsea Fraser, a violinmaker of
Saginaw, Michigan, has devised a
NE~ "STREAMLINED" violin case produced by the Lillon Company pro-
vides maximum safety for the instrument. Waterproof and rustproof.
nated wjth fungus-proof glue, warp-
proofed under hydraulic pressure.
lined with waterproof valances and
rust-proofed with solid brass hard-
ware. A special "Koverite" feature
guards against the instrument's ac-
cidentally falling out of its case.
The Lowrey Organo, the organ
attachment which can be fitted to
any standard piano keyboard, will
be supplemented shortly by a 13-
note pedal keyboard. This will make
it possible for Organo players to
supply with their feet the bass notes
which heretofore have only been
available from the keyboal-d.
In the field of electronic carillons
the Maas-Rose Electromusic Corpo:
ration is unveiling a new carillonic
system with two keyboards. One key-
board is tuned to a major tonality,
the other to minor. There are two
bells of identical pitch for every note.
By combining major and minor tonal.
ities as needed, carilloneurs may
avoid the jangling overtones which
are often a feature of carillon music.
Boosey & Hawkes this month will
introduce the "Oxford" line of Brit-
ish-made brass instruments, includ-
ing French horns, altos. baritones
euphoniums, recording basses and
Sousaphones.
Another English importation is
the "Cathedral" violin string made
from special-formula steel ~ith a
new-style violin without corner blocks
and with a flat top and back. This
instrument, Fraser maintains. is the
answer to the violin student's proh.
lem, since by eliminating the com·
plex arching of the usual model it
can be produced at low cost, with·
out, according to Fraser. "weakening
the structure or damaging the tone,'·
The Oscar Schmidt-lnternationaJ
Company is presenting two models
of its "Autoharp:' one with a vocab-
ulary of fiye chords. another with 12.
The zither-like instruments. played
with a plectrum. can be used for
solo playing. for accompaniment to
group singing and in school rhythm
bands.
Good news for harassed house-
wives is the "Sav-a-Rug·' piano pedal
pad introduced by V. M. Cruikshank
specialties. Placed under the pedals
of a piano, it prevents the player's
heels from wearing holes in rug or
cal-pet.
Metro-ColdwYIl-Mayer. which is in
the unique position of being both
in the movie and recording business,
this summer will introduce a series
of record albums made directly from
the sound-tracks of movie musicals.
Heading the ]jst will be an album
fro'm "Show Boat." with Kathryn
Grayson and Howard Keel, and "An
American in Paris," featuring Gene
Kelly. THE END
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IX: Music
Singing or playing an instruruent is a cure for
worry and nervous tension, psychologists find
PsrCIIOLOGISTS now know
tlwtmusic can create and change
moods, according to J report. re-
I . d recentlv by tile Arnuricaue3~e •
\Iusic CUll ference. .
The extent of the influence music
l' have un an individual is be-1113 • I I·
licl"ed \0 be commensurate Will us
interestill music. Experirnents huve
,hOIl"11. JULC. reports, that hy fur
the greatest benefits from music can
be obtainedby those who make the
lIlu~ieIhern~el\'es.
Simplyll-tening to music is a
lla~si\"el)a~tilllc.not capnhle of free-
in" the mind to aheorb completely
Ill; mood of the music.
When an indi\1idual is actuany
playingthe music. he call become
completelyengro"-:ed ill making it
,31"whathe wllnts to exprco:s. It is
Ill;, act of creating the music that
makes it an effective oullet. A.M.e.
Ilb~erl"es,for frustrations ancl cmo-
tions,
While110 olle piece of Illu..;ic will
produce the 8ame effect 011 all peo-
ple. psychologists have ~hown
through extensive testing that eel'·
tain piece" have certain predictable
effects 011 most people.
Debussy's "Clair de Lune," for
instance, will create in most people
a mood of peace and contentment.
Impassioned music relieves frus-
t rution, and may therefore be pres-
cribed [or curirnr auaer
Music with a °stl"o~g i)eClt relieves
monotony; calm music alleviates
worry, tenseness and fear.
SorrotfJ succu IIIbs to the. mugne-
tiem of melodic rhythms, which sob
in eymputhy with the mood of the
individual. and, gradually changing
to a Iuster tempo. carry the person's
lll~)od10 a Hew level.
Love and aITection can be stjmu-
luted by lllu~ic. as can any emotion.
Sprighlly music can reduce
fatigue. ,-e:::to.-e cnergy.
. .. All o( which suggests that the
wildly clwnt.ing medicine men of
primitive times, who cured their pa-
tients with frenzied singing, dancing,
and playing of crude lllusical instru-
ment::, were perhape: something ll101-e
than fetchingly painted quacks.
I·
"Junior!"
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Whether' or not they knew what they
were doing, the potions they offered
actually may have had an effect.
Specific case histories, cited re-
cently bv the American Music Con-
ference, . point up the social values
children may derive from musical
training.
One case was that of a grade
school child named Dorothy, who
had withdrawn herself completely
from the activities of her school-
mates. She was sullen and bad-
tempered. Her difficulties were
attributed to the disrupted home
from which she came.
In the seventh grade Dorothy be-
came interested in playing a clarinet.
It had been an effort for her
teacher to build that interest. At
first. she played only to avoid other
tasks. But as her interest in the
clarinet grew, her disposition began
to improve. She had found something
that made her happy.
Then as her disposition improved,
Dorothy became more papillar with
her classmates. She began to prog-
ress more rapidly with all her
studies, and within two years, her
I.Q. jumped ten Jloints.
The ollly dwuge in Ooroth~'s en-
vironment obvious to all who knew
her was her newly developed interest
in playing the clarinet.
Another example cited by A.M.e.
was the H-year·old named Jean.
This young teen-ager was completely
spoiled and insistent upon having
her own wa\'.
Jean was' very int~lligent but so
restless she couldn't concentrate.
She loved gayety and people, but
only so long as they treated her as
their su perior.
Then she learned to play the violin.
Gradually she gained poise and
gained the power to concentrate.
When she joined the school orchestra
she began to see for t.he first time
that her importance to her com-
munity was only relative to her
contrilmtion.
She found she could contribute
something important to the arches·
tra, but other orchestra members
had something to contribute also
and it was important that they
do it.
School .hands and orchestras can
contribute different values to dif-
ferent types of children, A.M.C.
adds. Inherently anti-social children
learn to enjoy cooperating with
others. Extreme introverts are
brought out of their self-immersion
through tbe spirit of teamwork gen-
erated by school orchestra or band
participation. Extreme extroverts an~
"poor sports" learn to sublimate
themselves in the same team spirit.
Performance with a band gives
all children increased confidence in
themselves and their abilities.
Similarly, any musical training
tends to make a child a better-
rounded. happier person. THE END
What's Your Score?
BY SISTERM. AGNES, S.D.5.
GENERALLY, the piano, the
costliest and most artistic piece of
furniture in the home, is the most
neglected one. You will find in this
true and false quiz some valuable
hints for the proper care of you!"
piano. Score five for each statement
you have marked correctly. The per-
feet score is 100.
1. The piano should be tuned at
least twice a year, and checked for
repairs at least once a year.
2. Extract dust Irom the piano
by means of a good vacuum cleaner.
3. Rust, dust, and excessive hu-
midity or dryness are harmful to
the piano.
4. The more the piano is played,
the more rapidly it deteriorates. --
5. Use a cloth dampened in vine-
gar for cleaning the keys.
6. Good taste permits but one
object on top a grand piano, and
.three objccts on top an upright
piano.
7_ The moth is just as danger-
ous an enemy to your piano as to
yOUl" fur coat.
8. Try to place your piano neu
a window so that the air can circu-
late through the mechanism.
9. The piano should be kept open
a great deal of t.he time, especially
at njght.
10. It is best not to place your pjano
near an outside wall.
11. A good home-made polish con-
sists of 50% cleaners naptha, 25%
lemon oil and 25% liquid wax. --
12. Acid is good for removing stains.
13. Cover the piano during house-
cleaning time wit.h a large sheet or
convas.
14. Select your piano tuner with the
same care that you select your den-
tist.
15. The piano is the only stringed
instrument that does not require
tuning each time h is played_ --
16. The piano is a good place to
hjde pennies, chewing gum, pencil
stubs, safety pins, and bobbie pins.
17. Be sure your tll1ler tunes the
piano to standard pitch, 44·0.
18. The piano's beauty of tone can
best be preserved by regular check-
ups_
19. Check the moisture evaporation
in your home with a humidity gauge.
20. Keep the inside of your piano
well oiled.
Answers to What is Your Score?
1. True 8. False IS. True
2. False 9. False 16. False
3. True 10. True 17. True
4. False ll. True 18. True
5. True 12. False 19. True
6. True 13. Trlle 20. False
7. True 14. True
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Musicians' Delight
The Kimball Consolette
Stands Alone!
otdq l<imWt 4Wt4 LfemALL 4
TONE·TOUCH FEATURES
Always, the Kimball piano has been noted for its
musical excellence. Now the beautiful Kimball tone is
given even more enduring brilliance by the amazing
new Life-crowned Toneboard which permanenet}'
holds the crown.
The Kimball Consolette offers in addition, the three
Dchet famous Tone-Touch features: the direct blow
action, balanced even tension s·cale and the pipe organ
woe chamber. Four exclusives, not found in any
other one piano, plus authentic styling and cabinet
workmapship. Truly an outstanding piano, developed
through Kimball's 94 years of piano knowledge!
The Kimball is entirely built, not just assembled, in
the world's largest piano faewry. This single concrol of
quality is your warranty that here is America's finest
value-piano!
Why not ~'isitY01l,. Kimball dealn today?
KEYBOARD
==============:r----------------': w, w, KIMaALL COMPANV_Oepl E. I
I 31 f. Jocks on Blvd., Chicago .., Illinois :
I Pleg.o send me your miniature catalog of now I
I Kimball Consolettes. We are interesled in buy-
ling 0 piono, I
I NAME-- I
I ADDRESS •I I,":=::======~,===:I CITY ------ZONE_srATE__ I• L ~
Please send
minialure calalog of
KfMBALl PIANOS
lJDluestionsand Answers
"
Conducted by KARL W. GEHRKENS, Mus. Doc.,
Music Editor, Webster's Neui International Dictionary,
and Prof. ROBERT A. MELCHER, Oberlin College
ABOUT MATERIALS
• 1. What pieces by American COll/.-
posers that rate well musicullv can
you suggest, in the third and [ourth
grades? Of course there are Mac-
Dowell and Nevin-but otherwise?
2. What selections would you con-
sider "representative" o] the twell'
tieth century [obout [ourth. grade)?
Are May Night and The Swan by
Palmgren in order? Has M alagnena
by Lecuona: enough distinction?
3. Can' yon recommend a book for
a young piano student to learn to
sing simple little melodies at sight,
in prepumrion. for part of an car-
training test?
4. Which Preludes and Fugues
from The Well-Tempered Clavichord
should one begin with, after having
done most of the Two Part Inven-
tions?
-M. G. L., New YOI'''
1. 1 assume that yOll mean pieces
for the piano. Your best .bet is to
write 1.0 several of the leading pub-
lishing companies and ask them to
send you this. kind of music on
approval. But until yOll have done
that, the following li~t may help
you get started: Impromptu in E-
flat by John Alden Carpenter. Ex-
cerpt,s from "Our Town'! bv Aaron
Copland_ The Lake at Eve"nin" bv
Griffes. Little Suire by Roy H;rri~.
Miniatures and Petite Suit(> dalls
le style ancien by James H. Rogers.
and In my Canoe by Leo Sower by.
You will also find in the "Contel~l-
porary Composers Series" a number
of pieces by American composers
that might be usable for abollt
fourth grade. You might aho look
at "Five little Dances for the Piano"
Op. 24, by Paul Creston_ '
2. Although none of the three
pieces you have mentioned is really
great music, they are all acceptable,
the t':o by Palmgren being repre-
sentatIve of a certain period and
style of writing, and the Lecuona
composition being a typical bril.
liant d~nce piece. Most of the really
good pJano music of the twentieth
century is quite difficult. hut you
might find some of the Jollowincr
satisfac~ory for about fourth grade~
Tango In D by Albeniz; Bear Dance
and Mikrokosmos, Jiol. I V by Bartok,
Twelve Spanish Dances Op 5 b'.
G
' ., j
ranados; Twelve Short Pieces. Op.
83, by. Krenek; Saudades do Bra:il
b~ Mllhaud; Scenas In/antis by
PllltO; Gavoue, Op. 32, No.3 and
Music for Children, Op. 65, by Pro-
58l _
kofieff ; Silhouettes, O». 31, bv Rebi.
kov; Gnossienne No.1 ani Third
Gymnopedie by Satie: Six Pieces
for Piano, Op, 19, by Schoenberc.
Three Fonmstic Da.nces, Op, I, a~;1
Twenty-four Preludes, Op. 34, by
Shosrakovich ; From the North hy
Sibelius : and Le Polichinclle by
Vllla-Lobos , Miniature Pastorals for
Piano, by Frank Bridge; Eleven
Children's Pieces by Casella: Five
Piano Pieces by Delius; Au Jardin
des Bet es Smumges by Pierre Vel-
Jones.
3. "Supplementary Sight-Singing
Exercises" by Damrosch. Gartlan
and Cehrkens contains almost two
thousand melodies. graded from the
very easiest to very difficult. and is
the most complele volume of such
melodies t.hat I know. But if your
student is a very young child who
could not use a large book well and
is interested chiefly in elementan'
material. I would recommend Book~
I through IV of the Oxford Folk
Song Sight Singing Series.
4. All of t.he Preludes and fugues
in The Well-Tempered Clavichord
a I'e considerably more difficult than
the Two-Pari. Illventions, and t.her
differ rather appreciably in Iheir
problems of technique and inter·
pretation. but you might Iry slart·
jng with Nos. 1. 2, 10, or 11 of
Volume I. -R, :'If.
EARLY FRENCH AND
ENGLISH DANCES
• I am a pianist. and I ojlen play
some of the early French and Eng·
lish dances such as the gigue.
mil/uer. chaconne. etc. I beliel:c it
H:ould help me to play these dances
properly if I had a book containing
the correct dance steps. and I am
hoping that you know of some sllch
book. -M. R. C.,Mass.
I 1H1ve II-{ul a little djfficulty in
locating the sort of book you have
in mind. but from the Kamin Dance
Book-shop and GaIlery. of 1365
Sixth Ave. in New York City. yOll
may obtain the followinrr books:
"0 "rchesography" by Arbeau
(SIO.DD); "Elizabethan Dances" by
Chaplin ( 2.75): uAncient Dances
and Music" by Chaplin ( 2.25).
-K. G.
i ~o. ovoid deloy, all queries (Ire allswertG
ndlYldually. Therefore, pleClse include your
name and address in your lettN.
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No Scales for Doris
She was chock-f uli of technique,
bitt she didn't know luno to make music.
By HYMAN I. KRONGARD
DR. JAMES MunSELL, in his mas-terly book, Successful Teach-
'n~ -els before us a challenge which
~/'a; provoking as it is simple:
"Theultimate criterion (or success
inteachingis-c-resu Itsl"
I believethat piano teachers will
aeree at least 011 this point. that the
";esults"of piano lessons should be
thesatisfactionof playing good mu-
sic better, whether the player be
studentsor artists. I believe we work
rucerely and often desperately 10
thisend. However, the mean' we
employseem, at limes. to IJCCOIllC
endsin themselves, and the reu l
ends,the"result~." are hunted llIore
andmoreaside. Many lim we un-
cou5Ciou-I)'extract ourselves from
the responsibility of ever fulfilling
them.We tench with the hope that
wmethingwill happen, bUI we dare
notlook to see i( it docs.
Thisnol unusual line of lllOlI:;1It
wasbrought Lo the present boiling
pointby a ncw student. Dori~. She
madea ,'cry poor showing when shc
auditionedfor me. A detailed ac-
countof her musical and tcc1111ical
shortcomingswould lake the rest of
the l,age; suffice it to say that jt
wasprelly bad. This was 110t what
I expected from her long h jstory
of sincere and per;;iSlellt effort. It
seemedthal no malleI' what I wouJd
doIcouldnot help but bring about
Hlmeimprovement. ResllJts were in-
evitable.
Butfurther study of her case COll-
nocedme that there was one ap-
proachwhich would not help her;
00 the contrary, it would mire her
morein her present hell)le.:Ss slate.
But ~imply. any auempl. at thi;;
~tage,to imlJrOVe her admittedly
poortechnicwould be wrong (or her.
Thismay seem to the reader like
an unintelligent decision. And it
probablyappears even morc Ullin-
telligentwhen I explain thnt Doris
was avid for better technic. that
she.would undertake any discipline
whIcha teacher thought would help
her technic. But this was the very
reasonwhy I decided on a diametri-
callyoppositecourse. Maybe the fact
Ibal Iwas I . d'earnmg to n\'e a car
a~.that particular time had some.
t mgto do with it. My first lessons
~'.eregh'en to me by a relative in
IS newcar. From the very fIrst my
attent' .f . Ion wag directed to tbe per-
fettonof unrelated (for me) move-
~enls,so much so that I could not
raw upon " illmy native Inte geoce
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to establish that easy, relaxed up-
.I~ro~ch that would automatically co-
ordinate and successfu lly use these
movements. At the end of each lee.
son the criuclem was that I turned
this corner too close, or that there
was a jar when I applied the brakes
etc., etc. Tile more I directed my at:
tent ion to individual movements the
more my relationship with tile road
and with other drivers suffered; the
more unrestrained ct-iticism I re-
ceived the more discouraged and
fearful I became.
A change of teachers was clearly
ternu l one of driving a cal'. Scales
in thirds, sixths, tenths, piano studies
and exercises, wrist movements, arm
movements, shoulder movements, roo
tarv movements, press, relax, float-
off, deep-in-tbe-keys-c-Doris has spent
the best years of her life with these.
But artistry has not come to her.
On the contrary, discouragement and
fear, a change of schools, a change
of teachers in a desperate search
for the touchstone that will some-
how make this fierce struggle mean-
ingful.
The technicians certainly had had
their day with her. For Doris is in
her early twenties. She is a B.S.,
a music major, with piano as her
performing medium. But her pianis-
tic thinking does not go beyond the
keyboard. Her criterion of music
making is based entirely upon her
appraisal of whether the correct fin-
ger movement, or ann movement, or
rotary movement has been made.
She is steeped in mechanics. She still
expects, somewhat resignedly, a
heavy dose of pure technic. Scales
in thirds and sixths have become a
POINTERS FOR TEACHERS
By La Von Kirby
TEACHERS HAVE FOUND it helpful to ask their students
to count aloud at home while working on a certain piece,
and then phone the studio. If the student is told that the
teacher will be listening for the phone at a definite hour, the,
call usually comes.
SUCCESSFUL TEACHING l'CCluiresa cheerful atlllospherein the studio. Perhaps what is needed most of all in the
piaJlo studio is optimism of the quality exhibited by the little
girl who, when she found her f~mily in church praying for
rain, ran home to get an umbrella.
indicated. I called upon a friend
wit.h a jalopy. t.o tuke over. 'Vhat
a difference! "Hclax. Take it easy.
This piece of junk has been smacked
before and what if it is again. I
am insured."
I just got
was nothing
mention gear
"0 011 but I can't remember what
l1e said about t.hem. In the service
of the fundHmenta.l unity of driving,
the individual acts, simple enough
to be learned without undue st~'ess,
"oon faded from consciousness.
Y Excessive attention to individual
movements can no more be t.he ro~d
to the intricate. soul-involved lImty
that is accomplished pianisn~ than
it can to the simple and qUIte ex-
in and drove. There
to it. :My friend did
shift, and brakes, and
"musical" way of life for her. But
hasn't the lime come, shouldn't it
have come long ago, for this gigantic
"grind" (that is what Dohnanyi
called it), to 'ipay off?" If pure
technic has any reason for being at
all, it is that it wjll transform itself
into a heightened ability to express
greater music in a greater way. But
Doris has yet to study a complete
Beethoven sonata, or any major
work. The waltzes and mazurkas
t.hat have been her musical fare to
this point are played with fear and
self.depreciation. If she is so limited
in musical gifts that up to now her
teachers could not assign more than
this, why the vast preparation for
virt.uoso playing? Why the enormous
emphasis on pure technic with its
barren and discouraging aftermath?
Why so much attention to means, so
little to ends; so much to method,
so little to results?
It might be argued that Doris was
too limited in innate sensitivity and
talent to profit from a really sound
technical program, that her musical
gifts were so weak that there was
no insight to assimilate and use
mechanical skills, or to accord them
their proper place in the pattern
of her musical development.
My answer would be that I was
to be the first to provide favorable
conditions for the growth of this in-
sight. Any possible success in achiev-
ing results depends entirely upon
the establ.ishment of insight. And a
course of instruction, no matter how
well it serves a particular problem,
remains but a poor means to an im-
probable end if it delays or obstructs
the establishment of insight.
As for sensitivity, what is this
but an imler vision of musical good-
ness, a j,istillation of a huge num-
ber of musical experiences? To play
with understanding Doris will need
knowledge of many works, will need
many musical as well as pianistic
experiences. Technical practice will
most certainly become a part of our
work, hut it will be undertaken only
in the direct service of an apparent
musical deficiency. II. will be caught
up in the great mental and emo-
tional activity of ll1usical expression
and it wHI automatically become the
instrument of this expression, 110t
an end in jtself.
As for talent, it is very much
easier to be certain that a person
has it than that he does not have
it. Talent enough to become an art·
ist, Dods has not. But talent to be-
come a musical person, to play with
understanding and pleasure, to be-
come a l'ecognized and successful
musical member of the community.
to teach, to accompany, to bring to
others hcr own hard won accomplish-
ments-who can say for certain that
she does not possess enough of it,
and of other qualities to succeed?
"The right measure will be at-
ta,ined'if students of music stop
short of the arts which are prac'
ticed in professional contests, and
do not seck t.o acquire those fantas-
tic marvels of execution which are
the fa~hion in such contests, and
from these have passed into edllw-
t.ion." (It.alics mine) Aristotle said
this way back in the fourth century
B.C. Even then the physical mean's
tended lo obliterate the spiritual
ends. I believe that this has hap-
pened to Doris. I Ieel Justified in
discarding an emphasis on mechan-
ics for a broader approach.
We wm temper the fierce struggle
for'the unattainable with the sweet
fruits of a certain, and employable
accomplishment. We will consider
limitations as well as aspiration. We
will align means with ends. And if
we align them rightly we will get
"results." THE END
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Best Selling Vocal
SECULAR
Solos
AT DAWNING Charles W.
High Ab .131-40174
Medium Gb 131-40175. . . . .
Med.-Low F 131-40176
Low E .. 131.40177
Cadman
.50
.50
.50
.50
BELL-MAN ......•............... Cecil
High G .. 131·40370
Medium Eb 131-40387
Forsyth
.50
.50
BLUE ARE HER EyES Win"e,.
High f~minor 131-40203
Medium d minor 131-40204
'l\!alts
.50
.50
BON JOUR MA BELLE A. H.
High E ... IJ 1-40205
Medium D .131-40206
Lew C 131-40207
Behrend
.50
.50
.50
BY THE WATERS OF MINNETONKA
. . . . . . . . . . ... Thurlow Lieurance
,111-14561 ConcertEd. .60
. ,111.12125 ConcertEd. .60
.. 111-17550 Recital Ed. .60
.. 111-17446 Recital Ed. .60
High A
jLow Gb
High Bb
Low G
CRADLE SONG
Medium Db
... Alexander Mnc Fudven
.121.30220 .. 50
A DREAM J. C.
jHigh Ab IJ 1-40256
jMedium F 131-40257
tMedium-Low E .. 131-40258
j Low Db .' IJ 1-40259
Bartlett
.50
.50
.50
.50
FORGOTTEN
High Ab
Mediu.m F
Low Eb
................. Eugene
.131.40278
....... 131-40279
.131-40280
Cowles
.50
.50
.50
*GOIN' HOME (Largo, New World Symphony)
.... _ Anton Dvorak-Fishel'
........ 131-40284 .50
... 131-40285 .50
....... 131-40286 .50
High Eb
Medium Db
Low C
THE GREEN CATHEDRAL Carl
High G .121.30050
Medium F .. 121·30882
Low Eb ... 121·30051
Hahn
.60
.60
.60
* Sold only in U.S.A.
I LOVE
High F
Low D
LIFE lVru nna-Zucca
... 121-30012 .60
... 121-30013 .60
I SHALL NOT PASS AGAIN THIS WAY
...................... Stanley S. Effinger
High F .121.30120 .50
Low 0 .. 121-30121 .50
IF GOD LEFT ONLY yOU John
High F 131·40328
Medium Eb 131-40156
Densmore
.50
.50
LET ALL MY LIFE BE MUSIC .. Chade, G.
High Eb 121.30427
Low C 121-30428
SPI'OSS
.65
.65
LITTLE SONG Cl ifford
High G 131.41027
Medium F 131-41007
Low Eb .131-41028
Shaw
.50
.50
.50
MIGHTY LAK' A ROSE .... '" .Erhelher Nevin
High A 121·30026 .50
Medium G 121~30027 .50
Medium~Low F 121-30028 _50
Low Eb 12[.30877 .50
MY LOVER IS A FISHERMAN ... Lilv
High Bb 11I-40030
Low G 13 1-4003 I
St rickl anrl
.50
.50
OPEN ROAD · Willi a III
High g minor 131-40052 .
Medium f minor 131-40053 ...
Stickles
.50
.50
o PERFECT LOVE T H
High Ab 111.12268 .•.
Low F 111-12269 .
Bm-leiph
.60
.60
o PERFECT
High Eb
Medium Db
LOVE ..... Barn hv, Clough-Leigbter
...... '. 131-40067 ~., .50
13 1-40068 .50
THE TIME FOR MAKING SONGS HAS COME
H' h Eb···················· .James H. Rodgers
Ig 131-40131 50Medium Db 11I·40132 .
.50
WHISPERING
High Eb
Medium C
HOPE Aliee
13/-40149
131~401S0
Ha \\,thorne
.35
.35
t Orchestral accampaniment available
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Best Selling Vocal Sol~s
SACRED
CONSIDERAND HEAR ME (psalm 13)
......................... Alfred
High F . . . . . 131-40236
Medium D . 131·40237
Low C 13 1·40238
Wooler
.50
.50
.50
I SOUGHT THE LORD. Op. 7b
.................•.. Frederick
High G 131-40155
Low E . . .131·40322
Stevenson
.50
.50
IFCHRIST CAME BACK Geoffrey
High C . . . . . . .. 11I-40325
Medium Bb . 11I·40326
Low Ab . 131·40327
O'Hara
.50
.50
.50
THEGOOD SHEPHERD (psalm 23)
................ Beardsley Van de
High F . 131·40484
Low D ..... 131·40288 ...
Water
.50
.50
I HEARDTHE VOICE OF JESUS SAY
.. , F. G. Rathbun
High Db 111·03276 .50
Low Bb II 1·03740 ... .50
o COME TO MY HEART. LORD JESUS
Op. 26 No. I P" ul Ambrose
High G 131·40232 .. .50
low Eb .. 131·40233 .50
THEPENITENT 1St. Luke 15: 11-25)
........... Beardsley Van de
131·40037
131·40066
Watel'
.60
.60
High Eb
Medium C
THEPUBLICAN IScriptural text)
............. Beardsley Vau de
High Eb 13 1·40074
Low C 131·40075
Watel'
.50
.50
RECESSIONAL Reginald de
High F 121.30087 .
low D 121.30088
Koven
.60
.60
SPIRITOF GOD W. H.
High F ... . 131-40104
'Medium D 131-40105 ' ..
low C 11I·40106
Neidinger
.50
.50
.50
. .
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Bryn Mawr. Penna. 0 Charge my account
Dept. 7,PP.Sl
Please sene! me the following Best Selling Vocal Solos:
CATALOG NUMBER CATALOG NUMBER
PleClseenclose this coupon with yo~r order if
Spate does not permit room for your" full order.
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CITY & STATE.
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stead of saying in rehearsal, "May
I hear that phrase again?" the choir
members refer to dotted eighths, in-
tervals of a fourth, sixth, and sev-
enth. They take particular delight
in sight-reading new anthems. Hymn
singing is now regular and choir and
organ are as one.
First Methodist Church (a fictiti-
ous name, incidentally) does not
have an evening service. Last Sun-
day evening each member of the
choir visited another church and re-
corded what the choir did that was
wrong. Members of the choir reo
ported such things as:
1. This choir lacked good steady
beats; they slurred over eighth notes
and seldom observed dotted notes.
2. The choir sang in its throat:
they had little variety in tonal qual-
ity.
3. The organ was always a frac-
tion ahead of the choir and the
hymns got consistently slower and
slower.
4. The soloist had a beautiful
head tone and his voice rung all
over the church.
5. The choir was ragged on its
entrances and it was obvious that
they did not know exactly when to
come in. . sang just like we used
to.
., ··"MUSICIANSFOR THE CHOI'R
(Conti/wed from Page 24)
where they no longer depended on
the piano t.o lead them and could
sing independently. After the fourth
night no accompaniment was ever
used-the pitch was given by a tun-
ing fork.
In the meantime five new mem-
bers had joined the group and the
choir had grown to 20 members.
The new members had always
wanted to join the choir but were
afraid they couldn't "carry a tune
in a bucket." The class taught them
how to caITY tunes and no bucket
was necessary.
Attention. 1.0 tonat quality started
with the fifth lesson. We wanted 'to
keep the spirit of the class at its
high level and to maintain group
and individual activities. We were
especially interested in avoiding, if
possible, resorting to lectures and
individual voice lessons .
Two selections were chosen for
this phase of the work. The first
selection was "Caro Mio Ben" trans-
posed to the key of C. Later the
group put the phonetic spelling un-
der the Italian words in spaces pro-
vided for this purpose. The second
selection was "Long, Long Ago" and
was chosen because of the English
words.
The approach was "psychclogi-
cal." We were striving for a "ringing
head tone." To get this tone we used
the hum for the fifth lesson and
vowel tones for the sixth lesson.
We "worked into the hum" by say-
ing softly "Mmmmmmm Nnnnnnn
Ing " It was the "ing" sound
that was intoned. As soon as we had
gotten to the point where we could
recognize the head placement of this
tone we moved through the music of
"Caw Mio Ben" on that hummed
tone. It was fascinating to see the
group work in this fashion. In the
sixth lesson they found that they
could tell when the tone slipped from
"the right spot" in the head and
also could ten when their partners
"lost the head tone." In these two
lessons the members of the class se-
cured the "psychological Ieel" of the
head tone. The improvement in the
quality of voice thus achieved
spurred several members of the
choir to seek private vocal lessons.
I" the seventh lesson. we hummed-
sang "Caro Mio Ben" on each of the
vowel tones. In the eighth week we
used the Italian words and discov·
ered what consonants did to the
basic head tone we had learned to
recognize. The class requested les·
sons for the entire year and eagerly
waited for the time when additional
material was studied .
In the meantime the group sounds
like an entirely different choir, In.
We still have a long way to go
in First Methodist. We have not
approached diction; we have said
little or nothing about breathing;
we are still singing notes instead
of harmonics; we are still afraid
of the more difficult numbers.
But we have come a long way too.
We have found that it is easier to
sing Bach, Handel, Mozart, and
Mendelssohn than it. is to sing some
of the more hackneyed anthems.
The great composers respected scale-
wise melodies and their "jumps" are
easier to sing. Although it is hard
to keep our voices in the head and
to maintain a ringing tone we can
recognize when we slip now. Conse-
quently we sound better to ourselves
and the congregation reports that
we sound better to them.
Gone for the most part is the
throat)' and cracking voice. Although
one of the basses is well up in his
seventies he has the same quality
(but not quantity) as the other. bas-
ses who are in their twenties and
thirties. There's no "leading" so-
prano tone and no index to the age
of our sopranos.
Next spring we're going to do
Stainer's "Crucifixion" and Gaul's
"Holy City." Next fall we will be
ready for Handel's "Messiah" ...
and we'll know what we are doing
. .. and we'll clo it well. THE END
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THE FIRST BAYREUTH FESTIVAL
WHERE SHALL I GO TO STUDY?
PRIVATE TEACHERS (New Vo,k CHy) MME. GIOVANNA VIOLA (HULL)
Dramatic Soprano
Teacher of Singing-"Bel Canto"
HANS BARTH
Experienced European trained Artist
Coaching Opera, Concert and Radio
Vocation-Study
Correct voice production, defective singing
corrected.
6-doy Refresher Courses for Piano Teachers !eginmJN accepted
and Pianists held at mountain and seashore Phone: Trafolo('Ir ',8230 Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs.
resorts June 'to September, in New York and 608 West End Ave. New York City
other states also privote lessons. Send postal
'for lull information to
Route 6, Box 76W, S. Jacksonvllle, Florida
FRANK WILLGOOSE
HElEN ANDERSON Piano Instruction
Concert Pianist Especially directed to an ~ffective musical op-
TRAINING FOR PROFESSIONAL CAREER orocch to the very young.
Tone, Interpretatian~Master's Technique
Many years of success in this field.Special Courses for Teachers
and Non-Professionals. Teochers are invited for consultation, either
166 W. nnd St., N. Y. C. Tel. SC 4·8365 personally or by moil, regarding child student
problems.
AddreH:-29 Prime Avenue
MME. BOXALL BOYD Huntington. Long Island, N. Y.
(Lllschetizky)
Pion ist- Teacher~Coach-Prog rom Suilding
PRIVATE TEACHERSSummer Closses (Western)Addreu-5fe;nway Hall-Nola Studios-
113 W. 57th 5t., New York City, N. Y.
L1VERETTEOPERA ACADEMY
EDWIN HUGHES lucia Liverette, Dir.Samoiloff's Bel Canto Method
SUMMER MASTER CLASS FOR Write fo, information:
PIANISTS AND TEACHERS 1833 W. Pica, lo; Angeles 6, Calif.
JULY 9-AUGUST II
338 West 89th Street. New York, N. Y.
HAROLD HURLBUT f
(FRANK) IERNESTO) Singers who have studied with him include
LA FORGE·BERUMEN STUDIOS NADINE CONNER HOWARD KEEL
Voice-Piano James Parnell Henry Cordy
Amon$l those who have studied with Mr. La and others of stage screen. opera and radio
Forge' are: Marian Anderson, Lawrence Tib- Res. 2150 N. 8eachwo~d Dr., Hollywood 2S, Calif.
bet!. Richard Crooks, and Mme_ Motzenauer.
1040 Pork Ave., New York
TeL Atwater 9-7470
JEROME D. ROSEN
Violin Recitols~Artistic Violin Instruction J
EDWARD E. TREUMANN Founder "Ancient String Instrument Ensembie"
Concert Pionist-Artist-Teacher
Studios
6508 Delmar Blvd. 2070 N. Kirkwood Rood
Recommended by Emil Von Sauer, Marti;>. Mosz- St. Louis 12, Mo. Kirkwood. Mo.
kowski and Joseph Hofmann.
Studio Carnegie Hall, Suite 837, 57th St. at
7th AV~.. New York City Tel. Columbus 5-4357
EDNA GUNNAR PETERSON
ALMA FAUST B.S. Music Education Concert Pianist-Artist Teacher
Piano Teacher 22'1 So. Harvard Blvd. Los Angeles, Calif.
Learn to Teach or Play for Pleasure DU. 3-2597
Summer Course: July 5-Augusr 2
600 West t 11th. (Corner Broadway)
New York 25. N.Y. MO 2-6772
ISABEL HUTCHESON
Refresher Course for Piano Teachers:
WILLIAM FICHANDLER Modern Piano Tech nic: Coach ing Concert Pion ish:Graup Work: For further information address:
Pianist, Composer, Teacher Studio 202, 10051h.Elm St., Dallas, Texos
314 West 75th St., New York Su-7,3775 August In New York J
Recent Compositions published by
G. Schirmer, Inc.
EVANGELINE LEHMAN
CRYSTAL WATERS TEACHER OF SiNGINGSinger and Teacher
Concert, Opera, Stage, Radio, T.V. Ope ra-O pe retta-O ro tori o-Conce rt
Many famous students. 167 Elmhurst Av., Detroit 3, Mich. To. 5-8413
Write for circular ,
405 East 54th St. New York 22. N. Y.
DR. FRANCIS L. YORK
RICHARD McCLANAHAN Advanced Piano Interpretation and the Theory
Matthay exponent, formerly his representative. work required by the degrees 0.1 Mus. Ba7h.,
Private lessons, Teachers Courses. Farums-
and Mus. Mos. ::'peclal (....nopln Interpretation.
Summer class-Southwest Harbor. Me. DETROlr CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
. 801 Steinway Bldg., N.Y.C. . O.trolt. Mich.
(Tues._Fri.) CI. 6-8950. other days, KI. 9-8034
CECILE JAHIEL SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVA-
Concert Pianist-Composer TORY OF MUSIC, INC.
1st prize of the Paris Conservatory 3435 Sacramento Street Walnut 1·3496Former pupil of Codot and Ravel
Master classes for concert pianists. Bachelor of Music Degree Opera Deportment
Private lessons. Artists Diploma Pedagogy Certificate
Registet now for summer classes. Approved for veterans[a East 7ath Street New York Cify, N. Y.
REgent 7-7030 or RHinelander 4·1589 Children's Saturday morning Classes,
(Continued from Poee 12)
would have many advantages. "It
would be very easy for a German
prince, without increasing his bud-
get, and by a simple act of transfer,
to apply to my enterprise the funds
designed for the maintaining of such
detestable institutions as the present
opera theatres, which so sadly per'
vert German musical taste ... In
this wayan institution would be
founded of infinite importance in
the development of art in Germany,
and the formation' of a truly and
purely national spirit. The prince
will thus assure to his name an im-
perishable glory."
It may be imagined with how little
enthusiasm Wagner's colleagues
greeted his proposal that their the-
atres be cut off from princely sub-
sidies in order that the funds might
be diverted to his own project.
Another reader was more im-
pressed. He was a 19-year-old prince
who three years earlier had seen
and been profoundly impressed by
a performance of "Lohengrin." In
March, 1864" this 'Vagner admirer
lscended the throne of Bavaria as
King Ludwig II.
The young king's first act, upon
his coronatjon, was to send his pri-
vate secretary to Wagner in Vienna
with the message: "Come here and
finish your work."
The secretal'y had some difficully
'n delivering his message. Wagner
had just left Vienna, fleeing from
creditors who were sufficientl~'
wrought up to pursue hjm. At Stult-
gart, where Wagner had taken reo
fuge with his friend Eckert, leader
of the orchestra there, the secretary
was able to deliver his welcome
news.
Wagner's personal financial prob·
lems thereafter were at an end. King
Ludwig placed a house at hjs dis-
posal, paid off the most importunate
of bis creditors, and took a leading.
part in the establishing of the Bay-
'euth festival.
Even King Ludwig's purse_ how-
ever, could not cope with tI,e jm·
mense Bayreuth plan as it was fin-
ally completed. To raise money, a
committee was formed to secure pub-
lic subscriptions for Bayreuth. Wag-
ler Societies were established all
over Germany, jn New York, Am-
sterdam, Brussels, Paris, Stockholm.
Milan and London. Wagner himself
made a lour of European centers.
attending banquets and making
speeches to inflame the zeal of Bay-
reuth subscribers.
On IVIay 22, 1872, hjs 59th birth-
day, Wagner with great ceremony
laid the cornerstone of the Bayreuth
Festival Theatre. Nearly 2.000 mu~
sicians had come to tak,e part in the
cel'emony, which was highlighted b\-
a performance of Beethoven's Ninti,
Symphony, with Wagner. conducting.
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Four more years were to pass,
however, before Wagner was able to
lift the curtain on a Bayreuth per-
formance. Money ran short; because
of previous engagements Wagner
could not get precisely the singers he
wanted; there was endless bickering
at rehearsals when the Master could
not get every detail of the perform-
ance entirely to his satisfaction.
Tlce press, as usual hostile to
Wagner, commented acidly that sing'
ers taking part in the Festival had
been expected to attend preliminary
rehearsals lasting for two years. and
the final dress rehearsals, without
remuneration, and simply from de-
votion to t.he Master's cause. Ther
added that those unwilling to do so
had received sharp letters of rebuke
froni Frau Cosima.
Many were willing 10 do so. how.
ever-notably the tenor Albert Nie·
mann, who years before had pleaded
with 'Vagner to alter a difficult
phrase in the Rome Narrative from
"Tannhauser," and on Wagner's re-
fusal to do so had lamented that he
would feel himself lucky to finish
the performance with his voice in·
tact. Nevertlleless. Niemann was on
hand at Bayreuth. as were Lilli
Lehmann. one of the foremost so·
pranos of the day. and outstanding
conductors like Hans Richter. Felix
Mottl and Anton Seidl.
The first complete performance of
the "Ring of the Nibelungen" took
place at Bayreuth on August 13·]7.
1876. It was an unqualified success.
Wagner at last had reached the sum·
mit. His immense energ~' and perse·
verance had pushed to completion
a staggering project without parallel
in music history.
The first Bayreuth festival was an
jmmense artistic SLlccess. It also reo
sulted in a deficit of about 30.000.
To make up the deficit.· which
weighed heavily on him. Wagner
arranged for an impresario to hawk
the BayreutiJ stage sets and cos·
tumes to German opera houses ill
order to induce them to stage the
"'Ring." "'\"'\'agner himself launched a
pressing appeal to the Wagner So·
cietjes, and undertook a series of
London concerts to raise money for
Bayreuth.
The Bayreuth Theatre. despile
heroic exertions by Wagner and his
friends, did not reopen from lhe
slimmer of 1876 until Julv 28. 1882.
wIlen "Parsifal"' was performed for
the first time. 'Vagner had begun
com posing the music in 1878. hi5
65th year, and had finished it early
in 1882.
"Parsifal," produced 16 rimes al
Bayreuth. was Wagner's swan song.
'Vorn out, he went to Venice, and
died there Feb. 13. 1883.
THE END
Small Recitals Do Pay
A tried and workable answer to the question
of how to inspire pupils to practice
DUlliNG MY YEARS of teach.
_ - no one problem in particularITIg pia •
causedme difficulty ... : that l.S,
lllllilI workedout a solution to It.
!I was the problem that ~ace5 many
leachers-howto get pupils to prac-
ticewitholltpreaclling to them about
il.
Itried.ofcourse.lhe usual awards
III paperstars, diflerem colors re~)-
resentingvarying degrcc~ nf mel'll.
~ndsomelimes I awarded ..mull
~riles,But I found thc'-c ",erell'l
enoughto hold the .<:IudCllh' inlere ...t
throuahoutthe entire year.
In;ticed,however, that Iheir prac-
licingincreased in time and degree
Ilfcarefulnesswhen they h'er pre·
paringfor the )early recilul. Tt W8-.;
IIbvioU5that the :-tudenh were eager
10perform10 Ihe he..t of their ahilily
in Ihe presence of parenl;: and
friends.With rew e.xception'-, ...elec-
tionstobe presented al rerita I.., were
carefully.<;tudiedand u<.,ually mClllO-
riledwith litlle difficulty.
hidden lally, r never in...i..t d lhnt
m~pupilsmemorize their piecc ... 1
tne/erredthilt they should. but when-
ererJ foundthaI a pupil lacl ..ed con-
fidencewithout his Olu ...ic. 1 ne\er
be3itatedto let him lake it 10 the
pianowith him.
WhenI became aware of my pu·
pi];"intere~1in )lTeparin/,! for reci-
lak it occurred 10 me Ihal a ..eries
of 'malI recital;: held e\er\" three
monthswoulJ lift the le\d ~f IHac-
licingthroughoul the \·ear. But then
IllerI'was the proble~l or di\idinj!
!III' pupi1.sinto group;: for c:uell reci-
tal."
By the time 1 wa'i more Qf Ie ....
e'l~blishedas a leacher i)f piano. my
entlTeli~t of pupils numbered be-
tween30 and 40 ranp"inrr in arre
I' '''' '" c.rom 51X to sixteen. By dividing: tllem
mt~three groups I thought I might
attlveat aboul the right number for
eachrecilal but I wanted to avoid
hutn.g feeli'ngsin grouping Ihem.
thmkIsucceeded by what proved
tobe a very simple method. Obvi-
ously I couldn'tput the most talented
P~Pi15 in one group nor did it seem
\\'1' t ',e 0 arrange them according to
age.groups, for some of the older
pupIlswho IJ .were rea y only begm-
ners might fi d h h .B' n t at em arraS5.:mg.
c d~tItwas easy to divide them ac-
ormgton' hOO hf elg r oDds, regardless
o ageOt talent. This method worked
Outespeciallywell because it
lurned h' • as
out, c Jidren from the same
1 I £1ETUDE-JULY J95 DDE-JULY 1951•
By IVY GRANT
neighborhood were friend .s. and their
parent, knew each other too.
Each of the small recitals to
Which only the parents of part.iojpat.
ing pupils were invited, was treated
as a socia l event and held in my own
home. Before the recitnl started I
had an opportunity to beccune ac-
quuinted with the parents. and 'of
(·t,lIl'.::ein such a Iriendl y atmosphere
il wa.;; pOSisiblc (or my ]lIIpil..o tu
relax and overcome nen'OlI...oIlt.;..o. and
..hyne~~.
Pllpill" worked together in plan.
nill~ for tile concert;;:... arranging in-
i'xpcn ...i\e decorations. Sometimes
they (,(JIl"lructeu an imitation micro-
1)IHlIlC and pretended the perform.
ante wa..; heing broadca."t m'er the
radio. Of1en lhey inlrndueed tlleir
"wn numbers.
1'/'t> eX1J('''Se of the,..e e\enin~ ...
pro\ed In be next to llf,thing. for
pHrenh were ollly too willing 10 help
lOul willi the refreshment,.:. After ron-
t· 1'1, were over, llle children in-
dulged in ice cream and j)np. while
their mother.., and fatller ... hecame
hClIcr acquainled O\'er rake und
('(jfTce.
\ her thc fir:::t nf l.he,,;e recitals.
parent" or the children nol included
\\'ere naturally intere;;:.ted to know
win' the\' were di;;:.crill1inated again."t.
So 'at tl~e beginning ()f each sea:o:on.
I found_ it was: a good idea to :=:end
parent~ notices of the dale.:: of re-
cital ... in which t.heir children were
lu appear. Throughout the ;:eason
new pupilo; were arriving ::ll1d ."ome
of the nlder ones leaving. of course.
hilt it wa" easy enough to make ad-
ju,..llllent.;; in the recital sclledule as
thev became necessary.
'Vith the added spirit of competi-
lion introduced by the series of small
recitals. -tudent.s became increas-
ingly concerned with their own
advancement. They worked harder
and more enthusiastically than ever
before. and of course my major prob-
lem of getting them to practice on
their own initiative had found solu-
tion. Needless to say, my pupils'
parents were happy about the whole
thing. too. TH E END
• It is no empty phrase (no
maller how often we hear it
repeated) that music begins
where spoken language e~tds.
-Ferdinand Hlller
(18U.1885)
Rosamonde Lewin
Winner of $250 in Guild Record-
ing Competition, entered by Mme.
Rosina Lhevinne, New York, 1951.
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The High Larynx -
Hazard for Singers
By E. HERBERT.CAESARI
throat, that is, not too high nor too
low; this position I call "floating
level." Should the larynx, during the
act of singing, assume a higher posi-
tion than this floating level, it is
evidence of weakness of the depres-
Sal' muscles. What is known as the
"high larynx" in singing is a result,
therefore, of the elevator muscles
overcoming the depressor muscles
and pulling the larynx up too high.
And as the larynx rises it pushes
up the tongue, whereupon the soft
palate is pulled down in equal meas-
ure; consequently, the space be-
tween the tongue-surface and the arc
of the palate gradually becomes nar-
rower and narrower. In extreme
cases tongue and palate meet, and
so the tone is completely choked off.
As the high larynx singer ascends
the scale from the lowest note, say
on AH, the tone, on reaching the
medium pitches, gradually becomes
more open (or white); ascending
still further, it may well be blatantly
open and "bleat," possibly with
added tinges of nasal twang. When
the EH vowel is sung, conditions are
worsened because, for its formation,
the tongue arches more than for
AH, and consequently pulls the
larynx up in degree; conditions are
worse still when EE is prodt;ced
because the tongue arches more than
'''Get him to play our song, dear."
ever, pulling the larynx up with it
while the soft palate descends in
equal measure. On ascending the
scale on the EE vowel, the high
larynx singer feels the discomfort
of the tonal stranglehold; every.
thing within the vocal machinerv
becoming tighter and more clamped
as the pitch rises. At a certain point
the fast deteriorating tone gets
choked off.
While the disability of the high
larynx is found mostly in tenors.
and sometimes in baritones, only
very occasionally do we find women
singers suffering from the high
larynx. It is a curious fact, however.
that a woman with a high larynx
never is completely choked off. as
a man is, when she soars to the high
pitches. The tone will splay open.
become harsh and strident, she will
"strip her gears" so to speak, but
she will still keep going through the
narrowest of spaces (between arched
longue and lowered palate). It is
almost as though Nature never in.
tended woman to be completely
silent!
It is interesting to note that the
normal position assumed by the
larynx in the throat differs in depth
according to the category and calibre
of the voice. For example, the larynx
of a lyric soprano has a lower set.
ting than that of a light soprano,
a lirico spinto soprano slightly lower
than the Iyric. and the true dramatic
soprano lower still-all in small de
gree, mind you. The big mezzo and
the contralto have a lower setting
than the dramatic soprano. and are
practically of the same depth as
the light baritone. The basso can·
tante and the basso profundo are
degrees lower still.
rite only 1ClU.Y to correct the high
larynx disabil.ity is to strengthen
the depressor muscles to the point
of equalizing them with the elevator
muscles. To effect this one must ex-
ercise primarily on the dark vowels
AW, OR, 00; also the rounded AH
sound, as in sorry, nod, can be used
to advantage. (The EH and EE vow'
els should be left alone during the
first period of corrective work). The
reason for employing the dark vow-
els for the corrective work is that
to produce these round tones the
larynx has to go down. or attempt
to go down. pulling the tongue with
it, while the soft palate arches in
degree; every such attempt exercises
and strengthens the depressor mus·
cles. One must never try to lower
t.he larynx by direct muscular effort,
but only by indirect muscular action
through employing the dark. round
vowels. THE E:i'{D
IT IS extraordinary how many
students of singing are afflicted with
the high larynx disability, and how
many are unable to diagnose the
trouble. The resultant tone is in-
variably throaty. nasal. and con-
stricted. What is a "high larynx"?
In some cases it is simply a weak-
ness of the depressor muscles; in
others it also includes slight, and
sometimes pronounced anomalies of
structure of the internal mouth.
Place your jillger-ap lightly on
the larynx (the protuberance called
Adam's apple) and open your mouth
normally. You will feel that its posi-
tion remains unchanged; but if-
still retaining the finger-tip on the
larynx-you now take a deep breath,
or better still. yawn. you will feel
how it assumes a much lower posi-
tion in the throat. This lowering is
due to the action of the depressor
muscles. Now close your mouth,
whereupon the larynx will rise to
its former position of rest. Now
swallow-still keeping your finger-
tip lightly on the larynx-and you
will feel how it rises much higher
than the normal position of rest.
This raising is due to the action of
the elevator muscles.
When singing. the larynx should
assume a normal position in the
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Gone are the days of dull drills and monotonous exercises!
Today, more and more teachers are discovering and usi~g the
ADA RICHTER method of teaching young beginners.
410-40180 75
Folk songs, games and action songs from Argentine, Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Mexico
and Peru. Most have English text! An excellent means of correlating piano study with school
programs pertaining to the "Good Neighbor" policy. Pieces average from Grade 2 to 3.
410-40124 75
Excellent selections and easy arrangements enable the piano student to make a definite con-
tribution to the school program. Texts are all in singable registers and the songs are arranged
in groups-Earliest Patriotic Songs, Famous War Songs of Early Years, Songs Our Fighting
Men Like to Sing, Famous War Songs and Patriotic Tunes of Later Years. .
410-40205 75
A short biographical sketch of Foster adds interest to these splendid arrangements for the
piano student. The collection includes his Folk Songs in addition to other of his rhythmic
and humorous numbers-all of which have become among the most beloved songs of past
generations .
410-40175 75
After only a few months of study the student can begin to playmusic of realinterest and enjoy-
ment to himself as well as to others. One of the best sellers of recent years, these forty songs
provide a wide variety. Texts and attractive illustrations!
*410-40188 , 75
This sequel to My First Song Book is equally as popular. SchoolSongs, Songsof Other Lands,
Songs of My Country, Songs from Operas etc. are all playable in school or social group
activities. Grade 2. .SOLD ONLY IN U.S.A.
PIANO SUITES
One of Mrs. Richter's greatest gifts to the child's music repertoire is found in her series
of suites. Favorite and familiar stories are set to music and all have a tremendous appeal.
After learning the music, the obvious thing is to dramatize it. Other uses follow: Musical
reading for classes in expression-Stories for mother or teacher to read or play-Music
appreciation and children's concerts-Supplementary music for piano classes-Supple-
mentary language and music material in school. Many suggestions are presented for
recital programs .
BRYN MAWR, PA.
Send for additional information on
ADA RICHTER piano teaching materials
-:
RETAIL STORE 410-40178 Nutuacker Suite(Tschaikowski) . .Grade 2-3
410.40183 Peer Gynt Suite (Grieg) .Grade3 .
410-40184 Peter Rabbit Grade 2 : .
410-40232 Three Little Pigs Grade 2 .
.60
.75
.75
.60
.60
Cinderella Grade 2 ..
First Christmas Grade 2 ..
The First Easter , Grade 2 ..
Jack and the Beanstalk Grade 2 ..
Noah and the Ark Grade 2 ..
.75
.75
.60
.60
410-40133
410-40255
410-41013
410-40161
410-41005
1712 Chestnut St.
Philodelphio 3, Po.
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GET COMPLETE INFORMATION IN THIS NEW ORGANO BOOKLET.
Use handy coupon on page 64. This saves your Etude cover.
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c
Tlzewhole waild should mow
sbout the OR6ANQ ..butpeople
won~believe the truth. alJout
it until they hear it !
The best we can do is tell you what users tell us.
We have followed the ORGANO into the homes of rich
and poor-young and old-lay and religious. We have
heard its notes bless marriages-and farewells. Inspire
hop~ and patriotism-or ~i~ga fluttering,happy accorn-
pamment to everyday Iiving.c.a lullaby - a practice
study-a love song.
We can't begin to describe the satisfaction of pos-
sessing a Lowrey ORGANO. But if you love fine organ
music - if you crave to command a new musical lan-
guage, you'll find what you've been waiting for at your
ORGANO dealers. Send coupon for more information.
CONTROL PANEL,.,
Place. the Noq;an '101"" at
your finger tips_II wide eelec-
tion of tonalities and vibralO
combinations.
LOVVREY
o 0
Stronger than any
Advertising Claim
•
Here's what the
Users Say-
"I have played Ihe piano .ince I waa 7 )'ears old. I
have had Iwo other organs, and now ! have an
ORGANO, and never have I been more pleased."
Mrs. E. L.
Missoula,1\1lIlll,
•
"I have alwaya liked organ music hut never acquired
an organ because: Ihey require mOre ski]] to play than
the alnateur musician is interested in developing; an
organ and piano bOlh would require toO much space i"
a "mall home; and the organ i. priced outside the range
of buying power of the person of modeat means. That
is, mOSt people of moderate circumstance. would nOI
care for both un organ and piano. It ia indeed a pleee-
ure to be able 10 have organ music in the home. The
Lowrey ORGANa providca my fri,,"da and m" with
many hours of carefree cntertainment,~
E. L. r.
Tacoma, Wash.•
"I was led by Providence i"to Ihe store uf the
ORGANO Dealer."
Mu. C. C.
Elkhart, Ind.•
"I feel the ORGANa is Cod's gifl to the poor, under.
privileged, at so many people who love Grgsn music
can neither afford nOr play an organ. [ had ruher hear
the simpiesl lune played by one of our little ..,hool pu.
pil. on the ORGANO than to hear "ine·tenlh. of the
music on our radio .lotiol1a today. It lOothu~it dra' ...
one'a soul to God, und Clln be played by tlemeolllry
muic pupih.
"The firlt one I ever saw ceuaed me to purpo"" in my
heart to own one, and at lall my purpo"" and desire
ha"e become a reality. I have had many thingl thaI
cost more ill my life, or at least a good number_but
nothing that Ilove more-not e"en my new coo\'erlible, ~
Mrl. L. W. P.
Sweetwaler, TUB!•
"When I first 8lIW the Lowrey ORGANa Idvertiaed.
I sprang from my chair and e",claimed, 'Ju11 what I'v"
been waiting for.' That wa.s last AUl5ult. I wrote to
your company about it and recei"ed word that there
waa nO Dealer in Ihis vicinity, eo ga"e up hopes. But
fortunately wa.s viaiting some frienda in a church about
80 mil"s from here and 10 and bebold, Ihey had one in
that church. Immediately, I contact"d the putor in
that church. who graciously introduced me In one of
the grandest instrumenlS I have ever played. I can't gel
Over the rich pipe organ lonea and the amazing po.,.i·
bililiea with the Lowrey ORGANO. For years, I have
wanted an electronic organ which would be portable,
and at last a lifelime d"llire haa been fulfilled. Thank_
10 Central Commercial Indultries for euch an eeccm-
plishment. It will aerve Ihe purpoae for me, and every·
one who heara it il aatonished at the tone and quality
of the instrument."
R. S.
Rock Hill, S. C.•
"I can enjoy my retirement to the la.st with whal I've
always wanted but 'til now was too bUBy to play-and
regular organa were too large:'
P. Van W,
Bell, Calif.
LOWREY ORGAN DIVISION
Central Commercial Industries, Inc.
332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, Ill.
CHICAGO
